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Editorial 

 

It is a matter of both honor and pleasure for us to put forth the inaugural issue of BIJIT; 

the BVICAM’s International Journal of Information Technology. This first issue of the 

journal presents a compilation of fourteen papers that span a broad variety of research 

topics in various emerging areas of Information Technology and Computer Science. 

Some application oriented papers, having novelty in application, have also been included 

in this issue, hoping that usage of these would facilitate the overall economic growth. 

This issue is the first visible step in realizing our vision “to achieve a standard 

comparable to the best in the field and finally become a symbol of quality”. 

 

Our panel of expert referees posses a sound academic background and have a rich 

publication record in various prestigious journals representing Universities, Research 

Laboratories and other institutions of repute, which, we intend to further augment from 

time to time. Finalizing the constitution of the panel was a painstaking process, but it 

helped us to ensure that the best of the received manuscripts are showcased and that too 

after undergoing multiple review cycles, as required. 

 

The fourteen papers that were finally published were chosen out of more than sixty 

papers that we received from all over the world for this inaugural issue. We understand 

that the launch of inaugural issue of this Journal was delayed from our planned schedule, 

but we also hope that you concur with us in the fact that quality review is a time taking 

process and is further delayed if the reviewers are senior researchers in their respective 

fields and hence, are hard pressed for time.  

 

We wish to express our sincere gratitude to our panel of experts in steering the submitted 

manuscripts through multiple cycles of review and bringing out the best from the 

contributing authors. We thank our esteemed authors for having shown confidence in 

BIJIT and considering it a platform to showcase and share their original research work. 

We would also wish to thank the authors whose papers were not published in this 

inaugural issue of the Journal, probably because of the minor shortcomings. However, we 

would like to encourage them to actively contribute for the forthcoming issues.  

 

The undertaken Quality Assurance Process involved a series of well defined activities 

that, we hope, went a long way in ensuring the quality of the publication. Still, there is 

always a scope for improvement, and so we request the contributors and readers to kindly 

mail us their criticism, suggestions and feedback at bijit@bvicam.ac.in and help us in 

further enhancing the quality of forthcoming issues. 
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Fuzzy Logic Based Revised Defect Rating for Software Lifecycle Performance 

Prediction Using GMR  

A. K. Verma
1
, Anil R

2 
and Dr. Om Prakash Jain

3
 

Abstract - Software service organizations have adopted 

various software engineering process models and are 

practicing it earnestly. Even though this has helped the 

organizations to improve the quality and the profit margins; 

there exists a need to compare different groups within it so as 

to concentrate on the weaker sections. In this paper, the 

authors propose a revised model for defect rating that can be 

used for calculating group maturity within the organization. 

Fuzzy logic approach is used for the proposed model 

considering the linguistic or imprecise nature of the software 

measurements. The output of this model can be used as one 

of the parameter for predicting different software parameters 

within the software lifecycle.  

.  

Index Terms - Defect rating, Fuzzy logic, Historical data. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, there exists many software reliability models [1],[2], 

[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] which predicts the defect density 

early in the life cycle. However, these models use the current 

trend of the defects for prediction. Most of these models are 

developed using some large software projects where the size of 

the source code is the range of many hundred thousand lines of 

codes. It is easy to develop and apply these models on large 

software projects because of the significant duration and effort 

spent. However, for industrial software projects that are of size 

less than a hundred thousand lines of code and being executed 

in less than six months, it is difficult to use these models for 

early prediction of the software defect density. In these 

projects, the average duration of testing may last only a couple 

of weeks. 

Historical information from the past projects also needs to be 

used for the prediction of the defect density of the new projects 

[10]. The people and the maturity of the organization are 

playing an important role in the quality of the software being 

developed. One can not ignore these facts while predicting the 

quality of the software under development. In this paper, the 

authors propose a model that uses the historical information 

from the past projects and gives a rating for the present project 

which can be used along with other project parameters to 

predict the defect density of the project. Fuzzy logic approach 

is used for the developing the proposed model considering the 

advantages of fuzzy logic in converting the experts knowledge 

into fuzzy rules. The paper is organized in the following way. 

Section II introduces the concept of Fuzzy logic. Section III 

talks about the problem overview, Section IV talks about the 

parameters used for the model and the method of calculations, 

Section V talks about the proposed model using Fuzzy systems,  
1Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai 
2,3L&T Infotech, Mumbai 

section VI discuses about the application of the proposed 

model on industrial data and section VII concludes the paper 

along with future work. 

 

2. FUZZY LOGIC 

Fuzzy logic is invented by Zadeh in 1965. [11] [12]. It is being 

used in many important investigations since its invention. This 

concept provides a natural way of dealing with problems where 

the main source for impreciseness is the absence of crisply 

defined criteria. In fuzzy approach, the concerned phenomenon 

in the system is controlled by linguistic uncertainties. A typical 

fuzzy system consists of a fuzzifier, fuzzy engine and a 

defuzzifier. Due to the simplicity associated with it, Mamdani 

method is the most commonly used fuzzy interference engine 

even though there exists many other approaches [13], [14]. A 

sequence of fuzzy interface rules determines internal structure 

of the fuzzy engines. A typical fuzzy system consists of four 

steps.  

1. Using membership functions, an input value is translated 

into linguistic terms. How much a given numerical input, 

which is under consideration, fits into the linguistic terms, 

is decided by the membership function.  

2. Fuzzy rules are evolved by considering the different 

permissible combinations of input and output membership 

functions. The rules are defined with the use of experts’ 

knowledge in the field under consideration.  

3. The derived rules are applied to the membership functions 

and the aggregation of the outputs of the all rules takes 

place. This is performed by the fuzzy interference engine 

which maps the input membership function and the output 

membership function using the defined fuzzy rules.  

4. Converting the resultant fuzzy output into a crisp number 

which is called as defuzzification. 

 

3. PROBLEM OVERVIEW 

Quality of the software being developed in an organization 

depends not only on the present project conditions, but also on 

the past performance of the group which develops the software. 

Considering this, a rating based on the historical data was 

developed using fuzzy logic technique. Group maturity rating 

(GMR) [15] is defined for predicting the software performance 

of a group with in a typical software organization of high 

maturity. This rating uses five parameters such as, schedule 

variance, effort variance, customer satisfaction index, process 

compliance index and defect rating. Since the parameters used 

for arriving at the model are either linguistic or data is 

uncertain or vague, fuzzy logic approach is considered as the 

best approach. Group maturity rating is being used as one of 

the environmental parameter apart from the project metrics for 

better prediction using Fuzzy-neuro approach.  
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The defect rating used in the first version of GMR consists of 

two parameters, defect density and residual defect density and 

was defined using fuzzy logic approach. Even though, this 

model gives a good rating on the maturity of the groups under 

consideration, the defect rating can be refined by incorporating 

the review effectiveness as the third parameter, considering the 

fact that quality of the software under consideration depends of 

the effectiveness of the review which is being carried out. Also 

in some cases, the relative error with the existing model is on 

the higher side that can be reduced. 

 

4. PARAMETERS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

a. Defect Density 

Defect density is one of the important metrics of software 

organizations and gives a picture of the quality of the projects 

of that organization. Defect density is defined as the defects per 

unit size of the software entity being measured. Low value of 

defect density is better, however, the same needs to be 

investigated, since ineffective review and testing also leads to 

low defect density. Defect density can be correlated with many 

parameters like the project management practices and 

processes followed by the project team, the technical 

knowledge of the organization, and on the competency of the 

people. Due to these factors, the historical information about 

the defect density of projects will always help the organization 

to decide on the time required for review and testing and 

stoppage rules of testing. Even though the defects found out 

during the review and testing are resolved before shipping, it 

takes a significant effort and time from the project. This will 

directly affect the profit of the organization. The membership 

functions for defect density are decided using the expert 

opinion and the historical baseline metrics. Trapezoidal 

membership functions are considered for defect density. The 

membership functions of defect density are decided as 

“Excellent”, “Very good”, “Good” and “Poor”. The elements 

of the fuzzy sets are determined using the historical baseline 

mean and the control limits. Table I illustrates the formulae 

used to find out the membership values of defect density. 

Membership 

function 
Membership values 

Very good 
9 7 5

0, - , - , -
2 2 2

σ σ σµ µ µ  

Good 
7 5 3

- , - , ,
2 2 2 2

σ σ σ σµ µ µ µ− −  

Poor 
3 3

, , , +
2 2 2 2

σ σ σ σµ µ µ µ− − +  

Very poor , , 2 ,µ µ σ µ σ+ + ∞  

Table 1: Membership Values for Defect Density 

 

b. Residual Defect density 

Residual defect density shows the quality of the projects 

delivered by an organization and this is also one of the 

important defect metrics for an organization. Residual defect 

density (RDD) is the measure of the unresolved defects after 

release of the software entity per unit size. This number 

indicates the number of defects passed on to the customers after 

completing the in-house testing. RDD plays a crucial role in the 

customer satisfaction since it directly affects the customer 

whereas; DD defines in the quality of the in-house 

development. The membership functions for residual defect 

density are decided using the expert opinion and the historical 

baseline metrics. Trapezoidal membership functions are also 

considered for residual defect density. The membership 

functions of residual defect density are decided as “Excellent”, 

“Very good”, “Good” and “Poor”. The elements of the fuzzy 

sets are determined using the historical baseline mean and the 

control limits. Table II illustrates the formulae used to find out 

the membership values of residual defect density. 

Membership 

function 
Membership values 

Very good 
3

0, 0, - ,
2

σµ µ σ−  

Good 
3 3 5

- , , , +
2 4 4

σ σ σµ µ σ µ µ− +  

Poor 
3 13 15

+ , , , +
4 4 4

σ σ σµ µ σ µ µ+ +  

Very poor 
7 9

3 , , + ,
2 2

σ σµ σ µ µ+ + ∞  

Table 2: Membership Values for Residual Defect Density 

 

c. Review Effectiveness 

During software development, there exist a lot of opportunities 

for errors. Even though, in ideal conditions, one expects no 

defects are injected during the development process, the same 

is an impossible target. In this scenario, the best possible 

method is to remove the maximum possible error injected as 

soon as possible. The first possible chance for finding out the 

errors while developing software is the review process. 

Review effectiveness (RE) is the measure of the efficiency of 

the review process. It is the ratio of total defects found during 

reviews to the total no of defects found during the entire life 

cycle. This can be expressed as,  

Number of defects found during review
RE= 100%

Number of defects found during lifecycle
×  

The membership functions for review effectiveness also are 

decided using the expert opinion and the historical baseline 

metrics. For this parameter also, Trapezoidal membership 

functions are considered. The membership functions of residual 

defect density are decided as “Very Poor”, “Poor”, “Good” and 

“Very good”. The elements of the fuzzy sets are determined 

using the 
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Table 3: Membership Values for Review Effectiveness 

 

 historical baseline mean and the control limits. Table III 

illustrates the formulae used to find out the membership values 

of review effectiveness.  

The output elements are selected as rating “A”, “B”, “C” and 

“D”, where “A” is the best rating and “D” is the worst rating. 

These are chosen carefully with the help of experts in the field 

and converted into defect rules as stated in the next session. 

 

5. DEFECT RATING 

There exists a unique relationship between the parameters 

mentioned in the previous section. Considering this DD, RDD 

and RE are to be treated together. Low DD and low RDD is the 

best. When RDD is more and DD is less, it implies to the 

ineffective in-house testing and review. Here the influence of 

review effectiveness comes into picture. An effective review 

will definitely helps the defect densities to come down, but 

may not be in a linear scale. Considering these, a new 

parameter called Defect rating (DR) is developed using the 

different combinations of DD, RDD and RE. This will help the 

organization to know the health of the project. It also avoids the 

problem of comparing projects in different technologies since 

DD and RDD are correlated to the technology and review 

effectiveness is independent of technology. 

A fuzzy logic model was created for defect rating. Sixty four 

different rules were created based on the input – output 

combination and fed to the fuzzy engine. Some of the example • Rule 1: if (DD is Poor) and (RDD is Very Poor) and (RE 

is Very Poor)Then (Defect rating is B) • Rule 11: if (DD is Poor) and (RDD is Good) and (RE is 

Good)Then (Defect rating is C) • Rule 33: if (DD is Very Good) and (RDD is Very Poor) 

and (RE is Very Poor)Then (Defect rating is D) • Rule 22: if (DD is Good) and (RDD is Poor) and (RE is 

Poor)Then (Defect rating is C) • Rule 36: if (DD is Very Good) and (RDD is Very Poor) 

and (RE is Very Good)Then (Defect rating is B) • Rule 48: if (DD is Very Good) and (RDD is Very Good) 

and (RE is Very Good)Then (Defect rating is A) 

• Rule 52: if (DD is Excellent) and (RDD is Very Poor) and 

(RE is Very Good)Then (Defect rating is B) • Rule 61: if (DD is Excellent) and (RDD is Very Good) 

and (RE is Very Poor)Then (Defect rating is B) 

 
Figure 1: Membership Functions for Inputs and Output of 

Defect Rating 

Mamdani method is used as the fuzzy interference engine. 

Defuzzified crisp output it taken as the input to the defect 

rating. Fig. 1 illustrates the mapping of inputs of the fuzzy 

logic into appropriate membership functions. The rules are 
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created using the fuzzy system editor contained in the Fuzzy 

Logic Toolbox of Matlab 7.0. Control surface of Defect rating 

based on fuzzy rules is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The 

fuzzy inference diagram in Fig. 4 displays all parts of the fuzzy 

inference process from inputs to outputs. Each row of plots 

corresponds to one rule, and each column of plots corresponds 

to either an input variable or an input variable. One can use the 

fuzzy inference diagram to change the inputs and to find out 

the corresponding outputs. 

 
Figure 2: - Control surface for Defect rating fuzzy logic 

application – DD Vs RE 

 

6. CASE STUDY 

In order to validate the revised model of rating, new model is 

checked with the same set of industrial project data. The case 

study was employed with the data from six different groups 

from a typical software organization. The data set consists of 

data from 140 projects in the recent one year, which is filtered 

from a larger set of data to get a range of output. Outliers, 

which are the abnormal project data with large noise, are 

removed from the selected set of project data to arrive at best 

results. The project data is pre processed and removed five  

 
Figure 3: Control surface for Defect rating fuzzy logic 

application – RDD Vs RE 

 

 
Figure 4: Fuzzy inference diagram for Defect rating 

 

projects from the original database. The database is divided 

into three sets, based on the period of execution of these 

projects. Defect rating was calculated separately using the 

industrial data and the crisp output arrived from the defect 

rating model is fed as input to the Group maturity model. The 
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output of the revised GMR was compared with the output of 

the earlier GMR and the same is produced in the table. 

(a) Quarter 1 

Group  

Trad

. 

ratin

g  

GMR 
GMR 

Revised 

Rating  
MRE 

in %  

Rati

ng  

MRE 

in % 

Group 

1  

66.6

7  
52.79  20.82  

70.0

0  
5.00 

Group 

2  

66.6

7  
70.00  5.00  

73.9

8  
10.97 

Group 

3  

46.6

7  
32.83  29.65  

32.8

3  
29.65 

Group 

4  

40.0

0  
32.34  19.14  

32.3

4  
19.14 

Group 

5  

66.6

7  
70.00  5.00  

70.0

0  
5.00 

Group 

6  

53.3

3  
46.33  13.13  

46.3

3  
13.14 

(b) Quarter 2 

Group  

Trad

.  

ratin

g  

GMR 
GMR 

Revised 

Rating  
MRE 

in %  

Rati

ng  

MRE 

in % 

Group 

1  

60.0

0  
43.02  28.30  

70.0

0  
16.67 

Group 

2  

60.0

0  
70.00  16.67  

70.0

0  
16.67 

Group 

3  

33.3

3  
31.63  5.10  

31.6

4  
5.09 

Group 

4  

46.6

7  
41.90  10.22  

41.9

0  
10.22 

Group 

5  

66.6

7  
53.05  20.43  

53.0

1  
20.49 

Group 

6  

46.6

7  
44.95  3.67  

44.9

5  
3.69 

(c) Quarter 3 

Group  

Trad

.  

ratin

g  

GMR 
GMR 

Revised 

Rating  
MRE 

in %  

Rati

ng  

MRE 

in % 

Group 

1  

80.0

0  
71.95  10.06  

85.0

0  
6.25 

Group 

2  

60.0

0  
70.00  16.67  

70.0

0  
16.67 

Group 

3  

40.0

0  
50.00  25.00  

50.0

0  
25.00 

Group 

4  

60.0

0  
55.96  6.74  

55.9

7  
6.71 

Group 

5  

53.3

3  
44.90  15.82  

44.9

0  
15.82 

Group 

6  

26.6

7  
31.82  19.31  

31.8

1  
19.28 

Table 4: Comparison of Models 

 

a. Evaluation Criteria 

The criterion, Magnitude of relative error (MRE) is employed 

to asses and compare the performance of the model with 

respect to the existing model. It can be defined as  

Excisting Rating-Group Maturity Rating

Excisting Rating
MRE =  

MRE value is calculated for each group i whose rating is to be 

determined. 

To find out the mean error of the model, mean magnitude of 

the relative error is also determined, which can be calculated as 

1

1
M M R E =

N

N

i

i

M R E
=∑  

The result of the evaluation is shown in the table IV. The mean 

magnitude of the relative error (MMRE) for the entire data set 

consisting of the data from all three quarters is reduced to 

13.64% from 15.04% which was reported by the earlier model. 

Considering the vagueness and uncertain data and linguistic 

parameters, this error is well within the acceptable limit and the 

revised defect rating is performing better than the previous 

model. 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, a revised model is proposed for rating the 

different groups within an organization based on the defect 

density, residual defect density and the review effectiveness of 

the historical projects. A fuzzy logic approach is used for 

defining the model. The model is used for calculating the group 

maturity rating for a typical software organization of high 

maturity. The model is then compared with the existing model 

and the results were discussed. It is observed that while 

applying the revised model, the man magnitude of the relative 

error is reduced to 13.64% from 15.04% reported by the 

previous model.  

This paper offers some instances based on the current research 

into the aspect of using the historical data for predicting the 

various parameters of the software project throughout the 

development life cycle. Defect rating will be used as one of the 

environmental parameter apart from the project metrics for 

better prediction of software projects using fuzzy-neuro 

approach.  
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Genetic Algorithm: A Versatile Optimization Tool 
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Abstract – Genetic Algorithms are a powerful search 

technique based on the mechanics of natural selection and 

natural genetics that are used successfully to solve problems 

in many different disciplines. 

The good robustness of these algorithms on problems of high 

complexity has led to an increasing number of applications in 

the fields of artificial intelligence, numeric and combinatorial 

optimization, business, management, medicine, computer 

science, engineering etc. 

In this paper we present a cross section of current genetic 

algorithm applications from diverse fields and lay a special 

emphasis on use of genetic algorithms in one of the most 

important optimization problems in computer science, 

database query optimization. 

  

Index Terms - Genetic Algorithms, Query Optimization. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

‘Genetic Algorithms’ is one of the most useful, general-

purpose problem-solving techniques available to developers. It 

has been used to solve a wide range of problems such as 

optimization, data mining, games, emergent behavior in 

biological communities etc. 

Like other computational systems inspired by natural systems, 

Genetic Algorithms have been used in two ways, as techniques 

for solving technological problems, and as simplified scientific 

models that can answer questions about nature. [1] 

In this paper we focus on the applications of Genetic 

Algorithms in problem solving. This paper is organized as 

follows: section 2 contains introductory material providing 

some general working principles of Genetic Algorithms, 

section 3 offers a view of the use of Genetic Algorithms to 

some real world problems, section 4 deals with applications of 

Genetic Algorithms to database query optimization and finally 

section 5 provides some concluding remarks and summary of 

the survey. 

 

2. GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Genetic Algorithms, invented by John Holland, is an 

ABSTRACTion of biological evolution and is thus a method 

for moving from one population of chromosomes (strings of 

bits) to a new population by using a kind of natural selection 

together with the genetics inspired operators of recombination, 

mutation and inversion. Each chromosome consists of genes 

(bits) which are instances of allele (1 or 0) [1]. 

A Genetic Algorithm functions by generating a large set of 

possible solutions to a given problem. It then evaluates each of  
1Principal (Computer Science), International School of 

Informatics and Management, Jaipur 
2Reader, AIM and ACT, Banasthali Vidyapith 

 

those solutions, and decides on a "fitness level" for each 

solution set. These solutions then breed new solutions. The 

parent solutions that were more "fit" are more likely to 

reproduce, while those that were less "fit" are more unlikely to 

do so. In essence, solutions are evolved over time [2]. This way 

there is evolution of the search space scope to a point where a 

solution can be found. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the generic pseudocode and flow diagram 

of the complete genetic process respectively. 

The steps of a general Genetic Algorithm are, 

2.1 Representation: 

An initial population is created from a random selection of 

solutions (which are analogous to chromosomes). It involves 

the representation of an individual (a possible solution or 

decision or hypothesis) in the form of its genetic structure (a 

data structure depicting a string of genes called chromosomes). 

At each point of the search process, a generation of individuals 

is maintained. 

The initial population ideally has diverse individuals. This is 

necessary because the individuals learn from each other. Lack 

of diversity in population leads to sub-optimal solutions. The 

initial diversity may be arranged by uniformly random, grid 

initialization, non-clustering or local optimization methods [3]. 

 

2.2 Evaluation: 

A value for fitness is assigned to each solution (chromosome) 

depending on how close it actually is to solving the problem 

(thus arriving to the answer of the desired problem). The fitness 

function is a measure of the objective to be obtained  

(maximum or minimum values). Fitness function is optimized 

using the genetic process [4] and evaluates each solution to 

decide whether it will contribute to the next generation of 

solutions [5]. 

Since it selects which individuals can reproduce and create the 

next generation of population, it is designed with care. 

 

2.3 Selection: 

Selection of individuals for the next generation to reproduce or 

to live on relies heavily on the evaluation function. 

Those chromosomes with a higher fitness value are more likely 

to reproduce offspring (which can mutate after reproduction). 

The offspring is a product of the father and mother, whose 

composition consists of a combination of genes from them (this 

process is known as "crossing over").  

After evaluating the fitness of the individuals, by applying the 

evaluation function, selection of ‘fit’ individuals for 

reproduction / recombination is done. The selection techniques 

that can be used are- deterministic selection, Proportional 

fitness, Tournament selection etc. each of the techniques has its 

own pros and cons and can be chosen depending on the 

problem and population at hand. 
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2.4 Recombination: 

Recombination or reproduction is as in biological systems, 

candidate solutions combine to produce offspring in each 

algorithmic iteration called a generation. From the generation 

of parents and children, the fittest survive to become candidate 

solutions in the next generation. Offsprings are produced by 

specific genetic operators, such as mutation and recombination. 

Recombination is randomly picking one or more pairs of 

individuals as parents and randomly swapping segments (of 

genes) of the parents. 

Solutions thus combine to form offspring for the next 

generation. Sometimes they pass on their worst information, 

but if recombination is done in combination with a forceful 

selection technique, then better solution results are obtained. 

Recombination may be performed using different methods such 

as 1-point recombination, n-point recombination and uniform 

recombination. 

Mutation is the most basic way to alter a solution for the next 

generation. Operators from the local search techniques may be 

used to slightly twiddle with the solution and introduce new, 

random information.  

It is thus brought about by randomly changing one or more 

digits (genes) in the string (chromosomes) representing an 

individual. In binary coding this may simply mean changing a 

1 to a 0 and vice versa [6]. 

Elitism: There is a chance that the best chromosome may be 

lost when a new population is created by recombination and 

mutation. The best chromosome(s) may hence be copied to the 

new population. The rest is done in a classical way. This can 

rapidly increase the performance of the genetic algorithm, 

because it prevents the loss of the best-found solutions [7]. 

If the new generation contains a solution that produces an 

output that is close enough or equal to the desired answer then 

the problem has been solved. If this is not the case, then the 

new generation will go through the same process as their 

parents did. This will continue until a solution is reached. 

 

Create initial population 

 Repeat 

  Evaluate each individual’s fitness 

  Select best-ranking individuals to 

reproduce 

  Mate pairs at random among 

selected individuals 

  Apply recombination operator 

  Apply mating operator 

 Until termination condition 

 

Figure 1: Pseudocode for a generic Genetic Algorithm 

 

3. APPLICATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS TO 

SOME REAL WORLD PROBLEMS 

3.1. Nutritional Counselling: 

Nutrition counseling an important part of lifestyle counseling 

systems. 

3.1.1. Gaál et al describe the method used by MenuGene, an 

intelligent menu planner that generates personalized dietary 

weekly menu plans with the emphasis on the prevention of 

Cardiovascular Diseases. The task of weekly dietary menu 

planning is considered a multi-objective optimization problem 

which is solved by a multi-level genetic algorithm. The 

algorithm decomposes the search space to sub-spaces 

according to the structure and nutritious content of the menu 

plan. [9] 

3.1.2. Alkhalifa A.Y., Niccolai M.J., Nowack W.J. have 

developed a component of an information system for selection 

of a nutritionally, culturally, economically and geographically 

appropriate diet using Genetic Algorithm. [10] 

3.2. Stylometry: 

Holmes and Richard have applied genetic algorithms to create 

a set of rules for determining authorship and then let the most 

useful, or fit rules survive. They combine stylometry, the 

science of measuring literary or linguistic style, usually to 

written language, and genetic algorithms to determine 

authorship. [11] 

3.3. Parametric Design of aircraft: 

Marle F.Bramlette and Eugene E.Bonehard have discussed 

optimizing aircraft design when the task is posed as that of 

optimizing a list of parameters. They used real number 

representation for Genetic Algorithms and generated a large 

number of initial population members and worked only with 

the best ones. [12] 

3.4. Robot trajectory generation: 

This application demonstrates the application of Genetic 

Algorithm techniques to the task of planning the path which a 

robot area in moving from one point to another. Yuval Davidor 

uses variable-length chromosomes in this solution, & devises 

some novel & interesting crossover operators. [13] 

3.5. Strategy acquisition for simulated airplanes: 

A genetic algorithm (SAMUAL) that learns techniques for 

maneuvering a simulated airplane in order to evade simulated 

missiles has been described by John J. Grefenshelte. The 

SAMUEL system tries to discover rules by which a slower but 

more maneuverable aircraft can evade a faster but less agile 

missile until the missile runs out of fuel. [14] 

3.6. Redistricting: 

For a fair and equitable congressional redistricting of Texas, 

Michael Larson has given a simplified model based on the 

genetic algorithm technique using the TSP approach. [15] 

3.7. Problem solving and in- circuit emulators. (Embedded 

systems). 

An in-circuit emulator is a hardware debugging tool that 

through its on-board, modified processor, lets one emulate a 

line processor or family of processors on a target system. 

One feature of an ICE is the ability to provide a program clock, 

essentially the heartbeat of the hardware being designed and 

tested. The setting up of the clock is done using genetic 

algorithm. [16]. 
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of the genetic algorithm process 

Adapted [16] 

3.8. Acoustics: 

Sato et al used genetic algorithms to design a concert hall with 

optimal acoustic properties, maximizing the sound quality for 

the audience, for the conductor, and for the musicians on stage. 

[17]. 

3.9. Aerospace engineering: 

As telecommunications technology continues to improve, 

humans are increasingly dependent on Earth-orbiting satellites 

to perform many vital functions, and one of the problems 

engineers face is designing their orbital trajectories.  

3.9.1. Williams, Crossley and Lang 2001 applied genetic 

algorithms to the task of spacing satellite orbits to minimize 

coverage blackouts. [19] 

3.9.2 Lockheed Martin has used a genetic algorithm to evolve a 

series of maneuvers to shift a spacecraft from one orientation to 

another within 2% of the theoretical minimum time for such 

maneuvers. The evolved solution was 10% faster than a 

solution hand-crafted by an expert for the same problem. [19] 

3.10. Bandwidth optimization in near video on demand 

system: 

Kriti Priya Gupta has employed Genetic Algorithm technique 

for minimizing the average bandwidth requirement in near 

video on demand system. Near video on demand system enable 

customers requesting the same movie to be grouped together in 

batches & then the broadcasted to them, using multicasting in a 

simple transmission stream. [20]  

3. 11. Medical  

Genetic Algorithms can be used throughout the medical field. 

Genetic Algorithms can help develop treatment programs, 

optimize drug formulas, improve diagnostics, and much more. 

Plasma X-ray Spectra Analysis: X-ray spectroscopic analysis is 

a powerful tool for plasma diagnostics. Golovkin et al use 

genetic algorithms to automatically analyze experimental X-ray 

line spectra and discuss a particular implementation of the 

genetic algorithm suitable for the problem. Since spectroscopic 

analysis may be computationally intensive, they also 

investigate the use of case injected genetic algorithms for 

quicker analysis of several similar (time resolved) spectra. [21] 

3.12. Scheduling: 

Genetic Algorithms can be used for numerous scheduling 

problems. Using a Genetic Algorithm for difficult scheduling 

problems enables relatively arbitrary constraints and objectives 

to be incorporated painlessly into a single optimization method. 

3.12.1. Organizers of the Paralympics Games, 1992, used 

genetic algorithms to schedule events. [22] 

3.12.2. School Timetabling:Geraldo Ribeiro Filho and Luiz 

Antonio Nogueira Lorena have given a constructive approach 

to the process of fixing a sequence of meetings between 

teachers and students in a prefixed period of time, satisfying a 

set of constraints of various types, known as school timetabling 

problem. Pairs of teachers and classes are used to form 

conflict-free clusters for each timeslot. Binary strings 

representing pairs are grouped based on dissimilarity 

measurement. Teacher preferences and the process of avoiding 

undesirable waiting times between classes are explicitly 

considered as additional objectives. [23] 

3.13. Musical Composition 

An approach of evolving form in musical composition is 

presented by Ayesh and Hugill. They use of genetic algorithms 

for this. The approach presented for genetic composition uses 

samples of musical ideas (one note or more) and not individual 

MIDI notes. The focus of the approach is on evolving musical 

form rather than attempting to compose musical sequences. 

The selection process is guided by the responses of the users 

within an interactive process. [24] 

 

Recombination 

 

Yes 
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Describe problem 
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Initial solutions 
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Is best solution 

good enough? 

Select parents to reproduce 

Apply recombination process 
and create a set of offspring 
Apply random mutation 
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No 
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3.14. Finance: 

3.14.1. Mahfoud and Mani 1996 used a genetic algorithm to 

predict the future performance of 1600 publicly traded stocks. 

Specifically, the Genetic Algorithm was tasked with 

forecasting the relative return of each stock, defined as that 

stock's return minus the average return of all 1600 stocks over 

the time period in question, 12 weeks (one calendar quarter) 

into the future. [25]. 

3.14.2. Naik 1996 reports that LBS Capital Management, an 

American firm headquartered in Florida, uses genetic 

algorithms to pick stocks for a pension fund it manages. [22] 

3.14.3. Coale 1997 and Begley and Beals 1995 report that First 

Quadrant, an investment firm in California, uses Genetic 

Algorithms to make investment decisions for all of their 

financial services. [26, 27] 

3.15. Identifying criminal suspects: 

The "FacePrints" software, helps witnesses identify and 

describe criminal suspects. It uses a genetic algorithm that 

evolves pictures of faces based on databases of hundreds of 

individual features that can be combined in a vast number of 

ways. The program shows randomly generated face images to 

witnesses, who pick the ones that most resemble the person 

they saw; the selected faces are then mutated and bred together 

to generate new combinations of features, and the process 

repeats until an accurate portrait of the suspect's face 

emerges.[22] 

3.16. Seeking Routes 

Texas instrument is drawing on the skills that salmon use to 

find spawning grounds to produce a Genetic Algorithm that 

shipping companies can use to let packages “seek” their own 

best route to their destination.[22] 

 

4. DATABASE QUERY OPTIMIZATION USING 

GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

Optimization of queries can be done through two approaches, 

one consisting of algebraic manipulations or transformations 

and the other including strategies to take advantage of the 

storage of the relations. The algebra based optimization 

approach is to first represent each relational query as a 

relational algebra expression and then transform it to an 

equivalent but more efficient relational algebra expression. The 

transformation is guided by heuristic optimization rules [28]. 

The basic idea of the cost-estimation-based approach is - For 

each query, enumerate all possible execution plans. For each 

execution plan, estimate the cost of execution plan [28]. Finally 

choose the execution plan with the lowest estimated cost [29]. 

Enumerative strategies can lead to the best possible solution, 

but face a combinatorial explosion for complex queries (e.g., a 

join query with more than ten relations. Join operation is not 

only frequently used but also expensive [30]. ). In order to 

investigate larger spaces, randomized search strategies have 

been proposed [31] to improve a start solution until obtaining a 

local optimum. Examples of such strategies are simulated-

annealing [Ioannidis 87] and iterative-improvement [Swami 

88]. With the same objective, genetic search strategies 

[Goldberg 89] can be applied to query optimization, as a 

generalization of randomized ones [Eiben 90]. Randomized or 

genetic strategies do not guarantee that the best solution is 

obtained, but avoid the high cost of optimization. As an 

optimizer might face different query types (simple vs. 

complex) with different requirements (ad-hoc vs. repetitive), it 

should be easy to adapt the search strategy to the problem [32]. 

The major issue in query optimization is that, the search space 

is complicated and genetic algorithms are theoretically and 

empirically proven to provide robust search in complex spaces. 

These algorithms are computationally simple yet powerful in 

their search for improvement. They are not fundamentally 

limited by restrictive assumptions about search space [6]. The 

use of Genetic Algorithm approach in addressing the Query 

Optimization issue, therefore seems apt. 

Genetic algorithms may be employed in obtaining an optimal 

solution for each of the two approaches. They may contribute 

towards the selection of an efficient relational algebra 

expression and may also find near-optimal execution plans 

through efficient cost estimation. 

All query optimization algorithms primarily deal with joins. 

Most studies on the use of Genetic Algorithms in Query 

Optimization also thus focus on joins. Selection of appropriate 

index for query execution is also one of the major concerns and 

hence substantial research has also been done in the use of 

Genetic Algorithms for index selection. 

Bennett et al [1991] have studied genetic algorithms for join 

query optimization. They have given a method for encoding 

arbitrary binary trees as chromosomes and describe several 

recombination operators for such chromosomes. Their 

performance results show that genetic algorithms can 

effectively identify high quality query execution plans, and the 

selected plans are in general comparable to or better than the 

current best--known method for query optimization 

particularly, the output quality and the time needed to produce 

such solutions [33]. 

Farshad Fotouhi and Carlos E. Galarce [1991] of Wayne State 

University Computer Science Department, have proposed using 

genetic algorithms to search for near-optimal indexing.  They 

have used a single table and their gene is a binary vector with a 

position for each of the attributes in the table. A 1 means the 

column is indexed; 0 means it's not. There is no attempt to 

accept only genes with the primary key indexed. The idea is to 

let the genetic process find a solution without any help. 

This same chromosome pattern can also be used to represent a 

type of query. A 1 in a "query chromosome" means that the 

corresponding column is to be returned; 0 means it's not. This 

correspondence makes it simple to simulate query runs. The 

payoff formula is based on hitting or missing an index in a 

query. The optimal score is to ask for only indexed columns, 

which makes sense because there's a chance that a non-indexed 

column would require a sequential search of the table. Fotouhi 

and Galarce ran a series of random queries with a known 

statistical distribution against the test database of one million 

rows. The genes with the highest scores were saved from 

("survived") that test run and used to build the next test run 

("generation"). The performance of the system was measured in 
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terms of average query-response times. The system leveled out 

in about ten generations with a 5-bit chromosome, but took 

longer with a 10-bit chromosome.  

The Fotouhi-Galarce experiment gave encouraging results but 

was based on a single table, a rare occurrence in the real world. 

Celko [1993] extended the Fotouhi-Galarce experiment to work 

on multiple tables. He combined columns to make tables using 

normal forms built from Functional Dependencies. He used a 

sample database, identified the functional dependencies for the 

database and created a query chromosome structure having 

genes based on attributes. To show each possible 3NF schema, 

he built tables where functional dependencies for the database 

were the key. Once the tables were defined, queries were 

applied against the whole database schema.   

A table chromosome was made up of a subset of the original 

functional dependencies. Two rules were to be obeyed by the 

tables. First, no combination that violates the 3NF condition 

was allowed; second, all columns must be present in some table 

in the schema; 

The database schemas were made up of more than one table, 

and one or more tables were mutated at a time. The payoff 

function considered joins between tables, the number of tables 

accessed, etc.  

Since the operations on the schema were complex than those 

used for indexes on a single table by Fotouhi and Galarce, 

tables had to combine or split. The goal was to have the 

smallest number of tables used in the queries to avoid the cost 

of joins. Once the tables were determined for the set of queries, 

the index genetic algorithm was applied to the tables [34]. 

Kratica, Ljubi´c and To¡si´c [2003] have proposed a genetic 

algorithm for solving the ISP (Index Selection Problem) i.e. the 

problem of minimizing the response time for a given database 

workload by a proper choice of indexes. Their Genetic 

Algorithm is based on binary encoding, data structures for the 

evaluation of the objective function, on the uniform crossover, 

and simple mutation. They have tested the algorithm on the 

class of challenging instances known from the literature and 

demonstrate that the results obtained indicate its efficiency and 

reliability [35]. 

Utesch’s [1997] model attempts to find the solution of the QO 

problem similar to a traveling salesman problem (TSP). He has 

used Postgres Query Optimizer for the research. In this module 

possible query plans are encoded as integer strings, each string 

represents the join order from one relation of the query to the 

next. Parts of the GEQO module are adapted from D. Whitley's 

Genitor algorithm. Specific characteristics of the GEQO 

implementation in Postgres are, usage of a steady state Genetic 

Algorithm (replacement of the least fit individuals in a 

population, not whole-generational replacement) allows fast 

convergence towards improved query plans, this is essential for 

query handling with reasonable time; usage of edge 

recombination crossover which is especially suited to keep 

edge losses low for the solution of the TSP by means of a 

Genetic Algorithm; mutation as genetic operator is deprecated 

so that no repair mechanisms are needed to generate legal TSP 

tours. The GEQO module allows the Postgres query optimizer 

to support large join queries effectively through non-exhaustive 

search [36]. 

Lanzelottel and Patrick Valduriez [1991] have given a solution 

to the extensibility of the query optimizer search strategy. This 

solution is based on the object-oriented modeling of the query 

optimizer, where the search space and the search strategy are 

independently specified. It is illustrated by applying different 

search strategies including the genetic algorithm approach [32]. 

Steinbrunn, Moerkotte and Kemper [1997] have studied 

different algorithms that compute approximate solutions for 

optimizing join orders. They extensively scrutinized optimizers 

from the three classes, heuristic, randomized and genetic 

algorithms. From their study it turns out that randomized and 

genetic algorithms are well suited for optimizing join 

expressions. They generate solutions of high quality within a 

reasonable running time. The benefits of heuristic optimizers, 

namely the short running time, are outweighed by merely 

moderate optimization performance. This study concentrates on 

the generation of low-cost join nesting orders while ignoring 

the specifics of join computing. 

Steinbrunn et al studied several algorithms for the optimization 

of join expressions and inferred that randomized and genetic 

algorithms are much better suited for join optimizations; 

although they require a longer running time, the results are far 

better.  

For adequate solution space, they found that, with the 

exception of the star join graph, the bushy tree solution space is 

preferable in spite of the fact that "pipelining" (avoiding to 

write intermediate results to secondary memory) can be carried 

out mainly by left-deep processing trees.  

Another consideration is the extensibility of randomized and 

genetic algorithms: both can be designed to optimize not 

merely pure join expressions, but complete relational queries. 

In addition, some of them (namely Iterative Improvement and 

genetic algorithms) can be easily modified to make use of 

parallel computer architectures [37]. 

The authors of this paper, motivated by the applicability of 

genetic algorithms in a wide range of problems and in 

optimization in particular, are working on the implementation 

of genetic algorithms to database query optimization. A 

Genetic Algorithm involving representation of joins as 

chromosomes, functions for evaluation of fitness and crossover 

and mutation operators is considered for minimizing the 

response time for a given database query. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 
Genetic Algorithms are good at taking larger, potentially huge 

search spaces and navigating them looking for optimal 

combinations of things and solutions which we might never be 

able to find. The use of genetic algorithms to solve large and 

often complex computational problems has given rise to many 

new applications in a variety of disciplines. They have 

discovered powerful, high quality solutions to difficult practical 

problems in a diverse variety of fields.  

The few examples surveyed in this paper illustrate the diversity 

of approaches and point to some of the considerations that have 
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proved important in making applications successful. The use of 

Genetic Algorithms, for example, in difficult scheduling 

problems, enables somewhat arbitrary constraints and 

objectives to be incorporated relatively easily into a single 

optimization method. With genetic algorithms, the focus lies on 

evolving forms, rather than on creating new solutions. 

The choice of appropriate encoding scheme and fitness 

function determine the success of a genetic algorithm. 

Dembski[2002] has said that the ‘fitness function guides an 

evolutionary algorithm into the target.[38] 

In recent years, relational database systems have become the 

standard in a variety of commercial and scientific applications. 

This has augmented the demand for new, cost-effective 

optimization techniques for minimizing the response time for 

query. With genetic algorithms becoming a widely used and 

accepted method for very difficult optimization problems, their 

application to database query optimization seems apt. Genetic 

algorithms thus seem to offer an extremely effective, general 

purpose, means of dealing with both complexity and scale. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Genetic Algorithms are of major significance to the 

development of the new generation of IT applications. The 

potential which they offer over existing techniques is 

enormous. They find application in biogenetics, computer 

science, engineering, economics, chemistry, manufacturing, 

mathematics, physics and other fields. And the list will 

continue to grow especially if Genetic Algorithms are 

combined with other optimization methods. 

Current query optimization techniques are inadequate to 

support some of the emerging database applications. Genetic 

algorithms however, are ideally suited to the processing, 

classification and control of complex queries for very-large and 

varied data.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Steganography has been an important subject since people 
started communicating in writing.  Steganography means 
hiding a secret message (the embedded message) 
within a larger one (source cover) in such a way that an 
observer cannot detect the presence of contents of the 
hidden message. Today the growth in the information 
technology, especially in computer networks such as 
Internet, Mobile communication, and Digital Multimedia 
applications such as Digital camera, handset video etc. has 
opened new opportunities in scientific and commercial 
applications. But this progress has also led to many serious 
problems such as hacking, duplications and malevolent 
usage of digital information. Steganography finds its role in 
attempt to address these growing concerns. We know that, 
with the use of steganographic techniques, it is possible to 
hide information within digital audio, images and video files 
which is perceptually and statistically undetectable. The 
method of embedding secret message (which can be plain 
text, cipher text, or even images) is usually based on 
replacing bits of useless or unused data in the source cover 
(can be audio files, sound, text, Disk space, hidden partition, 
network packets, digital images, software, or circuitry). 
There are two common methods of embedding: Spatial 
embedding in which messages are inserted into the LSBs of 
image pixels, and Transform embedding in which a message 
is embedded by modifying frequency coefficients of the 
cover image (result is called the stego-image).Transform 
embedding methods are found to be in general more robust 
than the Spatial embedding methods which are susceptible 
to image-processing type of attacks. However with respect 
to steganography robustness is not a critical property but the 
perceptibility (i.e., whether the source cover is distorted by 
embedding information to a visually unacceptable level). 
There is another important issue of steganography, namely, 
capacity, i.e., how much information can be embedded 
relative to its perceptibility [5, 1]. 

We shall use digital images as the cover object in this paper in 

which we embed the hidden information. The challenge of 

using steganography in cover images is to hide as much data as 

possible with the least noticeable difference in the stego-image.  

Steganographic algorithms operate on basically three types of 

images: Raw images (i.e., bmp format), Palette based images 

(i.e., GIF images) and JPEG images. JPEG images are 

routinely used in Steganographic algorithms due to the most 

popular lossy image compression method. Usually it is found 

that an algorithm used to hide large amounts of information  
1Reader, Department of Computer Science, University of Delhi, 

India 
2Reader, Rajdhani College, University of Delhi, New Delhi, 
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E-mail:1 skmuttoo@cs.du.ac.in and  azadsk2000@yahoo.co.in 

typically result in lower perceptibility (i.e., greater change to 

the image appearance) and a more robust algorithm result into 

lower embedding capacity. The JPEG image generation first 

decomposed the input image into a number of 8 x 8 blocks. 

Then DCT of each block are computed and the resultant DCT 

coefficient matrix is quantized using a standard quantization 

table. Finally the inverse DCT of quantized coefficient matrix 

are evaluated and the final JPEG image is obtained after 

rounding the values. 

1.1. Jpeg-Jsteg  

One of the well known embedding method of steganography 
based on Transform domain is Jpeg-Jsteg which embeds secret 
message (that is, in encoded form with help of Huffman codes) 
into LSB of the quantized DCT coefficients. There is one 
disadvantage of Jpeg-Jsteg that only few messages can be 
embedded in the cover-image.  Also, Andreas Westfeld and 
Andreas Pfitzmann [11] noticed that steganographic systems 
that change LSBs sequentially cause distortionsdetectable by 
steganalysis methods. They observed that for a given image, the 
embedding of high-entropy data (often due to encryption) 
changed the histogram of color frequencies in a predictable 
way. J.Fridrich [3] has claimed that her method can potentially 
detect messages as short as any single bit change in a JPEG 
image.  
Chang [2] has proposed a new Steganographic method to 
increase the message load in every block of the stego-image 
while retaining the stego-image quality. He has suggested a 
modified quantization table such that the secret message can be 
embedded in the middle-frequency part of the quantized DCT 
coefficients. Moreover, his method is as secured as the original 
Jpeg-Jsteg. 

Neils Provos [7] has proposed another method to counter the 

statistical attack known as OutGuess. In the first pass, similar 

to Jsteg, OutGuess embeds message bits using a pseudo-

random number generator to select DCT coefficients at 

random. After embedding, the image is processed again using a 

second pass. This time, corrections are made to the coefficients 

to make the stego-image histogram match the cover image 

histogram. 

1.2. T-codes 

We know that the best variable-length codes (VLC) are the 

Huffman codes. They are easy to construct for optimum 

efficiency if source statistics are known. But if they are used in 

serial communication, a loss of synchronization often results in 

a complex resynchronization process whose length and 

outcome are difficult to predict T-codes provide the solution to 

this problem. 

T-codes are families of variable-length codes (VLC) that 
exhibit extraordinarily strong tendency towards self-
synchronization. The concept of simple T-codes were given 
by M.R. Titchner [8]. In 1996 [9], Titchner proposed a novel 
recursive construction of T-codes known as the Generalized 
T-codes that retain the properties of self-synchronization. 
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Gavin R. Higgie [4] showed that in situation where 
codeword synchronization is important, the T-codes can be 
used instead of Huffman codes, giving excellent self-
synchronizing properties without sacrificing coding 
efficiency. The main advantage of the T-Code is that they 
are self-synchronizing, so if some bits are lost or modified in 
a T-code encoded stream, the decoder will regain 
synchronization automatically. The best T-codes achieve 
self-synchronization within 1.5 characters following a lock 
loss. Thus, we can use T-codes in place of Huffman codes in 
the algorithms such as Jpeg-Jsteg. The advantage of this 
approach is the ability to send steganographic messages in 
lossy environment that are robust against 
detection or attack. 
A modified robust steganographical method using T-codes is 
proposed by Muttoo and Sushil [6] and is compared with 
steganography methods based on Jpeg-Jsteg and Outguess 
techniques. They have shown that using of T-codes  as 
source encoding in place of Huffman codes result into better 
PSNR values. 
In this paper we propose T-codes for the encoding of 
original message and for the entropy encoding of 
compressed stego-image in place of Huffman codes. The  
proposed scheme takes advantage of the synchronizing 
ability of T-codes to increase the robustness of popularly 
used hiding techniques like Jpeg-Jsteg. 

 

2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

We have developed a novel steganographic method 

based on Jpeg-Jsteg,  famous hiding-tool based on 

joint photographic expert group(JPEG).The 

embedding and extracting algorithms are summarized 

as under:  

Embedding Algorithm 2.1: 
____________________________________ 

Input: secret message, cover image 
Procedure: 
Step1.    Encode the message using the T- 

                codes 

Step2.    Divide the cover image into 8x8 
               blocks 
Step3.    Calculate DCT coefficients for 

               each block 

Step4.    Quantize the coefficients   
Step5.   while  complete message not 
               embedded do 

             5.1    get next DCT coefficient 

             5.2   if DCT ≠ 0 , DCT ≠1 and  
                            DCT ≠ -1 then  
                  5.2.1  get next bit from  

                            message 

                    5.2.2  replace DCT LSB 

                           with message bit 
                      end{if} 

              end{While} 

  Step6.    De-quantize and take inverse DCT 

                to obtain stego-image 
  End. 

 Output: Stego- image 

____________________________________ 

 

 

Extracting Algorithm 2.2: 

Input: Stego image 

Procedure: 

Step1.   Divide the stego image into 8x8           
                 blocks 

Step2.    Calculate DCT coefficients for each  
                  block 

Step3.    Quantize the coefficients   

Step4.    while secret message not 
                            completed do 

                  4.1  get next DCT coefficient 

 

                  4.2  if DCT ≠ 0 , DCT ≠1and  

                          DCT ≠ -1 then 
                         Concatenate DCT LSB to 

                       secret message   

                        end{if} 

end{while} 

Step5.    Decode secret message bits using 
                 the T-codes   

         end. 

Output:  Secret message 
____________________________________  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

The proposed algorithm has been implemented on number of 

images. The measures such as message capacity (Codeword 

length) and PSNR values for the two gray-level cover images 

of size 128 x 128, namely, 8.tif (figure 3.1) and 0.tif (figure 

3.2) and four 256 x 256 pixels, namely, Lena, Baboon, Peppers 

and tree (figures 3.3 to 3.6) obtained from the proposed 

algorithm are compared with the corresponding Jpeg-Jsteg  

method. 

The figures 3.7 and 3.8 are stego-images obtained by Jpeg-

Jsteg using Huffman and proposed T-codes used Jpeg-Jsteg 

method. 

The results of PSNR values obtained from the existing Jpeg-

Jsteg and proposed methos are summarized in two tables:  

Table 3.1 and table 3.2. 
In Table 3.1 , we find that when the embedding                   

capacity  is increased, PSNR values of the proposed method are close 

to the PSNR values of the existing method, showing that the proposed 

method is as good as the existing  method 

 

  Jpeg-Jsteg 

(Huffman) 

Jpeg-Jsteg 

 (T-codes) 

Image Message 

Capacity 

PSNR PSNR 

Lena 4382 37.77 37.69 

Baboon 6026 36.49 36.40 
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  Jpeg-Jsteg 

(Huffman) 

Jpeg-Jsteg 

 (T-codes) 

Peppers 4403 37.77 37.83 

Tree 5554 36.78 36.70 

Table 3.1 
In Table 3.2, we notice that PSNR values of the proposed method are 

better than the existing method 

  Jpeg- 

Jsteg   

(Huffma

n)  

  Jpeg-

Jsteg  

(T-

codes) 

Image Code 

word 

length 

PSNR Code 

word  

length 

PSNR 

8.tif 852 34.97 904 35.26 

0.tif 650 34.47 681 35.81 

Table 3.2 
Test Images (Figure 3.1 to 3.6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1 (0.tif  (16.3 KB)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 (8.tif (4.10 KB)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 ( Lena (93.7 KB)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 ( Baboon( 97.0 KB)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.5 (Peppers (89.6 KB)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 (Tree (82.1 KB)) 

Stego- images (Figures 3.7 & 3.8): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 (PSNR = 37.77 dB) Jpeg-Jsteg (Huffman) 
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Fig. 3.8 (PSNR = 37.57 dB) Jpeg-Jsteg (T-codes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.9:  PSNR vs embedded bits 

 
In the figure 3.9 we have shown the comparison of 
PSNR versus embedded message capacity by the 
original (Huffman based Jpeg-Jsteg) and the modified 
(T-code based Jpeg_Jsteg). The Dark lines are shown for 
T-code method where as light gray lines are for the 
Huffman method. We observe that the variation in 
PSNR values obtained with increasing values of 
embedded capacity is almost equal to the original 
method. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

We observe from our experimental results that PSNR values of 

the proposed Jpeg-Jsteg algorithm based on T-codes for the 

different images are almost same as that of original algorithm 

based on Huffman codes, i.e., there is no change in the stego-

image quality. Our method is secure in the way that even if the 

attacker detects (i.e., statistical attacks) and extracts the 

embedded message from the stego-image, he/she would not be 

able to recover the secret message without the encoded key. 

Moreover due to the inherent property of self-synchronizing of 

T-codes, our method is more robust as after the extraction 

process the recovered secret message is decoded and found to 

be without being much destroyed (for results one may refer to 

[12]) 

 

FUTURE WORK 

Our approach has been to develop a Steganographic method 

that is perceptible and robust. It is known that JPEG approach 

can be statistically attacked even at one bit embedding. We are 

in the process of applying ‘Best’ T-codes as described by 

Ulrich Gunther [10] in place of simple T-codes to make the 

algorithm more secure from the attack such as filtering, 

cropping, noise etc. We are also applying this method to other 

data hiding techniques. This work will be presented in the 

form of a research paper in due course of time. 
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Abstract - The problem of finding motifs from multiple 

molecular sequences is considered to be a difficult problem in 

molecular biology. In fact it is considered to be a Non-

Deterministic Polynomial (NP)-complete problem and 

constant research is been carried out to solve the problem 

using some deterministic algorithm in polynomial time. 

Finding motifs from a set of DNA sequences is a critical step 

for understanding the gene regulatory network. This paper is 

an attempt to solve the motif problem using a deterministic 

method in polynomial time. The proposed method is not an 

exact algorithm but the probability of success is quite high by 

using it. Significance of the technique is its simplicity and 

time efficiency. The proposed technique is implemented as 

one of the modules in our general-purpose tool by the name 

“Sequence Comparison and Analysis Tool” for solving a 

number of sequence comparison problems encountered in the 

field of bioinformatics.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One important problem in bioinformatics is to understand how 

genes function in a gene regulatory network. Related to this is a 

sub problem of finding motifs for co-regulatory genes. A gene 

(protein coding gene) is a segment of DNA that codes for a 

specific protein. Genes seldom work alone. In most cases, 

genes cooperate to produce different proteins to provide 

particular functions. Understanding how the gene regulatory 

network works is important in molecular biology. In order to 

start the decoding process (gene expression), a molecule called 

transcription factor binds to a short region (binding site) 

preceding the gene. A transcription factor is a protein that 

regulates the activation of transcription in the eukaryotic DNA. 

Transcription factors localize the regions of promoter and 

enhancer sequence elements either through direct binding to 

DNA or through binding other DNA-bound proteins.  

Transcription factor can bind to the binding sites of several 

genes to cause these genes to co-express. These binding sites 

have similar patterns called motifs [1]. Finding motifs from a 

set of DNA sequences is a critical step for understanding the 

gene regulatory network. In general by ``motifs'', we refer to 

specific regions within larger DNA sequences that have some 

specific function. For example restriction sites are an example 

of a short sequence within a DNA molecule that has the 

function of being recognized by restriction enzymes. Motifs are 

generally short patterns (and usually but not always ungapped) 

and may be defined for DNA, RNA or Protein sequences.  
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The discovery of motifs will allow the biologist to understand 

the varied and complex mechanism that regulates gene 

expression [2]. The objective of this paper is to devise a simple 

& effective methodology for determining motifs of any size 

from multiple molecular sequences. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Solving motif-finding problem has always been one of the key 

areas of interest for the researchers in the field of 

bioinformatics. Number of methods, algorithms and tools have 

come up in the recent years. Few of the common methods have 

been considered and discussed here. 

CONSENSUS [2, 3] is a greedy algorithm requires no 

additional prior information other than the size of the desired 

motif. Generally, it works by extracting all possible 

subsequences of the correct length that are  

found in the sequences. Then it iteratively combines these 

subsequences together and calculates the positional weight 

matrix (PWM) for each set, keeping the best ones at each step.  

Gibbs sampling [4] approach starts with a guess for where a 

motif is located in each input sequence and then uses those 

guesses to make more informed guesses. It chooses motif 

locations in a semi-random fashion, so it is not a greedy 

algorithm, but it is affected by where the initial guesses are 

located. 

Expectation Maximization (EM) [5] is a term for a class of 

algorithms that estimates the values of some set of unknowns 

based on a set of parameters (the so-called “Expectation step”), 

and then uses those estimated values to refine the parameters 

(the “Maximization step”), over several iterations.  

SP-STAR Combinatorial approach [6] was proposed by 

Pevzner and Sze, 2000. First, it chooses a suitable scoring 

function to access the goodness of a motif. Then, for each l-mer 

appearing in the sample, it finds the best instance in each 

sequence and collects these instances together to form an initial 

motif. It then employs a local improvement heuristic to 

improve each initial motif. 

In recent times many new methods and algorithms have been 

proposed [7, 8, 9, 10]. A recent comparison of 13 current 

motif-Finding tools has been made available on the web page 

http://bio.cs.washington.edu/assessment 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

This work concentrates only on planted motif problem, which 

is defined as: 

Let S = {S1, S2…Sm} be a set of sequences. For a length l 

pattern M, define δ(Si  ,M) to be the minimum number of 

substitutions between Si and M. Define score (M) = ∑ δ(Si ,M). 

For example, suppose S = {S1, S2, S3, S4}, where 

S1=TAGTACTAGGTCGGACTCGCGTCTTGCCGC 

S2=CAAGGTCCGGCTCTCATATTCAACGGTTCG 

S3=TACGCGCCAAAGGCGGGGCTCGCATCCGGC 
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S4=CCTCTGTGACGTCTCAGGTCGGGCTCTCAA 

Here M = AGGTCGGGCTCGCAT.  

Then we have δ (S1, M) = 2 as sequence S1 and M differ in their 

respective positions at two places Similarly δ (S2, M) = 2, δ (S3, 

M) = 2 and δ (S4, M) = 2. Thus, score (M) = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8. 

A set S of sequences each of length ‘n’ and two integers L & D 

with D<L<n acts as input to the proposed algorithm. The 

output is a pattern M such that every sequence in S contains a 

length L sub-string that can be transformed to M using at most 

D substitutions. For explanation of the algorithm, following set 

of four sequences have been considered 

S1=TAGTACTAGGTCGGACTCGCGTCTTGCCGC 

S2=CAAGGTCCGGCTCTCATATTCAACGGTTCG 

S3=TACGCGCCAAAGGCGGGGCTCGCATCCGGC 

S4=CCTCTGTGACGTCTCAGGTCGGGCTCTCAA 

3.1 ALGORITHM 

Step1: As a first step all the sub-strings corresponding to 

window size L from the sequence S1 are stored. Sub-strings are 

obtained by considering a window of size L and shifting the 

window by one from left to right till all the sub-strings are 

collected in a table as depicted below in the Table 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: Two windows of size L=15 are shown. 

 

For the considered sequence S1 following sub-strings of 

window size L=15 can be obtained 

Step 2: Now using the divide & conquer strategy FAT Tree is 

constructed for each of the obtained sub-strings corresponding 

to windows. Value for either height or level of the tree is also 

stored.  A sample of FAT Tree is depicted below in the figure 

2. 

Step 3: Searching process begins here. For each of the obtained 

sub-sequence of window size L, it is searched in rest of the 

sequences. For a sample subsequence searching is carried out 

in the following manner: 

a) Pattern at rood node is first searched in all the sequences 

(here S2, S3, S4). If found (exact pattern) it is stored along 

with the sequence number and calculated percentage of 

matched characters (here obviously 100%) in a table. 

b) If the pattern is not found, counter value associated with 

the present sequence is incremented by one and then 

search is carried out starting with left node (here node 

associated with pattern ‘TAGTACT’). If pattern at left 

node is found, then we search for the remaining part of the 

sequence by following the link part (here link between the 

left and right node is depicted in the figure 2 by dotted 

arrows). It is to be remembered that remaining part of the 

pattern should be searched immediately after the position 

where its first part was matched in the sequence under 

consideration. 

 

 
Table 1: A list all the sub-strings corresponding to window 

size 15 and window shift of 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A FAT-Tree corresponding to pattern 

“TAGTACTAGGTCG” 

 

c) Now if suppose pattern associated with right node is not 

found resulting in the increase of counter value further by 

one, then both the child nodes (here nodes with patterns 

‘AGGT’ and ‘CGGA’) are exploited starting from left 

node.  

d) While searching if at any instance of time counter value 

exceeds the value given as 2lvl/2 where ‘lvl’ refers to the 

level of the tree, then algorithm assumes that the 

considered sequence should be ignored from the process.  

Step 4: A table is constructed with four values namely 

sequence number, window number, sub-sequence obtained 

from the first taken sequence, pattern found in the searched 

sequence and it’s associated score in percentage calculated as 

Score=(number of matched characters in the taken sub-

sequence/L) *100 as depicted in table 2. Now table can be 

scanned to find the entries with maximum percentage for each 

set of considered sequences (here S1,S2, S3 & S4).  

TAGTACTAGGTCGGA 

TAGTACT AGGTCGGA 

TAG TACT 
AGGT CGG

T AG 

TA CT 

AG GT 

CG GA 
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Step 5:   All the maximal sets of patterns obtained are 

arranged in another table with separate rows for each pattern. 

Characters with maximum frequency at each position are then 

collected to give the final motif of length L as depicted in table 

3 

 

 
Table 2:  The window patterns and associated found 

patterns with maximum score 

 

 
Table 3: Characters with maximum frequency at each 

position 

 

Thus the final motif can be represented as  

M=AGGTCGGGCTCTCAT      or        

AGGTCGGGCTCGCAT 

The described method is based on dynamic programming 

approach, which is a well-known technique to solve 

optimization problem. Here the problem of finding motifs from 

given molecular sequences have been considered as an 

optimization problem. Since every possible sub solution (sub 

sequences) is considered and a matching algorithm is used to 

determine the degree of match in each iteration where the 

scores of match are stored within a table followed by final 

scanning of the table to give the most optimal match; the 

chances of failure is quite low.  

3.2 Time Complexity Analysis 

The above-presented proposed method is carried out basically 

in five steps: 

Extraction: All the sub-strings equivalent to window size L are 

extracted from one of the considered input sequence. This 

process will take at most O(n) worst-case time-complexity 

considering that the sequence has ‘n’ characters. 

FAT-tree Construction: construction of the FAT-Tree 

corresponding to each of the extracted patterns in above step 

will take O(k.lg(L)) worst-case time complexity where 

k=number of extracted patterns each of length L with k<n. 

Searching and Table construction:  Searching each of the 

extracted patterns in all the remaining input sequences of 

length ‘n’ and ‘m’ being the number of such sequences will 

take O(k.m.n.lg(L)) time complexity. 

 

Table Scanning: this should take atmost O(m.k) 

Frequency Calculation: this step will take O(m.n)+O(n) 

complexity 

 

The final time complexity can thus be given as 

T(n)= O(n)+ O(k.lg(L))+ O(k.m.n.lg(L))+ O(m.k)+ 

O(m.n)+O(n)=O(k.m.n.lg(L)) which can be further given as 

O(k.n2.lg(L)) provided n=m. 

As already stated that motif-finding problem is considered as 

NP-Complete problem and solving the problem for a given 

small set sequences by using some deterministic algorithm in 

polynomial time is always significant. 

 

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION 

The above described method is implemented as one of the 

modules in our general purpose computational tool by the name 

“Sequence Comparison and Analysis Tool” for solving various 

sequence comparison problems encountered in the filed of 

bioinformatics. It is implemented using Visual Basic-6 

package. It has the following functions 

a) SequenceEntry (QrySeq as string): adds the input 

sequence through interface to he database table ‘MotifDB’. 

b) PatternExtractor(QrySeq as string, WindowSize as 

integer) as string: It extracts all the pattern of size given 

by window size and stores them in database. 

c) Generate_FATtree(SeqId as string, PatternRS as 

Recordset): generates the FAT tree corresponding to all 

the patterns of a given sequence. 

d) PatternSearch(PatternID as string, PatternTreeCode as 

string) as long: searches for all the patterns in first 

sequence in all the remaining set of input sequences. 

e) GenerateMotif (frequencyDB as recordset) as string: it 

generates the required motifs from he frequency table 

constructed during pattern search phase. 

 

4. Alternative Search Approach 

As an alternative approach to search method employed we can 

extract L-length patterns from all the input sequences in the 

same manner it is done for first sequence and then store these 

patterns in relational format. Now we can make use of 

SELECT…FROM… WHERE pattern LIKE constructs 

embedded within a procedural code to match most similar 

patterns corresponding to all the sequences and finally evaluate 

the frequency at each position as stated in the proposed method 

to give an approximate motif. The success of this method will 

depend on the effectiveness of the heuristic employed. 
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Figure 3:  Interface that captures the input details and 

shows the output. 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY 
Most of the existing methods require some additional 

information other than the sequences themselves like SP-STAR, 

Expectation Maximization methods or makes some assumption 

before hand like Gibbs sampling. The proposed method makes 

no prior assumptions or requires additional information about 

the sequences; it uses a simple algorithm based on dynamic 

programming approach to determine the motifs from any given 

number of input sequences of any length. Unlike 

CONSENSUM method, which is based on greedy algorithm, 

ours is based on dynamic programming model. As we all know 

chances of failure in applying greedy algorithms is always 

quite high in comparison to dynamic programming method. 

 But we still believe that a more efficient technique can be 

devised to solve the planted-motif problem using some 

deterministic algorithm in polynomial time. The use of 

pipelines in the context of parallel processing can be very 

handy for providing the solution to the above stated problem. 

We are already working in this direction and hope to come with 

a better solution using pipelines. 
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Abstract - The multimedia databases and the need to 

intuitively handle their content, which meets the user’s 

requirements with the available content based video indexing 

and retrieval technology, are the main focus of the research 

in the field of multimedia and computer vision. The 

researchers mainly focus on the problem of bridging the 

“semantic gap” between a user’s need for meaningful 

retrieval and the current technology for computational 

analysis and description of the media content. It takes into 

account both the high complexity of the real-world 

implementation and user’s need for conceptual video retrieval 

and browsing. In this paper, the initial work done in this area 

during last 15 years has been categorized in three 

generations. The key technologies in each generation are 

reviewed and characterized based on the standard 

parameters. It is found that in first and second generation all 

techniques are semantic less techniques, but in third 

generation, techniques based on semantics have been evolved. 

But still most of the techniques are in their infancy and 

require lots of research for their use in daily applications. In 

last a solution is proposed for a general purpose multimedia 

mining application which caters to the needs of the different 

types of domains. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The development of various multimedia compression standards 

in last decade has made the widespread exchange of 

multimedia information a reality.  Due to significant increase in 

desktop computer performance and a decrease in the cost of 

storage media, extraordinary growth of multimedia information 

in private and commercial databases has been seen. Further its 

ubiquity throughout the World Wide Web, presents new 

research challenges in computing, data storage, retrieval and 

multimedia communications. Intuitive handling of this vast 

multimedia information is the demand of users. Keeping this in 

mind, multimedia and computer vision researchers are focusing 

on the development of content based multimedia indexing and 

retrieval. However, evolution of functional multimedia 

management system is hindered by the “semantic gap”; a 

discontinuity between simplicity of content description that can 

be currently computed automatically and the richness of  
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semantics in user’s queries posed for media search and retrieval 

[1]. The availability of cost effective means for obtaining 

digital video has led to the easy storage of digital video data, 

which can be widely distributed over networks or storage 

media such as CDROM or DVD. Unfortunately, these 

collections are often not catalogued and are accessible only by 

the sequential scanning of the sequences. To make the use of 

large video databases more feasible, user should be able to 

automatically index, search and retrieve relevant material. 

Content-Based Video Indexing and Retrieval (CBVIR) has 

been the focus of the research community during last 15 years. 

The main idea behind this concept is to access information and 

interact with large collections of videos for referring and 

interacting with its content, rather than its form. Although there 

has been a lot of effort put in this research area, the outcomes 

have not been very encouraging. The discontinuity between the 

available content descriptions like color layout or motion 

activity and the user’s need for rich semantics in user queries 

makes user approval of automated content retrieval systems 

very difficult. Thus, in order to develop a meaningful CBVIR 

system one has to involve multidisciplinary knowledge ranging 

from image and video signal processing to semiotic theories 

and video production techniques. Signal processing and 

computer vision methodologies achieved astonishing results in 

extracting structural and perceptual features from the video 

data. Algorithms from database system theory and other 

computer science disciplines enabled efficient, adaptive and 

intelligent indexing and retrieval of data with various structure 

and content. Furthermore, fields like computational linguistics 

and even semiotics have engaged with problems of natural 

language and even visual media semantics. However, this 

knowledge is scattered and needs a way to fuse into one system 

that will enable content-based retrieval of videos in a way 

natural for users. Multimedia Mining has evolved immensely in 

last decade. This paper classifies the evolution of Multimedia 

Mining in three generations. The performance analysis of 

algorithms of shot detection is analyzed and the paper is 

concluded with some comments on the future directions. 

 

2. FIRST GENERATION  

In the first generation of visual retrieval systems, feature 

descriptors of video data are expressed manually. 

Representation of these features provides high level of image  

ABSTRACTion and model visual content at a conceptual level. 

These features identify significant entities contained in the 

image or video (an object, a person, etc.), object parts (eyes in 

the face, boat in the lake, etc.) or the scene represented and 

concepts associated to it (a landscape, a storm, etc.). Features 

can be represented in schemes like relational models and object 

oriented models and can be queried using query languages like 

SQL. In Figure 1, main process of first generation is shown. 

Classification and indexing depends upon how accurate the 
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image features are annotated manually. Cost of annotation is 

typically very high and the whole process suffers from 

subjectivity of descriptions, in that the annotator is a different 

person from the one who issues the query. Search engines like 

Google and Yahoo uses semantics of web to provide high level 

descriptions of video data. 

2.1 Temporal Video Extraction   

In first generation, main concern was to effectively extract the 

data temporally from video sources. Further video sources may 

be in compressed or uncompressed domain. All temporal video 

parsing techniques that exploit information in uncompressed 

domain lack efficiency. The reason for that is in the nature of 

the approach. In the feature extraction part the majority of 

uncompressed analysis techniques must initially decode the 

video stream and afterwards apply some processing on the vast 

pixel data, which additionally slows down the processing time. 

Thus, algorithms that base their analysis on pixel data require 

substantial processing time. Block-based algorithms [2, 3] and 

methods based on histogram comparison [4, 5] achieved 

considerable improvement in both processing requirements and 

sensitivity to camera and object motion, but far from the 

efficiency of the compressed domain analysis. 

Gargi et al[5] compared the approaches of Arman et al.[6], 

Patel and Sethi [7], Yeo and Liu [8] and Shen and Delp [9] 

using different parameters such as: classification performance 

(recall and precision), full data use, ease of implementation, 

source effects. Ten MPEG video sequences containing more 

than 30,000 frames connected with 172 cuts and 38 gradual 

transitions are used as an evaluation database. It is found that 

the algorithm of Yeo and Liu and those of Shen and Delp 

perform best when detecting cuts. Although none of the 

approach recognizes gradual transitions particularly well, the 

best performance is achieved by Shen and Delp[9]. The reason 

for the poor gradual transition detection of the algorithms is 

their design. 

The algorithms are designed by keeping the ideal behavior of 

transitions in mind. The gradual transitions ideally remain 

linear in space and time. But the actual frame differences do 

not follow this ideal pattern smoothly for the entire transition 

due to the presence of noise. Frame differences are also 

affected by the degradations due to different sampling and bit 

rates. Another interesting conclusion is that performance 

decreases significantly if we don’t process all frame types (e.g., 

like in the first two methods). The algorithm of Yeo and Liu is 

found to be easiest for implementation as it specifies the 

parameter values and even some performance analysis is 

already carried out by the authors. The dependence of the two 

best performing algorithms on bitrate variations is investigated 

and shown by Gargi et al [5] that they are robust to bitrate 

changes except at very low rates. It is found that software 

encoder implementations also affect the performance. Yeo and 

Liu compared the effect of different software encoders. 

Although the techniques that works well for both 

uncompressed and compressed videos can be considered. But 

these techniques lack efficiency in either of domain. On the 

other hand, algorithms that access compressed domain features 

without additional processing and thus having the similar 

efficiency, underperformed in the accuracy and robustness 

criteria. 

 
 

Figure 1: First Generation Video Retrieval Systems 

 

3. SECOND GENERATION  

Apart from the descriptors of first generation systems, the 

second generation systems also describes the perceptual 

features like color, textures, shape, spatial relationships, etc. 

These features are numeric descriptors of a video and can be 

obtained by fully automated objective measurements of the 

visual contents. So retrieval of content based data can be 

supported by combination of these features. Most of the 

techniques used to extract visual primitives from image frames 

have come from field of computer vision and pattern 

recognition. Therefore image processing, computer vision and 

pattern recognition subsystems are integral part of the 

architecture and operations of the second generation systems. 

Retrieval is based on similarity models that somehow replicate 

the way in which humans assess similarity between different 

objects. Apart from these parameters, Videos can be considered 

as a source of multi-planar visual information. Each plane 

communicates different attributes of information. These 

include the way in which the frames are linked together by 

using editing effects (cut, fades, dissolves, mattes, etc.), and 

high level information embedded in the frame sequence (the 

characters, the story content, the story message). Text 

embedded in the video frames and the other sensory data like 

speech and sound can be employed to extract useful data. 

Main concern of research on second-generation systems is to 

extract video structure automatically [10]. In second 

generation, video indexing is performed by temporally 

segmenting the videos in unit like shots and scenes. Different 

image processing and computer vision techniques are used on 

index frames to generate low level feature descriptors. A 

metadata database of index frames and their corresponding 

feature descriptors can be created for later retrieval. When user 

makes a query, query is transformed into the structurally same 

low-level feature descriptor and the search engine finds the 

closest match from a metadata base. The system learns from 
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relevance feedback from users during retrieval process and 

adapts the feature descriptor in order to achieve more 

consistent results in terms of perceptual similarity. 

Even though some efficient results are reported in literature, 

there is a problem of bridging the gap between the systems and 

users. Similarity of perceptual properties is generally of little 

use in most practical cases of retrieval by content, if not 

combined with similarity of high-level information. 

3.1 Low Level Features 

Indexing of images and video contents using low level visual 

features is touch upon by several content based information 

retrieval systems. (e.g. WEBSEER [11], QBIC [12], and 

VisualSeek [13]). Three main task performed by these systems 

are: 

1. Automatic extraction of visual feature descriptors 

2. Indexing the extracted descriptors for fast access 

3. Querying and matching descriptors for the retrieval of 

the visual data.  

Apart from these features, learning of system is considered as 

an important aspect. Relevance feedback from users is used to 

refine the queries and learn through examples that the user may 

be looking for [14]. More recently, there has been focused 

effort on automatically producing certain semantic labels that 

could contribute significantly to retrieving visual data. For 

example, recent work has focused on portrait vs. landscape 

detection, indoor vs. outdoor classification, city vs. landscape 

classification, sunset vs. forest classification [15], [16], and 

other attempts to answer basic questions of who, what, when, 

and where about the visual content. Most of the approaches 

rely on traditional machine learning techniques to produce 

semantic labels, and some degree of success has been reached 

for various constrained and sometimes skewed test sets. 

However, these efforts represent only a small initial step 

towards achieving the real understanding of the visual content. 

3.2 Bridging Gap 

Numerous papers [17][18][19][20] have explored the problem 

of semantic gap and give valuable insights into the current state 

of the art. Wang et al [17] generate a code book by using the 

color-texture classification. Different regions of image are 

segmented using class definitions in the code book. The 

Entropy of a region contents describes its perceptual 

importance. Denman et al [18] present the system for creating 

semantically meaningful summaries of broadcast Snooker 

footage. Different tools in system are used for parsing the video 

sequence, identifying relevant camera views, and tracking ball 

movements. A system for recognizing objects in video 

sequences is presented by Visser et al [19]. They use the 

Kalman filter to obtain segmented blobs from the video, 

classify the blobs using the probability ration test, and apply 

several different temporal methods, which result in sequential 

classification methods over the video sequence containing the 

blob. An automated scene matching algorithm is presented by 

Schaffalitzky and Zisserman [20]. Main process is base on 

template matching of given scene in 3-D movies. Ruiz-del-

Solar and Navarrete [21] present a system that uses self-

organizing maps (SOMs) and user feedback for content-based 

face retrieval. A ranking algorithm using dynamic clustering 

for content-based image retrieval is proposed by Park et al [22]. 

3.3 Shot Detection 

Shot Detection technique divides the continuous video, based 

on recognition of different frame sequences. One shot is 

characterized when camera remains still i.e. background is still 

and foreground is changing. When shot changes, background 

changes significantly. Earlier work in this category is evaluated 

in [5]. Earlier work is based on recognizing shot boundaries 

using color histograms, average pixel difference and histogram 

similarity matrix. Mihai Datcu et al used the motion 

compensation vector to estimate the motion of different objects 

[23]. Error in the motion estimation is used to differentiate the 
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Figure 2: Comparison of Shot Detection Algorithms 

key frames from videos. Timo Volkmer described moving 

query window technique for TREC-12 video techniques [24]. 

Separate decision stages for abrupt and gradual transitions are 

applied during a single pass through the video clip. Similarly 

Masaru Sugano et al performed the shot boundary 

determination from I picture sequence of MPEG coded video 

[25]. Both pixel differences and histograms methods are used 

to overcome problems when either one of them is used. In this 

same approach is extended to detect shot boundaries in one 

frame unit. Jordi Mas et al used the color histogram differences 

and temporal color variations for video shot boundary detection 

[26]. The technique is able to differentiate abrupt shot 

boundaries by analysis of color histogram differences and 

smooth boundaries by temporal color variation. Five different 

algorithms for shot boundary detection have been analyzed 

using test data set of different types of videos ranges from 

news, sports, televisions and movies. 

As shown in Figure 2, different algorithms have been compared 

on a common platform from TRECVID 2006 [39] using 

different set of videos such as BBC News Videos, Sports 

Video, MTV Videos etc. Two main parameters precision and 

recall are calculated for each of the algorithm. From graph, it is 

clear that histogram based and region based algorithms 

outperforms other in shot detection. Region based algorithm 

also show some stability in detecting the gradual transitions. 
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4. THIRD GENERATION  

The third generation retrieval systems seek for more high level 

information from images, audio and video content. Moving 

videos are not perceived as collection of shots by humans. 

Spectators even do not realize any editing in video based on the 

gradual transitions of one shot into another. So our aim is not 

only to extract the syntactic content (perceptual features) but 

also the semantic contents. Semantic content involves (1) the 

rhythm of the sequence (which is induced by the editing), (2) 

the scenes (which are obtained from shots), (3) the story 

(including the characters, their roles, actions and their logical 

relations), and (4) the feelings (which depends on the 

combination of perceptual facts like colors, objects, music, 

sounds, etc. and from the meaning of the story). Semantic 

contents and the perceived feelings of the user are used to 

support semantic-based retrieval automatically, with no or 

minimal manual intervention [27]. As human beings are more 

concerned with the narrative and discourse structure of video 

contents, so retrieval of video is generally meaningful only if 

performed at high levels of representation. Image sequence 

classification must also be based on semantically meaningful 

categories of information. 

4.1 Object Detection 

Most challenging problem in visual information retrieval is 

recognizing and detecting the objects in the moving videos. 

Several papers present the advances in this area 

[28][29][30][31]. Matas et al [28] present a method to 

recognize the objects even when viewing range is wide and 

illumination is not constant. Their method is robust to 

occlusion and background clutter in the frames. Sebe and Lew 

[29] have found that Gaussian noise distribution assumption is 

invalid. They proposed to use other metrics close to real noise 

distribution such as Cauchy metric. Further they explained how 

to create a maximum likelihood metric based on the real noise 

distributions and found that it consistently outperformed other 

analytic metrics. A hierarchical shape descriptor for object-

based retrieval is proposed by Leung and Chan [30]. Brucale, et 

al [31] propose a class of topological-geometrical shape 

descriptors called size functions. Main limitation of this 

approach is hand drawn shape descriptors, which makes whole 

idea very much subjective to quality of hand drawn shapes. 

Based on the idea that the distribution of colors in an image 

provides a useful clue for image retrieval and object 

recognition, Berens and Finlayson [32] propose an efficient 

coding of three dimensional color distributions for image 

retrieval. Main focus in object recognition area is shifting to 

make whole process less computational intensive for real time 

queries. 

4.2 Story Segmentation 

Story Segmentation is another emerging area in which video is 

segmented based on different stories. So whereas Shot 

detection is semantic less technique, story segmentation is 

semantic based technique. Lekha Chaisorn et al presents a story 

segmentation technique as shown in Figure 3 using various low 

level and high level features[33]. It also makes use of various 

object level features. 

4.3 Frameworks 

A variety of different frameworks has been proposed to store 

retrieve and mine the raw videos. Jung Hwan Oh et al proposed 

such a framework, in which first data is characterized into 

different segments then each segment is clustered based on low 

level features and finally data is grouped using motion vectors 

and multi level hierarchical techniques [34]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Story Segmentation 

It is found that this technique is useful in limited domain and 

very time consuming. Mihai Datcu et al give an innovative 

concept for image information mining [23]. It represents the 

image in four steps. First step is to extract image features using 

different algorithms. In second step these are grouped together 

and further data is reduced by parametric modeling of clusters 

and finally supervised learning is used to represent the 

knowledge. William Perrizo et al present the significance of P-

tree in mining any multimedia data [35]. In this paper, 

properties of P-trees are presented to take P-tree as Data 

Mining ready structure. The various implementation issues and 

scalability of P-tree for large size data are discussed. Xin 

Huang et al proposed a multimedia data mining framework. It 

incorporates Multiple Instance Learning into the user relevance 

feedback in a seamless way. Main aim is to discover the 

concept patterns of users (especially where the user’s most 

interested region) and how to map the local feature vector of 

that region to the high-level concept pattern of users [36]. This 

underlying mapping can be progressively discovered through 

the feedback and learning procedure. Ankur Teredesai et al 

proposed the auto-annotation problem as a multi-relational 

association rule mining problem where the relations exist 

between image-based features, and textual annotations [37]. 

Their approach combined low-level image features, such as 

color, orientation, intensity, etc. and the corresponding text 

annotations to generate association rules across multiple tables 

using multi-relational association mining. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is clear that Multimedia mining has evolved phenomenally in 

the last ten years as seen from the progress from first 

generation to third generation. Whereas, in first and second 

generation all techniques were semantic less, in third 

generation, techniques based on semantics have been evolved. 

But still most of the techniques are in their infancy and require 

lots of research for their use in daily applications. Multimedia 
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Mining is being used in different application domain such as 

Medical diagnosis, News Video Analysis, Sports Video 

Analysis, Movie Indexing and Satellite image Analysis etc. A 

general purpose system is still not available which could cater 

to the need of different domains. Further work need to be done 

in following areas 

1. Multimedia Repositories are supposed to have data in both 

compressed and uncompressed form. Therefore a 

representation technique is required which will be able to 

represent both compressed and uncompressed data in 

common format which can further be used for mining.  

2. Various Multimedia databases provide techniques to 

organize the data based on its general features. However 

effective organization should be content based. So a content 

based organization approach for multimedia data is required.  

3. High level features are although based on the semantic of 

data but they can not be used directly for querying. So an 

approach is required to relate the semantic of High level 

feature with the internal representation of data. High level 

features are usually represented either in First Order Logic or 

by using Association Rules. Both techniques need to be 

analyzed in variety of different domains. 

4. Further the problem of multi-resolution, scalability and 

hierarchical video description need to be tackled to gain 

efficiency in task of video indexing. 

5. Optimization of different techniques for temporal extraction 

of data from compressed and uncompressed domain is 

required. Already proposed different techniques need to be 

analyzed and tested with the Benchmark videos proposed by 

TRECVID. 

6. Overall Mining process of Multimedia repositories is bound 

to be computational and storage expensive. Hence different 

optimizations can be proposed for limited domains. 

 

Thus a large scale system that merges the semantic text based 

retrieval approach to multimedia database with content based 

feature analysis and investigates the significant links between 

them appears to be the next milestone of research in the field of 

multimedia management systems [38]. 
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Abstract - Global sourcing of technology related services is 

estimated to have grown to reach USD 70-76 billion in 2007  

of which IT-BPO services, growing at an above-sector-

average rate of nearly 8 per cent, remain the largest 

category, accounting for an increasing share of the 

worldwide technology sector revenue aggregate (Nasscom, 

2008). This rising ubiquity of IT enabled outsourcing 

especially business process outsourcing (or BPO) has led to 

heightened interest in both the practitioner and academic 

communities on the reasons and practices leading to 

successful outcomes. Both communities have increasingly 

referred to business process outsourcing as a form of 

strategic partnership indicating the predominance of 

relational governance mechanisms. Reality however is far 

from that. We establish the importance on control over 

partnership quality exemplified in the form of a structured 

contract and its associated monitoring mechanisms through 

an empirical study of 124 business process outsourcing 

relationships in some of India’s most established BPO 

vendors.  

 

Index Terms - Business process outsourcing, control, 

management, partnership quality, outsourcing success 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The three trends that seem certain to dominate the world, for 
some time to come, are globalization, technological advances 
and deregulation. They combine to make geographical 
dispersion an area of low concern in the planning of business 
strategy; as enterprises increasingly look for leveraging the cost 
or differentiation advantages available across the globe - 
forging partnerships to create a value chain with the aim of 
accomplishing the most with the least. It is in this scenario that 
business process outsourcing (‘bpo') has emerged as a key 
component of management strategy as a global supply-chain of 
information and expertise that stretches from Mumbai to 
Manhattan is etched.  
Today, as outsourcing is enmeshed into most organizational 
strategic plans; relationship management issues have become 
central. As Gottfredson et al. state ‘the question is no longer 
whether to outsource a capability or activity but rather how to 
source every single activity in the value chain’ (Gottfredson et  
1Associate Prof.- BLS Institute of Management, Ghaziabad 

(India), Research Scholar-GGS Indraprasth, University, Delhi 

(India), 2Professor of Management- GGS Indraprastha 
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al., 2005). The management of the relationship includes all 
conscious activities of the parties to impact the relationship 
during its life in their desired way, and is constructed around 
two main elements: (a) the formal contract and the associated 
governing mechanisms viz. control mechanisms and (b) the 
‘psychological contract’ (Sabherwal, 1999) that is based on the 
parties’ mutual beliefs and attitudes and is reflected as 
partnership quality. There is a natural link between how an 
outsourcing arrangement is structured and managed, and the 
subsequent outcomes (Dibbern et al., 2004).  
 In this paper, we have looked at this issue of governance; 
specifically we study empirically the dynamics of interaction of 
degree of control and partnership quality of a business process 
outsourcing relationship and it’s impact on outsourcing 
success. Our study site is the business process outsourcing 
sector of India as this country is considered the Write the body 
of the paper here. undisputed leader’ (A T Kearney, 2006) of 
this sector. The overall Indian IT-BPO revenue aggregate is 
expected to grow by over 33 per cent and reach USD 64 billion 
by the end of the current fiscal year (Nasscom, 2008). 
 
2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE. 

Business process outsourcing has often been treated as an 
extension of the concept of IT/IS outsourcing to IT intensive 
business processes (Hyder et al, 2002) or as a subset of IT/IS 
outsourcing (Sovie & Hansen, 2001; Michell & Fitzgerald, 
1997) leading to “a virtual absence of academic publications on 
the topic" (Rouse and Corbitt, 2004). Other researchers such as 
Gewald et al (2006) and Whitaker et al. (2006) have also noted 
this lacuna. Hence for this paper, we have sourced information 
from the extensive body of work on IT/IS outsourcing research 
of the past two decades. As Dibbern et al. (2004) note 
“research on ………. business process outsourcing would 
benefit from ‘standing on the shoulders’ of what has already 
been accomplished in the field of IS outsourcing”. 
2.1 Business Process Outsourcing 

The transaction cost approach to the theory of the firm 
hypothesizes that firms are organizational innovations born out 
of the costs involved in market transacting in order to reduce 
those costs. Coase (1937) has argued that, were the firm and 
the market alternatives for organizing the same set of 
transactions; a firm will substitute market transactions as long 
as management costs are less than transaction costs. Thanks to 
the convergence in corporate computing platforms and rapid 
advances made in communications technology it has become 
easy and inexpensive to seamlessly link together 
geographically dispersed information systems thus making 
market transactions for executing several activities previously 
done within the firm boundaries possible and preferable. This 
concept of remotely executing tasks was the genesis of 
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business process outsourcing defined as “the delegation of one 
or more IT-intensive business processes to an external provider 
that, in turn, owns, administrates and manages the selected 
process/processes, based upon defined and measurable 
performance metrics” (Gartner 2004). 
 
2.2. Business Process Outsourcing In The Indian Context 

In 1994 American Express Travel Related Services combined, 
standardized, and re-engineered its more than 46 transaction 
processing sites sprawled across North America, Latin 
America, EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa), and APA 
(Asia Pacific and Australia) into 3 sites. Besides Phoenix, 
Arizona and Brighton, United Kingdom, Gurgaon was chosen 
as the location for the third site dedicated to handling Japan and 
Asia Pacific and Australia (Kalakota and Robinson, 2004). In 
the mid 1990s GECIS also opened its captive customer services 
centre in Gurgaon. The first pure play BPO provider was 
Spectramind eServices Pvt. Ltd. set up by Mr. Raman Roy in 
March 2000 and subsequently bought over and renamed Wipro 
BPO in 2005. Thus, though the sector is more than two decades 
old, academic research on the Indian BPO sector is dominated 
by articles analyzing the country’s comparative advantages, 
especially with respect to China (see for instance (Popkin and 
Iyengar, 2007) and case studies of successful Indian vendors 
(Holloway et al, 2006 on EXL; Wendell and Arippol, 2007 on 
Daksh; Yadav et al, 2006 on Technovate amongst a host of 
others). 
 
2.3. Control 

Control can be defined as the organization's attempt to increase 
the probability that people will behave in ways that lead to the 
attainment of organizational goals (Flamholtz et al., 1985) and 
thus includes a range of mechanisms to monitor and execute 
operations. These control practices help implement control 
modes, which may broadly be divided into formal controls, i.e., 
modes that rely on practices that influence the controllee’s 
behavior through performance evaluation and rewards, and 
informal controls, i.e., modes that utilize social or people 
strategies to reduce goal differences between controller and 
controllee (Eisenhardt 1985; Kirsch 1996, 1997). Tannenbaum 
(1968) further proposed that two different types of control “can 
operate concurrently and that their effect is additive”. Thus 
Tannenbaum (1968) presented the approach that control types 
are not mutually exclusive, that their control ‘levels’ are 
quantifiable and that they can be summed up to one aggregate 
level.  
 
2.4. Partnership Quality 

Lee and Kim (1999) tested the impact of different attributes of 
partnership quality on satisfaction with the vendor’s IS 
services. Partnership quality was defined as the degree of trust, 
business understanding, benefit and risk sharing, commitment, 
and conflict. Of these factors – with the exception of conflict – 
partnership quality was found to significantly influenc 
outsourcing success.  
 

2.5. Outsourcing Success 

Grover et al. (1996) proposed that organizations expect to gain 
some degree of advantage, typically in the form of economic, 
technological or strategic benefits in an outsourcing 
relationship. Saunders et al.  
(1997) used these three dimensions of benefits (economic, 
technological and strategic) and added overall satisfaction to 
determine the outsourcing success for their study. Lee and Kim 
(1999) explored outsourcing success on two dimensions - 
business perspective and user perspective. The business 
perspective focused on the sets of economic, technological and 
strategic benefits that the organization could achieve through 
outsourcing whereas the user dimension focused exclusively on 
user satisfaction with the outsourcing arrangement. 
 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY. 

This section presents the methodological elements, the research 
design and the operationalization of the variables in this study. 
3.1. Research Design 

Both control (Sabherwal 1999, Marcolin & McLellan 1998, 
Rustagi 2004) and partnership quality (Grover et al. 1996, Lee 
& Kim 1999) have been established as antecedents of 
outsourcing success by earlier researches. As Clark et al. state 
“….the truly critical success factors associated with successful 
outsourcing are those associated with vendor governance” 
(Clark et al., 1998). 
The relationship between control and partnership quality has 
however seen conflicting views in previous research. Some 
researchers claim that control mechanisms and partnership 
quality especially it’s component of trust can be pursued 
simultaneously, or are complementary (Zaheer and 
Venkatraman, 1995; Das and Teng, 1998), while others argue 
that control mechanisms are detrimental to trust (see, for 
example, Lorange and Roos, 1992). In this study it is proposed 
that the interaction between degree of control and partnership 
quality is an antecedent of business process outsourcing 
success. This view is supported by Marcolin and McLellan 
(1998) whose research indicated that relationships achieved 
greater satisfaction through more control and certainty in their 
relationships, and were better in avoiding conflict, achieving 
cost reductions, and developing trust. 
As presented in Figure 1, a two-by-two matrix is proposed to 
depict the impact of interaction between degree of control and 
partnership quality on outsourcing success. A high degree of 
control along with high partnership quality is proposed to 
facilitate a high degree of success. A high degree of either 
control or partnership quality along with low degrees of the 
other should be associated with moderate degrees of success. 
On the other hand, the combination of both low control and 
partnership quality should be associated with a lower degree of 
success in outsourcing. 
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Figure 1: Control, Partnership quality and outsourcing 

success: The Relationship 

Mathematically, the relationship among degree of control, 
partnership quality and outsourcing success can be depicted as: 
S=f(C, PQ, C*PQ) 
Where S= business process outsourcing success 
C= control 
 PQ= partnership quality and 
 C*PQ= interaction between control and partnership 
quality 
Thus, this study presents an argument that the interaction 
between the degree of control and partnership quality will have 
a positive relationship with outsourcing success, hypothesized 
as: 

 The degree of control and partnership quality would 

have a positive interactive association with 

outsourcing success. 

 

3.2. Research Constraints 
A major constraint faced by the researcher was the stringency 
of data security measures. Possibility of misuse of sensitive and 
proprietary data coupled with lack of confidence in the Indian 
regulatory framework for protection of intellectual property are 
major client concerns, prompting vendors to put in place 
elaborate security measures which prohibit employees from 
sharing information without formal permission, restricted 
access to internet, cell phones, email, instant messaging, 
removable storage units such as pen drives, laptops etc. 
Further, fears of backlash and stakeholder concerns in the home 
country have made clients extremely wary of revealing their 
outsourcing arrangements. All relationships studied by this 
researcher had ‘non-disclosure agreements’ as part of the 
contract prohibiting the vendor from disclosing any 
information which would publicly identify the client. As a 
precondition for allowing access to personnel and information, 
this researcher was asked to refer any material collected, for 
review by the vendor’s management prior to inclusion in this 
study. Further, any information identifying either the vendor or 
the client organization was strictly prohibited. 
3.3. Data Collection 

As a master list, the “List of 50 best-managed global 
outsourcing vendors, 2006” from The Black Book of 
Outsourcing survey, conducted by Brown-Wilson Group, a 
Clearwater, Fla., based consultancy, was taken. This survey 

ranked outsourcing vendors according to responses by 
executives and others involved in outsourcing decision-making 
about their experience and satisfaction with current suppliers 
and appeared in ‘Sourcing Magazine’ July 2006. The survey 
has wide acceptance and credibility in the global business 
process outsourcing sector (BusinessWire, June 2007). Of this 
list permission to interview managerial employees from the 
tactical and strategic levels from twenty was obtained. The 
vendor organization management were then requested to solicit 
the support of their counterpart client teams for this study. The 
resultant sample had 13 vendor organizations with access to 
senior managers from both client and vendor sides. Since this 
process had excluded the captive business process outsourcing 
centers, access was sought and gained to study 2 captive 
centers as well. This was based on personal and professional 
acquaintance, hence a convenience sample. 
Thus a final sample of fifteen business process outsourcing 
vendor organizations was taken. At our request, these 
organizations identified one or more vendor-client relationships 
among their ongoing lines of business. The client executives 
and vendor executives who agreed to participate in the study 
were sent an email detailing information about the purpose of 
the study, the level of participation required and potential 
benefits. It also stressed the anonymity and confidentiality of 
the respondents. This was followed by interviews over the 
period August 06- July 07. In sum, we surveyed 124 
relationships between 103 service receivers and 15 service 
providers through 228 interviews. 
 
3.3. Measure Development 

Two survey instruments (included in appendices) were 
developed for this study. The first one was used to collect 
information from the client executive and the other was used 
with vendor executives for control practices and partnership 
quality. The measures were administered through interviews 
which were semi structured and detailed. Interviews were held 
individually for one to three hours per session. 
Prior to measure development, we conducted a series of 
personal interviews with seven BPO professionals to confirm 
the external validity of the developed research framework. The 
interviews confirmed that our proposed research model was 
suitable for studying real world outsourcing phenomena. We 
then developed a five-point Likert-style questionnaire based on 
the literature and the comments gathered from the interviews 
for control practices. 
 
3.4. Operationalization Of Variables 

1. Degree of control 
Items for the construct of degree of control have been 
developed by creating a list of control mechanisms, which 
are then individually operationalized. Kirsch (1997) and 
the findings of an earlier work by the authors of this 
research work (Daityari et al., 2007) are the sources for 
this list.   

2. Outsourcing success 
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This construct measures the extent to which the client 
organization achieved their outsourcing objectives as 
assessed through economic benefits, technological benefits 
and strategic benefits. Items for this construct have been 
adapted from Grover et al. (1996); Lee and Kim (1999) 
and Rustagi (2004). 

3. Partnership quality 
This construct measures the factors that make up 
partnership quality viz. trust, business understanding, 
benefit/risk share and commitment. This construct was 
measured with an adapted version of the instrument used 
by Lee & Kim (1999) which employs mostly perceptual 
measures for the constituent variables. 

 
4. DATA ANALYSIS  

4.1. Sample Characteristics 

The target population of this study was the client vendor teams 
belonging to business process outsourcing relationships. The 
initial list adopted for this study was the fifty top BPO vendors 
in India from which access to representatives from both client 
and vendor sides from 13 were obtained (2 were added later 
from captive firms). Hence the response rate of this study may 
be taken as 26%. 
Among the fifteen vendors who participated in our study, six 
were ‘IT Outsourcers’, one was a ‘business process specialist’, 
another two were ‘pure play BPO providers’. ‘Captives’ were 
represented by two respondents while there were three ‘former 
captives’ and one ‘BPO consultant’.  In terms of vendor size, 
with respect to employee headcount, the smallest was 3300 and 
the biggest 22000. Revenues earned from BPO alone for the 
vendors studied ranged from $54mn to $613mn excluding the 
captive units.  
Majority of the clients (38%) were from the financial services 
sector, followed by telecom (12%) and IT hardware and 
software (11%). Contact and front office services (16) 
comprised the largest chunk of the outsourced processes, 
followed by financial and accounting (14) and knowledge 
services (12).   
 
4.2. Reliability And Validity Of The Measurement 

Instrument 

The content validity of the instruments was established through 
the adoption of the constructs that have been validated by other 
researchers and a pretest with outsourcing professionals. We 
calculated the internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) in order 
to assess the reliability of the measurement instrument. For 
convergent validity, we evaluated the item-to-total correlation 
that is the correlation of each item to the sum of the remaining 
items. Discriminant validity was checked by means of a factor 
analysis. Results of these statistical tests are provided here. 

Construct Coding 

Item-to-

total  

correlation 

Factor 

loading 

Formal control (α= 
.870) 

FC   

 FC1 .844 0.98 

Construct Coding 

Item-to-

total  

correlation 

Factor 

loading 

 FC2 .665 0.75 
 FC3 .942 0.94 
 FC4 .858 0.982 
 FC5 .040 0.948 
 FC6 .921 0.952 
Informal control (α= 
.879) 

IC   

 IC1 .780 0.894 
 IC2 .908 0.933 
 IC3 .781 0.871 
 IC4 .616 0.79 
Outsourcing success 
(α= .918) 

OS   

 OS1 .749 0.834 
 OS2 .841 0.907 
 OS3 .892 0.938 
 OS4 .824 0.892 
 OS5 .658 0.773 
Trust (α = .881) PQT   
 PQT1 .795 .903 
 PQT2 .704 .857 
 PQT3 .881 .951 
Business 
understanding (α = 
.991) 

PQBU   

 PQBU1 .756 .885 
 PQBU2 .864 .941 
 PQBU3 .857 .938 
Benefit / Risk share 
(α = .795) 

PQBR   

 PQBR1 .712 .925 
Commitment (α = 
.708) 

PQBR2 .712 .925 

 PQC   
 PQC1 .570 .839 
 PQC2 .378 .658 
 PQC3 .668 .883 

Table 1: Reliability and Validity statistics 

 
4.3. Analysis of Empirical Data 
This section presents the statistical tools used to test the 
hypothesis proposed in the study and presents the results 
thereof. Our hypothesis stated that the degree of control and 
partnership quality would have a positive interactive 
association with outsourcing success.  
To test this, first, a hierarchical regression analysis was 
performed. In the first step of hierarchical regression analysis, 
control and partnership quality were used as the independent 
variables with outsourcing success as the dependant variable. 
Here control was found to have a significant positive 
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relationship with outsourcing success (β=.683, p= .000) while 
that of partnership quality was not significant (p= .954). 
 

Mod
el R 

R 
Square 

Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 

1 .683a .466 .457 2.31927 

a. Predictors: (Constant), PQ, 
CNTRL 

 

 

ANOVA
b 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares Df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

1 Regressi
on 

567.688 2 283.844 52.769 .000a

Residual 650.860 121 5.379   

Total 1218.548 123    

a. Predictors: (Constant), PQ, 
CNTRL 

   

b. Dependent Variable: 
OS 

    

COEFFICIENTS
A 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardi
zed 

Coefficie
nts 

t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error Beta 

1 (Consta
nt) 

-24.555 3.942 
 

-6.229 .000

CNTRL 1.168 .114 .683 10.273 .000

PQ -.002 .035 -.004 -.058 .954

a. Dependent Variable: 
OS 

    

Then in the next step of this analysis, the interaction between 
control and partnership quality was introduced as another 
independent variable in addition to the two variables entered 
earlier. The interaction between control and partnership quality 
also did not indicate any significant relationship with 
outsourcing success. 

MODEL SUMMARY 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

1 .683a .466 .457 2.31927

a. Predictors: (Constant), cntrl_pq, CNTRL  

ANOVA
b 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares Df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

1 Regressio
n 

567.688 2 283.844 52.769 .000a

Residual 650.860 121 5.379   

Total 1218.548 123    

a. Predictors: (Constant), cntrl_pq, 
CNTRL 

   

b. Dependent Variable: OS     

COEFFICIENTS
A 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardi
zed 

Coefficie
nts 

t Sig. B 
Std. 

Error Beta 

1 (Consta
nt) 

-24.555 3.942 
 

-6.229 .000

CNTRL 1.170 .119 .684 9.809 .000

cntrl_pq -.002 .035 -.004 -.058 .954

a. Dependent Variable: 
OS 

    

EXCLUDED VARIABLES
B 

Model Beta In t Sig. 

Partial 
Correlatio

n 

Collineari
ty 

Statistics

Tolerance

1 PQ .a . . . .000

a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), 
cntrl_pq, CNTRL 

 

b. Dependent Variable: OS    
 
The next technique used to examine the influence of interaction 
between the degree of control and partnership quality on 
outsourcing success was the Median Split Analysis.  Using the 
median values for degree of total control and partnership 
quality, the 124 BPO relationships were split into four 
subgroups (cell 1= low/low; cell 2= high PQ/ low Cntrl; cell3= 
low PQ/ high Cntrl; cell 4= high/high). The average values of 
outsourcing success variables (OS 1 to OS 5) in the appropriate 
cell were then examined. 
As presented in the table, the top two rows have lower values 
for outsourcing success than the bottom two rows indicating 
that level of outsourcing success was significantly associated 
with the degree of control in the relationship (high control 
associated with high success). On the other hand, the almost 
identical nature of the top two rows indicates that level of 
partnership quality has no significant association with 
outsourcing success. 
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Thus, Median Split Analysis supports the results of 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis in regard to the significant 
relationship between the degree of control and outsourcing 
success.  
 

5. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

The hypothesis stated that the degree of control and partnership 
quality would have a positive interactive association with 
outsourcing success. This was tested using Hierarchical 
Regression Analysis and Median Split Analysis. Results of 
both indicated that while degree of control has a significant 
positive relationship with outsourcing success neither 
partnership quality nor its interaction with degree of control 
enjoyed any relationship of significance with outsourcing 
success.  
Control as a significant predictor of success finds empirical 
support from research work done on other inter-organizational 
settings. Henderson and Lee’s (1992) study on control 
behaviors that can affect the performance of an I/S design 
teams supported the proposition that increases in the total level 
of control behavior is positively correlated with performance.  
Results on partnership quality are however in contradiction 
with what is most often suggested by earlier research. Lee and 
Kim’s (1999) study stated partnership quality was a critical 
success factor of IS outsourcing. Further, primarily based on 
social exchange theory, many researchers argue that a 
partnership is the ideal type of relationship, in that it will result 
in a higher level of success (Dibbern 2004). 
Support for this result however comes from Lacity and 
Hirschheim (1993) who revealed that the trade literature 
presented an inaccurate view of outsourcing arrangements. The 
outsourcing relationship is often portrayed as a strategic 
partnership or alliance. This is at odds with the actual 
contractual relationship, which usually does not contain 
provisions for sharing risks and rewards associated with 
outsourcing. Lacity and Hirschheim go on to state that viewing 
a relationship as a partnership can be dangerous because it may 
lead to a loose or incomplete contract, in part because the client 
thinks of the outsourcing vendor as a partner when in fact it is 
not. Consequently, the possibility for "opportunistic behavior" 
by the vendor exists. 
Even in the Indian context explored by this study, while 
outsourcing clients and vendors interviewed by us, referred to 
the outsourcing relationship variously as ‘strategic partnership’, 
‘thought partnership’ ‘enterprise extensions’ and in fact most 

had pricing models based on ‘gain share’ agreements which 
reflected the benefit –risk sharing component of partnership 
quality; the governance of the relationship was structured 
around formal control mechanisms which were explicitly 
guided by the contract or ‘statement of work’. This reality was 
well brought out by the Vice President (Operations) of the 
largest (in terms of revenue) business process outsourcing 
vendor of our study who referred to the ‘Statement of Work’ 
(formal contract) as the “bible” guiding the relationship. 
For an outsourcing client, the predominance of degree of 
control over partnership quality as an indicator of outsourcing 
success indicates the need to pay adequate attention to 
establishing a rigorous control structure at the very onset of the 
relationship. It is also equally important to build in the 
flexibility to accommodate experiential learning at later stages. 
The contract or ‘Statement of Work’ (SOW) is of paramount 
importance as it is the single most definitive guide to the 
governance of the relationship. Thus, it is important to be 
precise in specifying process, performance and people related 
requirements, install robust post-contract monitoring 
mechanisms, and to build in a pricing structure which involves 
the vendor in sharing the benefits and risks of the relationship. 
For the vendor, this study underscores the point that in-spite of 
all the public pronouncements on ‘strategic alliances’ and 
‘close partnerships’ the ground reality of the Indian BPO sector 
is that it is largely transactional in nature with the relationships 
being that of typical buyer-supplier nature. This is emphasized 
by the fact that this study is focused on the dominant players of 
this sector. Earlier research has suggested vendor concerns 
such as inflexibility and traditional measurement approaches of 
clients as a barrier to service innovation (Quinn, 1999). This 
indicates the need for vendors to encourage and educate clients 
to move towards a model of increasing partnership enabled 
governance as a remedy to their concerns.  
 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study was an examination of the 
antecedents of success of business process outsourcing 
relationships. A survey methodology was utilized involving 
matched pair samples of client and vendor executives in 
business process outsourcing relationships. Overall, degree of 
control was established as a significant predictor of outsourcing 
success while partnership quality was not found relevant to the 
success of the relationship.  
This paper makes some significant contributions of interest to 
managers who enter outsourcing relationships, and to 
researchers who endeavor to understand the nature of control 
systems associated with new organizational forms. The first 
contribution is support for the proposition that a control 
theories perspective may be helpful in explaining the relative 
success of business process outsourcing relationship. Further, 
in existing outsourcing research, the independent variables 
selected to explain outsourcing success, display a strong focus 
on the “soft” elements of an outsourcing relationship – often 
named as partnership attributes (Dibbern et al., 2004). This 
paper attempts to rectify that imbalance by adopting a 
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comprehensive approach inclusive of both formal governance 
mechanisms alongside relational mechanisms.  
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APPENDICES: SURVEY INSTRUMENTS 

APPENDIX A: VENDOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

In this research study, the responses from the questionnaires 
will be aggregated at the organizational level for data analysis. 
In order to perform the aggregation the name of the client / 
vendor organization is required. After the aggregation this 
information will be removed from the data set. All data is 
completely confidential. NO individual, team or company 
identifier information will be included in the analysis / report. 
1. Respondent Information 

1.1. Please provide your name 
___________________________________________ 

1.2. Please provide your designation 
___________________________________________ 

1.3. Please provide the name of your organization 
___________________________________________ 

2. Information pertaining to the relationship. 
2.1. Please specify the type of process 

__________________________________________ 
2.2. Please specify the client name 

___________________________________________ 
2.3. Please specify the client industry 

__________________________________________ 
2.4. Approximately, how long has this outsourcing 

arrangement been operational? __________ 
2.5. Approximately, how long have you been part of this 

outsourcing arrangement? __________ 
 
DEGREE OF CONTROL 

In context of this outsourcing relationship (‘queue’), please 
indicate the extent to which the client team uses the following 
means or mechanisms to influence the tasks, activities and day 
to day operations of the vendor team. Please indicate your 

response on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 indicates “rarely” and 

5 indicates “quite a lot” 

FORMAL CONTROL 

Adherence to process documents 1 2 3 4 5 
Incentives / Penalties 1 2 3 4 5 
Performance metrics 1 2 3 4 5 
Quarterly business reviews 1 2 3 4 5 
Regular meetings or conference calls 1 2 3 4 5 
Reports on transaction monitoring 1 2 3 4 5 
INFORMAL CONTROL 

Client site visits 1 2 3 4 5 
Giving free client merchandise 1 2 3 4 5 
Providing recruitment guidelines 1 2 3 4 5 
Providing training course material 1 2 3 4 5 

 

PARTNERSHIP QUALITY 

In context of this outsourcing relationship (‘queue’) please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates 
“strongly disagree” and 5 indicates “strongly agree 

 
Thank you for your participation in this survey. In the space 
below, please provide any additional comments or feedback on 
this survey or any other aspect of this study that you may 
consider relevant. 
APPENDIX B: CLIENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
In this research study, the responses from the questionnaires 
will be aggregated at the organizational level for data analysis. 
In order to perform the aggregation the name of the client / 
vendor organization is required. After the aggregation this 
information will be removed from the data set. All data is 
completely confidential. NO individual, team or company 
identifier information will be included in the analysis / report. 
1. Respondent Information 

1.1. Please provide your name 
___________________________________________ 

1.2. Please provide your designation 
___________________________________________ 

1.3. Please provide the name of your organization 
_____________________________________ 

1.4. Please specify the industry your firm belongs to 
___________________________________ 

2. Information pertaining to the relationship. 
2.1. Please specify the type of process outsourced 

____________________________________ 
2.2. Please specify the name of the outsource vendor 

__________________________________ 
2.3. Approximately, how long has this outsourcing 

arrangement been operational? ________ 
2.4. Approximately, how long have you been part of this 

outsourcing arrangement? ________ 
Outsourcing Success:  

In context of this outsourcing relationship (‘queue’) please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates 
“strongly disagree” and 5 indicates “strongly agree. 
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This outsourcing relationship has 
produced beneficial economical results 
for the client (for instance reducing 
costs or capital expenditure) 

1 2 3 4 5 

This outsourcing relationship has 
produced beneficial process-related 
results for the client (for instance 
process clean-up, access to key 
technologies or skilled personnel) 

1 2 3 4 5 

This outsourcing relationship has 
produced beneficial business related 
results for the client (for instance 
enhanced focus on core competencies 
or new lines of business) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, this outsourcing relationship 
has been valuable for the client 

1 2 3 4 5 

Overall, the client is satisfied with the 
results of this outsourcing relationship 

1 2 3 4 5 

Partnership Quality:  

In context of this outsourcing relationship (‘queue’) please 
indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statements on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates 
“strongly disagree” and 5 indicates “strongly agree. 
Trust: In our relationship,  
1. our service provider makes 

beneficial decisions to us under 
any circumstances 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. our service provider is willing to 
provide assistance to us without 
exception 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. our service provider is sincere at 
all times 

1 2 3 4 5 

Business understanding: In our relationship,  
1. we understand the business 

process of our service provider 
well 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. we and our service provider 
perfectly understand our business 
objectives 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. we clearly comprehend our roles 
and service provider's roles 

1 2 3 4 5 

Benefit and risk share: In our relationship, 
1. we and our service provider share 

the risks that can be occurred in 
the process of business 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. we and our service provider have 
collective responsibility of 
benefits and risks 

1 2 3 4 5 

Commitment: In our relationship 
1. our service provider performs pre-

specified agreements very well 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. we faithfully provide pre-
specified support in a contract 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. we and our service provider 
always try to keep each other's 

1 2 3 4 5 

promises 
Degree of Control: 

In context of this BPO queue, please indicate the extent to 
which the following means or mechanisms is used to influence 
the tasks, activities and day to day operations of the vendor 
team. Please indicate your response on a scale of 1 to 5 

where 1 indicates “rarely” and 5 indicates “quite a lot” 
FORMAL CONTROL 

Adherence to process documents 1 2 3 4 5 
Incentives / Penalties 1 2 3 4 5 
Performance metrics 1 2 3 4 5 
Quarterly business reviews 1 2 3 4 5 
Regular meetings or conference calls 1 2 3 4 5 
Reports on transaction monitoring 1 2 3 4 5 
INFORMAL CONTROL 

Client site visits 1 2 3 4 5 
Giving free client merchandise 1 2 3 4 5 
Providing recruitment guidelines 1 2 3 4 5 
Providing training course material 1 2 3 4 5 
Thank you for your participation in this survey. In the space 
below, please provide any additional comments or feedback on 
this survey or any other aspect of this study that you may 
consider relevant. 
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Abstract - Linear Discriminant analysis is a commonly used 

and valuable approach for feature extraction in face 

recognition. In this paper, we have proposed and investigated 

modified incremental Linear Discriminant Analysis (MILDA). 

We have compared the performance of proposed MILDA 

method against Pang et al ILDA in terms of classification 

accuracy, execution time and memory. It is found on the basis 

of experimental results with different face datasets that the 

proposed MILDA scheme is computationally efficient in terms 

of time and memory in comparison to batch method and Pang 

et al method. The experimental results also show that the 

classification accuracy due to MILDA, batch method and 

Pang et al are in complete agreement with each other. 

 

Index Terms - Statistical pattern recognition, Feature 

extraction, Face ecognition, Linear Discriminant Analysis 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Feature extraction is one of the important steps in pattern 

recognition which utilizes all the information of the given data 

to yield feature vector of the lower dimension and thereby 

eliminates redundant and irrelevant information. Commonly 

used feature extraction techniques are Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) [1], Linear Discriminant Analysis LDA [2-7], 

Independent Components Analysis ICA [16] etc. Generally 

while applying these techniques for data classification it is 

assumed that complete dataset for training is available in 

advance and, learning is carried out in one batch. However in 

many real world applications such as pattern recognition and 

time series prediction  we frequently come across  situations 

where complete set of training samples is not available in 

advance, instead existing dataset keeps on changing with time. 

For example, in face recognition process human face undergoes 

facial variation due to different expressions (sad, happy, 

laughing face etc), lighting conditions, and make up, hairstyles 

etc. Hence, it is difficult to consider all facial variation when a 

human face is registered in a face recognition system, first time 

[8]. Similarly, in intrusion detection system, it is desirable to 

study the pattern behavior of intruder which can change slightly 

from its original behavior on account of incremental changes in 

data set [13]. Hence it is difficult to extract meaningful features 

only from previously available dataset. A straightforward 

approach in this situation is that we can collect data whenever 

new data are presented and then construct a provisional system 

by batch learning [9] over the collected data so far. However, 

such system will require large memory and high computational 

cost because the system would need to maintain a huge memory 
1,2School of Computer and System Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, New Delhi – 110067 

E-Mail: 1rka@mail.jnu.ac.in, 2ashish01jnu@gmail.com 

 

 

to store the data either previously learned, or newly presented, 

possibly without a limit. Moreover, the system will not be able 

to utilize the knowledge acquired in the past, even if the 

learning of most of the data is finished, and will repeat the 

learning from the beginning whenever one additional sample is 

presented. 

To address such situation several eigenspace model [10–12] 

have been proposed. Hall, Marshall and Martin [10] proposed 

Incremental PCA (IPCA) based on the updating of covariance 

matrix through a residue estimating procedure. Agrawal and 

Karmeshu [11] proposed perturbation scheme for online 

learning of features based on incremental principal component 

analysis. Recently Pang, Ozawa and Kasabov [9] proposed an 

incremental linear discriminant analysis (ILDA). In this paper 

they have updated within class scatter matrix as new samples is 

added in terms of previously computed scatter matrix. This 

reduces the cost of computing updated scatter matrix. However 

the inverse of updated matrix 
*

WS carried out for the 

computation of transformation matrix does not employ the 

previous knowledge of inverse of WS . In this paper we 

investigate computationally more efficient scheme to compute 

the inverse of scatter matrix  
*

WS  which allows computation of 

dominant eigenvalues and eigenvector much more efficiently 

thereby increasing the performance of face recognition system.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first provides a 

brief introduction of sequential ILDA proposed by Pang, Ozawa 

and Kasabov [9]. Following this, a modified incremental Linear 

Discriminant Analysis (MILDA) method is proposed in section 

3. The performance of the proposed MILDA method in relation 

to batch method and Pang et al method is examined in terms of 

discriminability, computational time and memory in section 4. 

For this we have considered three publicly available face 

datasets [15]. The last section 5 contains conclusions. 

 

2. SEQUENTIAL INCREMENTAL LDA 

Suppose that initially we have a set of N  −d dimensional 

samples Nx,.........x,x 21  belonging to c  different classes 

with iN  samples in the 
thi  class. Then, the objective of LDA is 

to seek the direction w  which maximizes the between-class 

scatter and minimizes the within class scatter of the projected 

images, such that the following criterion function [1]: 

wSw

wSw
wJ

W
T

B
T=   ( )1  

 is maximized, where BS  and WS  are between-class scatter and 

within class scatter matrices and are defined as 
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( )( )Tii

c

1

iB xxxxNS −−=∑  ( )2   

Where x  is d- dimensional sample mean of all the images and 

defined by 

∑= n

1

kx
N

1
x    ( )3   

and ix  is 
thi  class mean given by 

∑∈=
ii Cx

i

i

i x
N

1
x    ( )4   

Within-class scatter matrix WS  is defined as 

∑= c

1

iW SS     ( )5   

Where iS  is 
thi -class scatter matrix ( )( )Ti

cx

ii xxxxS
i

−−=∑∈   ( )6   

To find the transformation matrix W, a generalized eigenvalue 

problem needs to be solved which is given by 

wSwS wB λ=     ( )7  

If wS  is non-singular then we have  

wwSS B

1

W λ=−
    ( )8   

Hence in case of LDA the transformation matrix W is 

represented in terms of eigenvectors of matrix B

1

w SSU
−= . It 

is obvious that the parameter needed for classification at any 

point of time are x,S,S BW  and N . So discriminant 

eigenspace can be represented as N ,x ,S ,S BW=Ω .  

The traditional LDA works in a batch mode assuming that the 

whole dataset is given in advance and is trained in one batch 

only [9]. However, in a streaming environment, addition of any 

new samples will result in changes in original mean vector x , 

within class scatter matrix WS  , as well as between-class 

distance matrix BS . Hence, the discriminant eigenspace model 

Ω  needed to be updated.  Pang, Ozawa and Kasabov [9] 

suggested incremental linear discriminant analysis (ILDA) for 

updating discriminant eigenspaceΩ . 

Pang et al [9] proposed that  as a new sample y belonging to 
th

k class is added to existing samples with mean x , within 

class scatter matrix WS  and the between class scatter matrix 

BS  then the new mean vector, the new between scatter matrix 

and the new within class scatter matrix are respectively given 

by *
x , *

WS  and *
BS  i.e. 

1N

yxN
x

* +
+=     ( )9   

If 1ck +=  i.e. the incoming sample belongs to a new class, 

then updated between-class scatter will be 

T**
i

**
i

1c

1i

i
*
B xxxxNS −−=∑+= *

  ( )10  

Where 
*

iN  is the number of samples in class i  after addition 

of y . If  ci1 ≤≤  then the updated matrix  *
BS  is given by 

T**
i

**
i

c

1i

i
*
B xxxxNS −−=∑= *   ( )11   

Where ( )( )( )yxN1N1/x iii
*

i ++=  and 1NN i
*
i += , if 

y belongs to class i otherwise ii xx =*
 and ii NN =* . 

If y is a new class sample, which means k  is the ( )th1c +  

class, then the updated within class scatter matrix does not 

change: 

W

1c

1i

c

1i

iik

c

1i

i SSSSS ===+=∑ +

=
*
WS  ( )12   

However if   ci ≤≤1 , then the updated WS  matrix is given 

by [9]  

**
kW SS += ∑≠=

c

ki1,i

iS  

T
kk

k

k
k xyxy

1N

N
S −−++=*

kS  ( )13   

To determine transformation matrix W, dominant eigenvectors 

of **
BS

1
U

−= WS  is computed. However, this requires 

evaluation of inverse of matrix 
*
WS  i.e. 

1( −)*
WS   which is highly 

computational intensive operation. It would be useful to 

determine an alternative approach to compute inverse of 
1( −)*

WS   which reduces the cost of computation without 

decreasing its accuracy. 

 

3. ODIFIED INCREMENTAL LINEAR DISCRIMINANT 

ANALYSIS (MILDA) 

 It will be noteworthy if we are able to calculate 1( −)*
WS  in 

terms of the previously calculated
1−

wS , thereby decreasing the 

cost of computation. Equation (13) can also be rewritten as 

T
kk

k

k
W xyxy

1N

N
S −−++=*

WS   (14)  

According to Woodbury Formula [14]: If A is a matrix of 

dimension  nn×  and U and V are vectors of size n then 
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UAV1

AUVA
AUVA

1T

1T1
11T

−
−−−−

+−=+   (15)  

Equation (15) allows computing inverse of a perturbative 

matrix in terms of a given matrix A and change to the given 

matrix A. 

Using (14) and (16), we get  

USV1

SUVS
S(

1
w

T

1
W

T1
W1

W
1 −

−−−−
+−=)*

WS    (16)  

Where U= ( )k

k

k xy
1N

N −+ and kxyV −= .   

The computation of inverse of a matrix of size nn×  

requires )( 3nO  time. However, inverse of a matrix *
WS  in 

terms of inverse of matrix wS can be computed in )( 2no  

time thereby decreasing the cost of computation. Hence, it 

will be more appropriate to represent discriminant 

eigenspace by ( )N,x,S,SΦ B

1

W

−=  which allows 

updating eigenspace when a new sample is considered in 

addition to existing samples.  

The outline of the procedure based on MILDA is given 

below: 

MILDA Algorithm 

Input: [X1, X2… Xn] 

1. Compute WB SSx ,,  

2. Compute 
1−

WS  

3. For each tuple y do the following: 

  If y belongs to new class then  

Compute *
BS using equation (10) 

                     
11* )(

−− = WSWS  

                 Else 

  Compute *
BS using equation (11) 

                      
USV1

SUVS
S(

1
w

T

1
W

T1
W1

W
1 −

−−−−
+−=)*

WS                           

                  End 

4. Compute (c-1) dominant eigenvectors 

of
** )( BWS S

1−
i.e. [e1, e2,…,e(c-1)] 

Output:  W =[e1, e2, …, e(c-1)] 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

In this section, we have examined the efficiency and 

accuracy of our modified approach for updating discriminant 

eigenspace i.e. N) ,x,S,(SΩ B
-1
W=  against Sequential ILDA 

N) ,x,S,( BWS=Ω  proposed by Pang et al. The modified 

approach is evaluated in terms of discriminability, execution 

time (time taken to update eigenspace) and memory usage 

against Sequential ILDA. For all experiments matlab code 

running on a PC with Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz CPU and 

256-Mb RAM is used. 

Extensive experiments are carried out on three publicly 

available databases [15]: Yale, ORL, and JAFFE to check 

the efficacy of the proposed MILDA. The ORL database 

[15] consists of 40 different individuals with 10 images for 

each individual. All the images are taken against a dark 

homogeneous background and the subjects are in up-right, 

frontal position (with tolerance for some side movement). 

The images from ORL database were cropped from 112 ×  

92 to 75 ×  50 in our experiment. The Yale database [15] 

consists of 165 images, which are made up of 16 different 

individuals with 11 images for each individual.   The size of 

images is changed from 320 ×  243 to 100 ×  102 in our 

experiment.  The JAFFE database [15] comprises 10 

Japanese females. Each person has seven facial expressions: 

“happy,” “sad,” “surprise,” “angry,” “disgust,” “fearful,” 

and “neutral.” There are three or four images for each facial 

expression of each person.  The images from JAFFE 

database were cropped from 256×  256 to 128 ×  128 in our 

experiment. 

For every test, first we constructed an initial feature space 

using 20% of the total samples in which at least one  image 

from each class is ensured to be included. For carrying out 

incremental learning one sample is chosen randomly from 

the remaining training samples. For incremental learning, we 

first encode features by projecting data presented in terms of 

updated eigenspace. We have used K-nearest neighbor 

classifier (K-1) [17] in our experiments. The “leave-one-out” 

strategy is adopted for testing and training. We found that 

proposed MILDA method can classify data with same 

accuracy as batch method and Pang et al method for all the 

three face datasets. 

The computational gain of proposed MILDA scheme for 

calculating discriminant eigenspace ( *1* ,)( BW SS − ) as 

compared to Pang et al method and batch method is shown 

in Figure 1 for the ORL database. It can be observed that the 

difference between the execution time in batch method and 

both incremental methods (Pang et al method and MILDA) 

is quite significant. It can also be observed that the 

difference between the execution time in proposed MILDA 

scheme and Pang et al method is not significant for small set 

of samples but becomes pronounced as sample size 

increases.  

Figures 2-3 shows the variations in execution time to 

compute discriminant eigenspace ( *1* ,)( BW SS − ) with number 

of samples for MILDA and Pang et al method for ORL and 

JAFFE face datasets.  Figures 2-3 show that the proposed 

MILDA scheme requires less computation time in 

comparison to Pang et al method. It can also be observed 

that the difference in execution time to compute eigenspace 

( *1* ,)( BW SS − ) is more significant when sample size is large. 

Experimental results on Yale dataset also show that the 
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proposed MILDA scheme outperforms Pang et al method in 

terms of computation time. 

We have also estimated the amount of memory required by 

Pang et al method and MILDA method for incremental 

linear Discriminant analysis for face datasets. The results are 

shown. 

in Figures 5-7. It can be observed that memory requirement 

is more in Pang et al method in comparison to MILDA 

method when sample size is large for all the three face 

datasets.   

 
 

 

Figure 1: Variation in Execution time for Batch method, Pang et al method and MILDA method when new features are 

added for ORL dataset 

 
Figure 2: Variation in Execution time for Pang etal method and MILDA method when  new features are added for ORL 

datas
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Figure 3: Variation in Execution time for Pang et al method 

and MILDA method when new features are  added for 

JAFFE dataset 

 

 
Figure 5: Variation in Memory usage for Pang et al method 

and MILDA method when new features are added for ORL 

dataset 

 

 
Figure 6: Variation in Memory usage for Pang et al method 

and MILDA method when new features are added for 

JAFFE dataset 

 
Figure 7: Variation in Memory usage for Pang  et al 

method and MILDA method when  new features are added 

for Yale dataset 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed and investigated modified 

incremental Linear Discriminant Analysis. Results from this 

study suggest that the modified incremental Linear 

Discriminant Analysis is computationally more efficient in 

comparison to batch method and Pang et al method. This is due 

to the fact that the batch method and Pang et al method involve 

intensive matrix operations. The time complexity of inverse of 

a matrix of size nn×  requires O(n3)  whereas the proposed 

scheme requires O(n2). The performance is evaluated in terms 

of (a) Discriminability, (b) Time required to carry out inverse 

of matrix (b) Memory requirement. Experimental results with 

different face datasets show that the proposed scheme is 

computationally more efficient in terms of time and memory in 

comparison to batch method and Pang et al method. These 

investigations suggest that the proposed scheme may be useful 

for online face detection systems where both memory and 

computation time is of utmost importance. 
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Abstract - In a competitive business landscape, large 

organizations such as insurance companies, banks etc are 

under high pressure to innovate, improvise and differentiate 

their products and services while continuing to reduce the 

time-to market for new product introductions. For example, 

in banks operating multiple lines of businesses, generating a 

Single view of the customer is a critical from different 

perspectives due the systems developer over a period of time 

and existence of disconnected systems with an enterprise. 

Therefore to increase revenues and cost optimization, it is 

important build enterprise systems more closely with the 

business requirements with re-use of existing systems. While 

building distributed based applications, it is important to take 

into account the proven processes like Rational Unified 

Process (RUP) to mitigate the risks and increase the 

reliability of the system. Experience in developing 

applications in Java Enterprise Edition (JEE) with 

customized RUP is presented in this paper. RUP is adopted 

into an onsite-offshore development model along with ISO 

9001and SEI CMM Level 5 standards. This paper provides 

RUP approach to achieve increased reliability with higher 

productivity with lower defect density and competitiveness 

through cost effective custom software solutions. 

 

Index Terms - Rational Unified Process, Java Enterprise 

Edition (JEE), Phases, Disciplines, Reliability, Testing, 

Artifacts, Use Case and Model, metrics, Offshore 

Development Center (ODC). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

development has expanded rapidly in recent years and has 

brought a wake of changes that impact application development 

projects [1]. The adoption of a new process for delivery 

excellence within an organization is critical to meet time-to-

market conditions and it is a significant undertaking. It requires 

careful customization to match the organization culture, 

accommodate any existing procedures, and obtain buy-in 

among the key stakeholders and users of the process. Many 

organizations have initiated a program to standardize the 

software development process using rational tools and RUP. A 

natural extension of adoption of RUP would be extending the 

same to offshore development to reduce the total cost of 
1 RS, Reliability Engineering Group, Department of Electrical 

Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay  
2, 3Professor, Reliability Engineering Group, Department of 

Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology,  
 4HCU – SAP, Satyam Computer Services Limited, Hyderabad 

E-Mail: 1kkm@ee.iitb.ac.in, 2asvidya@ee.iitb.ac.in, 
3akv@ee.iitb.ac.in and 4Ravikumar_Gedela@satyam.com 

ownership (TCO) with improved reliability with higher 

productivity. However, with the comprehensive nature of RUP 

comes significant complexity regarding the process steps and 

types of artifacts produced at each step. The authors therefore 

created this paper to cover the elements of a RUP-based 

development process that are vital to a successful development 

projects. 

 

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

National Research Council Canada [2] and several other 

organizations reveal that the process oriented development is 

necessary to improve the reliability and productivity and 

decrease the cost, thereby increase the operational efficiency. 

This paper provides an approach to adopt RUP in building 

applications and focusing on various areas of software 

development. It discusses the approach citing examples of the 

work done by authors in two areas: Requirements 

Gathering/Modeling and testing (Manual and automation) 

phases.  

A Proof-of–Concept (PoC) with financial domain application is 

developed and tested to address the RUP approach to 

demonstrate the benefits. The PoC was developed in SOA - 

J2EE platform with RUP and adoption of RUP for several 

projects the results obtained and conclusions are being shared 

in this paper. 

 

3. GENERIC ENGAGEMENT MODEL (ONSITE-

OFFSHORE MODEL WITHOUT RUP) 

Based on the working experience of the authors it is well 

accepted that most of the service organizations follow the 

onsite-offshore model to reduce the development and 

maintenance costs. Development in India or other low cost 

centers (here after referred as offshore development) teams are 

effectively leveraged the onsite-offshore model to provide 

value based services. This model is true for most of the North 

American and European companies/customers. 

Most of the organizations successful in following Iterative 

Incremental development methodology in order to meet the 

customer requirements through an early and continuous 

delivery of software to end users at regular intervals. The 

lifecycle in iterative development is composed of several 

iterations in sequence. Each iteration is a self-contained mini-

release composed of activities such as requirements, analysis, 

design, development, and testing.  The final system is built by 

adding and releasing new features in each iteration. Every 

iteration ends up with: 

1. The delivery of stable release 

2. A visual model of emerging product 

3. Lessons learned to incorporate into next iteration 

4. Customer sign-off on implementation of requirements 
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The diagram in figure 1 depicts the iterative and incremental 

development process that is being followed currently. 

 
Figure 1: Generic Engagement Model 

 

The key characteristics of such developments are: 

1. The development is framework driven. It is necessary that 

the onsite and offshore team have understood the 

framework on which the development is based. The 

framework is in terms of the base architecture, definition 

of common components, clear understanding of the code 

and design practices and so on. 

2. The onsite team manages the scope. Any new features are 

discussed and negotiated with the customer. They are put 

on wait till next release if they are impacting the schedule. 

3. Involvement of business users in the development at early 

stages is key. From our experience, such projects are 

successful with full involvement of the business people. 

The onsite team’s one of the main responsibility is to 

engage with business for clarifications of requirements and 

JAD sessions 

4. Planning is done iteratively. There is a possibility that such 

development may fall in the “death by planning trap”. The 

plan is iterative, the milestones are fixed and they are 

clearly communicated to all stakeholders. A high-level, 

coarse-grained view of the project is developed during the 

initial iteration. It shows the total number of planned 

iterations across all the phases, and key milestone dates for 

each of these iterations. A fine grained plan is made for 

each iteration. 

5. There is lot of emphasis on separate test team. This team 

works with the development team and continuous testing is 

done during the development. 

6. The configuration management plan is clearly laid out. The 

activities are more frequent. Generally, in such projects, 

the offshore team delivers code drops once in three days. 

The onsite team continuously integrates the code drops. 

7. The product works from day one. The functionality may be 

very minimal but the product is built very frequently. 

8. Effective risk management plan. The risks are monitored 

on weekly basis and are communicated to the customer. 

 

4. RATIONAL UNIFIED PROCESS 

RUP is a comprehensive framework; it is a more or less 

complete set of process elements that has to be tailored to each 

case as no project needs the complete set of elements. IBM 

Rational has in fact done some of the tailoring of the original 

Unified Process by the development of RUP [3]. The Rational 

Unified Process® [4,5] or RUP® product is a software 

engineering process. It provides a disciplined approach to 

assigning tasks and responsibilities within a development 

organization. Its goal is to ensure the production of high-quality 

software that meets the needs of its end users within a 

predictable schedule and budget. 

 

 
 

Source: IBM Corporation 

Figure 2: Rational Unified Process 

 

The figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of the RUP, 

which has two dimensions: 

1. The horizontal axis represents time and shows the lifecycle 

aspects of the process as it unfolds. This first dimension 

illustrates the dynamic aspect of the process as it's enacted 

and is expressed in terms of phases, iterations, and 

milestones.  

2. The vertical axis represents disciplines that logically group 

activities by nature. This second dimension portrays the 

static aspect of the process-how it's described in terms of 

process components, disciplines, activities, workflows, 

artifacts, and roles. 

The graph shows how the emphasis varies over time. For 

example, in early iterations you spend more time on 

requirements; in later iterations you spend more time on 

implementation. 
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5. CUSTOMIZED RUP FOR ONSITE-OFFSHORE 

MODEL DELIVERY 

As described above, RUP is iterative, use case based, 

Architecture driven process, it can be customized for an 

organization. The following Figure 3 customized for a leading 

bank in North America and which is operational. 

 
Figure 3: Customized RUP 

Four phases are defined for a project lifecycle, which proceed 

in order: • Inception: the beginning phase of the project with 

priorities on achieving concurrence among all stakeholders 

on the lifecycle objectives for the project. • Elaboration: focuses on finalizing the system and 

software architecture and requirements • Construction: building phase of the project that 

implements what’s been laid out during the elaboration 

phase to produce an alpha-tested stable system • Transition: final phase of the project that makes the 

system production ready and prepares the user community 

for use 

The following diagram presents the RUP phase-end 

deliverables in an application environment.  Note that these do 

not constitute the full set of artifacts normally produced during 

a project that uses RUP. Based on the previous engagements 

experience, authors suggests ensuring a reliable and repeatable 

development with the artifacts mentioned in Figure 4 at high 

level. 

 

 
Figure 4: RUP Phase-end deliverables 

As described in the previous section, key activities are carried 

in different phases (Inception, Elaboration, Construction and 

Transition) of RUP as depicted in the above diagram. During 

the project delivery, offshore is viewed as an extended 

development facility. To leverage the onsite-offshore model 

and effective delivery efficiency, the set of activities are 

distributed in between onsite and offshore facilities.  

During the Inception phase, the project vision is established 

based on the requirements from business users and deliver 

Vision document. The next key activity of constructing the use 

cases from the requirements that are captured in the Inception 

phase is carried out in the Elaboration phase. In this phase, the 

following activities are carried out.  

1. Complete set of use cases (UC) will be planned against 

various iterations and deliver Use-Case document with 

Iteration Plan. 

2. High level design and Low Level Design will be generated 

as indicated in the Fig 4.   

To leverage the offshore felicity effectively, key activities are 

being carried out from the elaboration iteration (X+1) and 

construction (X) will be carried out simultaneously.   The 

(X+1) iteration of Elaboration phase will be carried out at 

onsite and the X iteration of Construction will be carried out at 

Offshore.  After completion of the construction iteration X, the 

transition phase will be initiated. During the Transition phase, 

Integration System Testing (IST) execution will be carried out.  

After the completion of initial iterations of Transition phase, 

(X+1) iteration of Construction phase would start.  This phase 

will be followed by (X+1) iteration of Transition phase. After 

completion of planned iterations, Quality Assurance Test 

(QAT) will be conducted in an integrated environment (which 

labeled as Transition III in the diagram Fig 3). After meeting 

the required QAT criteria, the project will be deployed/ 

transitioned to production. 

 

6. CASE STUDY 

This section explains the work done in building the Proof-of-

Concept of a financial services application. 

To narrate the simplified version of the application use case 
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diagram is depicted. Use cases drive the whole development 

process. With each iteration, Use cases drive the work in 

analysis, design, implementation and test [6, 7]. This paper 

addresses the requirements phase and testing phase as the 

project is completely developed and currently in production and 

does not addresses the other phases in detail. The use case of 

the application is shown in the figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Use Cases of the application, few cases are 

considered for PoC 

6.1 Logical Architecture of Credit Management 

Application with Design Patterns 

The implementation model of the PoC with proven Design 

Patterns is as follows: The thin-client application users uses the 

browser to access the application. The request from the browser 

passes, on (over HTTP) to the Presentation Layer which 

implements the MVC design pattern. The industry wide proven 

open source framework ‘struts’ used to realize the presentation 

layer. 

The Business Layer implements business processes for 

different modules as Java Objects and Enterprise Java Beans 

(EJB) which encapsulates the business logic. The Data Layer 

implements the Data Access Object (DAO) pattern.  The data 

access components encapsulate the data sources from the 

business layer as shown in Figure 6.   

6.2 Deployment of the Credit Management Application 

The deployment of the Credit Management Application is as 

follows in the figure 7. 

The application is developed in Java/J2EE running on 

Windows XP server and database is Oracle 9i. The IBM HTTP 

Server, IBM WebSphere Application Server and the Oracle 

Database were running on the on different systems system with 

Clustering. The clustering mechanism was chosen to 

demonstrate the Failover in the event if any WebSphere 

Application Server is down. The following Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7 and 8 represent the application behavior at runtime. 

 
 

Figure 6: Logical Architecture of Trader Tax monitor with 

Design Patterns 

 

Components and frameworks selected for J2EE version of PoC 

are provided in Table 1 

 

Layer Presentation Business Data 

Technology 

Options 

Jakarta Struts 

1.2 

Enterprise Java 

Beans (EJB) 

and POJOs 

Hibernate 

Table 1: J2EE selection 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Deployment of the Credit Management 

Application 
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6.3 Database Design 

CMS_USER_DETAILS 

Column 

Name 
Type Null? 

Constrai

nt

USER_ID 
VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 

PRIMAR

Y KEY 

FIRST_N

AME 

VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

LAST_NA

ME 

VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

STREET1 
VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

STREET2

  

VARCHAR2(20

) 
    

DISTRIC

T 

VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

STATE 
VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

COUNTR

Y  

VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

EMAIL 
VARCHAR2(20

) 
    

PHONE 
VARCHAR2(20

) 
    

PIN   
VARCHAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NULL 
  

Table 2 

CMS_LOGIN 

Column 

Name 
Type Null? Constraint 

USER

_ID 

VARCHAR2(2

0) 

NOT 

NULL 

REFERENCE

S 

CMS_USER_

DETAILS 

PASS

WORD 

VARCHAR2(2

0) 
    

ROLE 
VARCHAR2(2

0) 
    

Table 3 

CMS_LOAN_DOCUMENTS 

Column Name Type Null? 
Constrai

nt 

DOCUMENT_ID NUMBER 

NOT 

NUL

L 

PRIMARY 

KEY 

DOCUMENT_N

AME 

VARCHA

R2(20) 
    

DOCUMENT_DE

SCRIPTION 

VARCHA

R2(20) 
    

Table 4 

 

CMS_LOAN_TYPE 

Column 

Name
Type Null? Constraint 

LOAN_T

YPE_ID 
NUMBER 

NOT 

NULL 

PRIMARY 

KEY 

LOAN_T

YPE 

VARCHAR

2(20) 
    

LOAN_

DESCRIPT

ION 

VARCHAR

2(20) 
    

Table 5 

CMS_LOAN_TYPE_DOCUMENTS 

Column 

Name
Type 

Null

? 
Constraint 

LOAN_

TYPE_ID
NUMBER   

REFERENCES 

CMS_LOAN_TYPE 

DOCU

MENT_ID
NUMBER  

REFERENCES 

CMS_LOAN_DOCUMEN

TS 

Table 6 

CMS_LOAN_APPLICATION 

Column 

Name
Type Null? Constraint 

LOAN_ID 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NUL

L 

PRIMARY KEY 

LOAN_TY

PE_ID 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

  
REFERENCES 

CMS_LOAN_TYPE 

USER_ID 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

  
REFERENCESUSER_DETAIL

S 

LOAN_AM

OUNT 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NUL

L 

  

TENURE 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NUL

L 

  

APP_DAT

E 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

NOT 

NUL

L 

  

STATUS 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

OFFICER_

APPROVAL_

DATE 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

OFFICER_

APPROVAL_

REMARKS 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

OFFICER_

SUGGESTED

VARC

HAR2(20
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_AMOUNT ) 

MANAGE

R_APPROVA

L_DATE 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

MANAGE

R_APPROVA

L_REMARK

S 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

MANAGE

R_SUGGEST

ED_AMOUN

T 

VARC

HAR2(20

) 

    

Table 7 

CMS_LOAN_TYPE 

Column 

Name 
Type Null? Constraint 

LOAN_T

YPE_ID 
NUMBER   

REFERENCES 

CMS_LOAN_T

YPE 

DOCUME

NT_ID 
NUMBER   

REFERENCES 

CMS_LOAN_D

OCUMENTS 

STATUS 
VARCHA

R(20) 
    

Table 8 

6.4 Sequence diagrams 

The following figures 8 – 11 are sequence diagrams for sign 

up, Login, Sign-out, Loan Application are shown below. 

Sequence Diagram for Sign Up 

 
Figure 8: Sequence Diagram for Sign Up Login Sequence 

Diagram 

 

 
Figure 9:  Sequence Diagram for Login 

 

Sign-out 

 
Figure 10: Sequence Diagram for Sign-out Loan 

Application 

 

menu.jsp index.jsp SignOutAction

1 : OnCLick           execute()

2 : service()

menu.jsp LoginAction AFToVOConverter UserDAO DbConnectionFactory CMSLoggerindex.jsp

1 : OnClick   execute()

2 : convertLFToVO()

3 : loginVO

4 : verifyUser()
5 : verifyUser()

6 : logMessage()

7 : void
8 : logMessage()

9 : void

10 : con

11 : role
12 : service()

menu.jsp registration.jsp RegistrationAction AFToVOConverter UserDAO DbConnectionFactory CMSLogger

1 : OnClick
2 : On Submit  execute()

3 : convertRFToVO()

4 : registrationVO

5 : registerUser()
6 : getConnection()

7 : logMessage()

8 : connection 9 : void
10 : logMessage()

11 : void

12 : boolean

13 : service()
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Figure 11: Sequence Diagram for Loan Application 

 

7. REQUIREMENTS FLOW – RUP  

The PoC is developed in Java/J2EE with strong object oriented 

principles. The authors suggest the following requirement flow 

to capture requirements.  

As depicted by the Figure 12, the following major activities are 

executed for the requirements discipline • Analyze the Problem: identify problem to be solved, 

system boundaries and constraints, and stakeholders. • Understand Stakeholder Needs: elicit stakeholder 

requests or “wish list” • Identify Actors: identify people, applications that will 

interact with the system • Find Use Case: find system processes or set of behavior 

that product a specific result • Develop Use Cases: document Use-Case diagrams, 

Activity Diagrams, etc • Develop Supplemental Specifications: define 

requirements that cannot be readily captured by the use-

case model such as system, regulatory requirements, 

application standards, etc. These specifications are 

captured in the Master Requirements document • Refine System Definition: detail use cases and model and 

prototype the use interface (wire-frame, etc) 

 

 
Figure 12: Requirements Flow 

 

8. TESTING WORKFLOW 

The following testing workflow was considered during the 

execution is depicted in the figure 13 and detailed test flow 

chart is depicted in figure 14.  

 

 
 

  Fig 8: Test Flow 

 

Figure 13: Testing workflow 

 

Key elements to be noted are: • This is a generic test process flow for various types of tests 

menu.jsp loanApplication.jsp LoanApplicationAction GetRelatedLoanDocs PrintLoanApplication UpdateLoanApplication UserDAO DbConnectionFactory CMSLoggerprintLoanApplication.jsp AFToVOConverter

1 : OnCLick   execute()

2 : getLoanTypeList()
3 : logMessage()

4 : void

5 : getConnection()

6 : logMessage()

7 : void

8 : connection

9 : String LoanTypeList

10 : service()

11 : OnChange  execute()

12 : buildCheckBox()

13 : getConnection()

14 : logMessage()

15 : void

16 : connection

17 : logMessage()

18 : void

19 : int[] checkBox

20 : buildDocList()

21 : getConnection()
22 : logMessage()

23 : void
24 : connection

25 : logMessage()

26 : void

27 : String DocList28 : execute()

29 : OnPrint  execute()

30 : convertLAFToVO()

31 : LAVO

32 : service()

33 : OnSubmit  execute()

34 : insertLoanApplication()

35 : getConnection()
36 : logMessage()

37 : void

38 : connection
39 : logMessage()

40 : void

41 : boolean insertStatus
42 : service()
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to be executed during the project. Test method and type are 

determined after defining the test criteria. • Testing can be executed on components, subsystems and 

the overall system, provided they are in a stable condition 

(stability) • The test result will be tuned for another round of test cycle 

 
Figure 14: Test Detailed Flow chart 

 

9. Analysis of Metrics 

The detailed metric analysis has been performed on three 

different modules (EFT, REP, SD modules) over three 

cycles/builds with RUP implementation. The results obtained 

from the PoC, which is experimented for RUP implementation 

the number of defects are significantly reduced, in incremental 

cycles, which are analyzed in graphs depicted in figures 15 – 

26 from data collected from the defect Consolidation log for 

three different modules EFT, REP and SD shown in table 9 - 

11. 

Defect Type: LG-Logic, CO-Computation, IF-Interface, UI-

User interface, ST-Standards, CF-Configuration, DT-Data, SY-

System, DC-Documentation, OT-Others  

 

10. RESULTS AND REALIZED BENEFITS 

Based on the results obtained from the prototype, it is evident 

that, downsize of the number of defects occurring in a module 

from iteration n to iteration (n+1). For example, the number of 

defects observed in the EFT module in the first iteration is 

reduced to in the second iteration and also the in the third 

iteration and also severity of defects. Also the reduction of the 

defects can also be seen in all the phases of the software 

development life cycle. The same trend was also observed for 

other two modules i.e. for REP and SD modules shown in 

tables 10 & 11 respectively along with the graphical 

representation. In this case study we have considered mainly 

“number of defects” parameter which is effecting the quality of 

service and hence the reliability. 

Also with the current engagement model without RUP, the 

productivity is 120 LOC/PD. By using the customized RUP 

approach with test automation, the productivity is increased to 

134 LOC/PD, which is approximately increased by 12%. 

Iterative development resulted in reducing the development 

duration, without waiting for the complete set of requirement. 

One set of requirements were developed in first iteration, while 

the second set of requirements were in elaborated phase, in 

parallel. By the time the first set finished its integrated testing, 

the development of second set is initiated. After doing an 

integration test on the second set, the complete requirements 

were tested in QAT. The duration of QAT effort was reduced 

drastically, from 3 months to 1 month. The number of defects 

in QAT also reduced by 90% compared to the PoC which was 

not executed based on RUP. 

1. Iterative development enables process improvement and 

maturity in the first few iterations of the same project. 

2. The PoC application integrates with another 20 

applications which are not available at the time of PoC. 

Therefore, authors have created/used stubbed environment. 

This resulted frequent code drops to onsite for code builds 

into IST environment. 

3. Risks are identified and mitigated well in advance. As 

mentioned in the above, offshore team has dependency not 

only on the external services, but also dependency on data. 

Authors recognized the dependency as high risk at the 

beginning. To mitigate the risk, a pre-IST period of two 

weeks was provided with the actual IST environment for 

testing the iterations. This facilitated in minimizing the 

errors during the IST testing cycle. 

10.1 Recommendations 

Based on the experience with several customer engagements, 

authors recommend the following to increase the operational 

efficiency and delivery excellence with special focus to defect 

density and other parameters indicated in the graphs. 

 

10.2 Tool Driven Approach 

Authors recommend using the following tools (from IBM) for 

delivery excellence. 

Phase Tool 

Requirement Analysis RequisitePro 

Architecture Rational Software 

Architect 

Design Rational Software 

Architect 

Coding Any IDE, should have 

facility for Rational 

Plug-in. For example 

Rational Application 

Developer (RAD) 

Unit Testing JUnit and  NUnit  

System Testing Rational Functional 
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Phase Tool 

Tester (RFT) 

Performance Testing Rational Performance 

Tester 

Configuration 

Management 

Rational ClearCase 

Defect Management Rational ClearQuest 

RUP Implementation RUP Builder / Rational 

Method Composer 

(RMC) 

Documentation Rational SoDA 

Table 12: Recommended tools and technologies Effective 

Requirements Management 

 

1. By capturing requirements with RequisitePro, the 

traceability can be made very simple as the same project 

can be imported into the design and testing. 

2. During the development of the project, any changes need 

to done can be communicated to stakeholders by 

configuring mailing system with RequisitePro 

10.3 Configuration Management 

By having access to Clearcase from offshore, the following 

activities can be done efficiently. 

10.3.1 Testing 

Authors recommend early involvement in testing. 

1. The test process should start as early as in the later stage of 

the inception phase, but after the first or second iteration of 

the requirements activities.  

2. The majority of testing should be conducted during the 

construction phase. 10-20% (System, Load and 

Acceptance Test) will be executed during the transition 

phase. 

10.3.2 Metrics and Measurement 

Metrics are absolutely important to measure the project quality 

and performance. Authors recommend using Rational Test 

Manager to obtain various metrics to understand the project 

health. Test Manager also has an integrated reporting engine to 

generate various graphs and reports. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

Based on the work that was carried by team and the obtained 

results, it is recommended to use RUP with careful 

customization to result in significant impact in productivity.  In 

the inception phase of initial iterations, the productivity is low, 

but it will be improved in the subsequent iterations. In onsite- 

offshore model, it is recommended to have similar 

infrastructure to adopt the process efficiently with minimal/no 

dependency. This process also minimizes the risk as the 

dependent components would be addressed in the initial 

phases. 

Based on the results obtained from PoC, which is experimented 

for RUP implementation, the number of defects is significantly 

reduced, in incremental cycles. This is due to the methodical 

approach suggested by RUP which is tool driven approach. 

In mathematical modeling, the software reliability is inversely 

proportional to the number of defects. The results obtained in 

this paper are indicating the increase of reliability by reducing 

the number of defects. 
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H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements EFT 2 10 5 140Pg 0 1 1 1 1 2

Design EFT 5 15 25 100Pg 5 0 0 5 1 1 4

Coding EFT 18 10 20 200Kloc 1 11 6 2 16 3 15

Unit Testing EFT 75 75 150 200Kloc 20 20 35 25 10 5 15 15 5 75

IST Support EFT 11 10 60 20Kloc 1 3 7 2 5 1 3 11

Cycle 2

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements EFT 1 5 6 160Pg 0 0 1 1 1

Design EFT 2 10 20 130Pg 2 0 0 2 1 1 1

Coding EFT 9 15 30 260Kloc 0 6 3 0 9 1 8

Unit Testing EFT 25 16 40 258Kloc 5 9 11 5 4 4 7 4 1 25

IST Support EFT 7 10 20 20Kloc 0 1 6 1 2 1 3 7

Cycle 3

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements EFT 0 3 4 190 Pg 0 0 0 0 0

Design EFT 0 15 25 180 Pg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coding EFT 2 10 48 325 Kloc 0 1 1 0 2 1 1

Unit Testing EFT 5 75 42 200Kloc 0 2 3 0 2 0 2 1 0 5

IST Support EFT 1 10 30 20Kloc 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1

Cycle 1

No of Defect – by Type No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by TypeNo. of 

Defects - by 

SeverityPhase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No. of 

Defects - by 

SeverityPhase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by TypeNo. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

 

Table 9: Defect consolidation log for EFT Module 
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Cycle 1

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements REP 2 5 5 150Pg 0 2 1 1 2

Design REP 3 5 5 36Pg 0 3 0 3 1 2

Coding REP 6 10 10 100Kloc 2 2 2 2 4 1 5

Unit Testing REP 20 40 80 100Kloc 5 10 5 5 5 10 5 20

IST Support REP 0 10 0 6Kloc 0 0 0

Cycle 2

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements REP 1 2 9 163 Pg 0 1 1 1

Design REP 1 5 5 45 Pg 0 1 0 1 0 1

Coding REP 2 8 21 138 Kloc 0 1 1 1 1 0 2

Unit Testing REP 9 10 14 100Kloc 2 5 2 1 2 4 2 9

IST Support REP 0 10 0 6Kloc 0 0 0

Cycle 3

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements REP 0 1 5 192 Pg 0 0 0 0

Design REP 0 5 1 49Pg 0 0 0 1 0 0

Coding REP 1 14 10 170 Kloc 0 0 1 1 0 1

Unit Testing REP 1 10 13 110 K Loc 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

IST Support REP 0 10 0 6Kloc 0 0 0

No. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

No. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by Type

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by Type No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by TypeNo. of 

Defects - by 

SeverityPhase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Table 10: Defect consolidation log for REP Module 
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Cycle 1

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements SD 3 15 10 300Pg 0 1 2 3 3

Design SD 3 15 15 70Pg 0 1 2 3 1 2

Coding SD 20 10 30 150Kloc 4 6 10 4 15 1 4 16

Unit Testing SD 45 40 70 150Kloc 10 15 20 10 15 20 5 45

IST Support SD 4 15 30 10Kloc 0 1 3 3 1 4

Cycle 2

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements SD 2 10 8 315 pg 0 1 1 2 2

Design SD 2 11 10 70Pg 0 1 1 2 0 2

Coding SD 11 8 16 190 Kloc 1 4 6 2 9 0 1 10

Unit Testing SD 14 17 30 156 KLOC 1 9 4 2 5 6 1 14

IST Support SD 1 5 15 10Kloc 0 0 1 1 0 1

Cycle 3

H M L LG CO IF UI ST CF DT SY DC OT
Require

ments

Desi

gn
Coding Testing

IST 

Support

Requirements SD 0 5 3 290 Pg 0 0 0 0 0

Design SD 0 9 9 70Pg 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coding SD 2 8 14 205 KLOC 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2

Unit Testing SD 2 14 26 163 KLOC 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2

IST Support SD 0 5 15 10Kloc 0 0 0 0 0 0

No. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

No. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

No. of 

Defects - by 

Severity

No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin.

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by Type No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by Type

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Phase
Unit / 

Module 

Total 

Defects

Time 

Spent on 

Review / 

Testing 

Hrs

Re-work 

Time ( Hrs)
Size

No of Defect – by Type No. of Defects – by Phase of Origin .

 
Table 11: Defect consolidation log for SD Module 

Continued on page no.  60 
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Abstract - In this research paper we have developed NFCKE 

text categorization systems. Text classification has many 

applications, such as fraud detection, automatic email 

classification and web-page categorization. The results show 

that NFCKE does better than other widely used techniques. 

The new framework for document classification is efficient 

and accurate. Our experiments indicate that the accuracy of 

existing method increase by using this approach. The final 

goal is achieving high performance and eventually increasing 

classification accuracy.  

 

Index Terms - Text mining, classification, Binary Matrix 

Model (BMM). 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Document classification has been studied intensively because 

of its wide applicability in areas such as web mining, 

information retrieval. The majority of this information is in text 

format, for example, emails, news, web pages, reports, etc. 

Organizing them into a logical structure is a challenging task. 

More recently, classification is employed for browsing a 

collection of documents or organizing the query results. 

Although standard classification techniques such as k-means, 

Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, Decision 

Trees[15,16,18,19], can be applied to document classification, 

they usually do not satisfy the special requirements for 

classification documents: all these approaches are suffer from 

lack of high performance and high accuracy. In addition, many 

existing document classification algorithms require the user to 

specify the number of category as an input parameter. Incorrect 

estimation of the value always leads to poor classification 

accuracy. Furthermore, many classification algorithms are not 

robust enough to handle different types of document sets in a 

real-world environment. In some document sets, category sizes 

may vary from few to thousands of documents. This variation 

tremendously reduces the resulting classification accuracy for 

some of the state-of-the art algorithms. But there are still 

problems to be tackled such as efficiency and accuracy. Owing 

to wide significant applicability of text categorization and 

challenges in the area motivated us to do work in this field. The 

poor classification accuracy and the weaknesses of the standard 

classification methods formulate the goal of this research. We 

provide an accurate, efficient, and scalable classification 

method that addresses the special challenges of document 

classification. NFCKE is a relatively new concept 

comparatively more efficient and accurate. So for, no research 

was conducted to use NFCKE concept for Document 

classification. This approach seems promising because we can   
1, 2 Department of Computer Applications, Samrat Ashok 

Technological Institute, Vidisha(M.P.), INDIA 

 

apply different method of classification. BMM is the out come 

of NFCKE. We applied existing classification methods on the 

BMM. Our experiments indicate that the accuracy of existing 

method increase by using the model (BMM). We can also 

apply associative classifier on BMM Model, which generate 

association rules between keywords or features. The final goal 

is achieving high performance and eventually increasing 

classification accuracy. All these issues motivated and directed 

our research. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The main goal of this research is to develop high performance 

and new optimization text categorization algorithms that will 

reduce the time complexity and space complexity of algorithms 

and finding various applications of the text categorization 

algorithm in real world problem as the result of 

computerization. The amount of text documents available in 

digital form has been growing significantly during the last 

decades due to the development of new technology. These 

include e-mail, newsgroups and on-line news, all of which can 

be stored in text form. The accelerating growth in the amount 

of text data makes it necessary to automate. In this paper we 

limit our attention to document classification accuracy and high 

performance. 

Text classification is based on supervised learning model. In 

this learning we divided our dataset into two parts. One part is 

called training dataset and another part is called test dataset. 

With training dataset we create a model or classifier. Once we 

created a classifier we estimate the accuracy of the classifier 

using test dataset. For mining large document collections it is 

necessary to pre-process the text documents and store the 

information in a data structure, which is more appropriate for 

further processing than a plain text file. The aim of this paper is 

to preprocess documents, to apply classification method and 

improve accuracy of text categorization using NFCKE, which 

is the basis for various applications such as e-mail 

classification and Web-page classification. NFCKE is a new 

concept for Text categorization witch includes several sub-

phases that should be integrated for efficient and accurate 

outcomes. These sub phases include document collection, 

preprocessing, indexing, feature selection, model preparation 

and estimation of classifier accuracy and performance. We 

explore these sub-phases in terms of an approach to similarity 

based text categorization. After performing sub phases like 

preprocessing, indexing and feature selection of NFCKE, we 

apply BMM-based text classification method because, which is 

fast and more robust method compared to others text 

classification methods. BMM-based text classification is one of 

the new supervised approaches to classify texts into a set of 

predefined classes with relatively low computation. New 

framework documents are almost unstructured and all 

classifications algorithm requires structured form of the 
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documents. So it is the mandatory to convert unstructured 

document into a structured document representation. In our 

new framework we explain in details this conversion. This new 

framework includes following sub-phases-   

1. Document Collection-we collect relevant documents for 

classification. 

2. Preprocessing-in this phase we perform the operation like 

removal of HTML Tags, Special character, stop words and 

perform word stemming  

3. Indexing- in this phase we perform the operation 

of assigning the weight to feature  
4. Feature Selection- in this phase we perform reduce 

dimension of documents 

5. BMM Representation- to represent classes into two 

dimension tabular form. 

6. Performance and accuracy: we estimate the performance 

and accuracy of BMM method  

After performing sub phases like preprocessing, indexing and 

feature selection of NFCKE, we apply BMM-based text 

classification method because, which is fast and more robust 

method compared to others text classification methods. BMM-

based text classification is one of the new supervised 

approaches to classify texts into a set of predefined classes with 

relatively low computation 

 

3. DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION 

All the algorithms applied in Text Classification need the 

documents to be represented in a way suitable for the inducing 

of the classifier. For the document classification we represent 

using Binary Matrix Model (BMM) as binary matrix. In Binary 

Matrix each rows represent a documents and each columns 

represent term in the documents. Number of rows indicates 

number of document and number of column indicate number of 

terms in the document.   

3.1 Binary Matrix Model (BMM)- 

This model represent by a matrix called binary matrix.Binary 

Matrix M is represented as 

Ü M[di × wj] = 1 , if  wj Є di 

Ü                  = 0, otherwise 

Ü Where  i=1,2,…..n 

Ü              j=1,2,3,…..m 

Binary Matrix Model (BMM) is a powerful approach. This 

model is based on the binary values, 0 represents the absence of 

the term in the document and 1 represents presence of the term 

in the document. This model can used wide variety document 

classification algorithm.  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS  

We have done the experiment on 20 Newsgroups data sets—

This dataset is a collection of 20,000 newsgroup documents, 

partitioned into 20 different newsgroups. The 20 different news 

groups are as follows - 

alt.atheism,comp.graphics,comp.os.ms-windows.misc, 

talk.politics.misc, 

comp.sys.mac.hardware,comp.windows.x,misc.forsale,rec.auto

s,rec.motorcycles,rec.sport.baseball,rec.sport.hockey,sci.crypt,s

ci.electronics,sci.med,sci.space,soc.religion.christian,talk.politi 

cs.guns,talk.politics.mideast,talk.religion.misc,comp.sys.ibm.pc

.hardware 

S.No. BMM k-nn Bayes 

Datase1 91.81 83.98 84.98 

Datase2 92.16 84.14 86.14 

Datase3 91.17 84.76 85.76 

Table 1 

To improve the classification performance, we adopt the 

following method each data set was split into 80% and 20% for 

training and testing respectively. A 3-fold cross validation was 

carried out to determine the training set accuracy at the various 

parameter settings. The parameter that gave the best training 

accuracies was then used to determine the accuracy values for 

each of the corresponding test sets. To compare the 

performance of the classification methods, we look at a set of 

standard performance measures. . 

Datase1

Datase2

Datase3

78

80

82

84

86

88
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92

94

BMM
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Datase2
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Figure 1 
In this learning we divided our dataset into two parts. One part 

is called training dataset and another part is called test dataset. 

With training dataset we create a model or classifier. Once we 

created a classifier we estimate the accuracy of the classifier 

using test dataset. BMM-based classifier consistently and 

substantially outperforms other algorithms such as Naive 

Bayesian, k-nearest-neighbors, and C4.5, on a wide range of 

datasets. BMM -based text classification presents accuracy 

close to that of the state-of-the-art methods.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have developed a new framework for 

classification and a new BMM classifier. We conducted 

extensive comparative experiments on standard test collections 

(the 20-Newsgroups). We experimentally predict that a BMM 

model which is the outcome of NFCKE give high accuracy and 

efficiency for classification. We also experimentally showed 

that BMM gives high accuracy and performance than other 

classification methods. The results show that NFCKE does 

better than other widely used techniques. 
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Abstract - Data dissemination in asymmetrical 

communication environment, where the downlink 

communication capacity is much greater than the uplink 

communication capacity, is best suited for mobile 

environment. In this architecture there will be a stationary 

server continuously broadcasting different data items over the 

air. The mobile clients continuously listen to the channel and 

access the data of their interest whenever it appears on the 

channel and download the same. The typical applications of 

such architecture are stock market information, weather 

information, traffic information etc. The important issue that 

is to be addressed in this type of data dissemination is – how 

quickly the mobile clients access the data item of their interest 

i.e. minimum access time so that the mobile clients save the 

precious battery power while they are on mobile. This paper 

reviews the various techniques for achieving the minimum 

access time. The advantages and disadvantages are discussed 

and explored different research areas for achieving the 

minimum access time.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two fundamental information delivery methods for 

wireless data applications: Point-to-Point access and Broadcast. 

Compared with Point-to-Point access, broadcast is a more 

attractive method. A single broadcast of a data item can satisfy 

all the outstanding requests for that item simultaneously. As 

such, broadcast can scale up to an arbitrary number of users. 

There are three kinds of broadcast models, namely push-based 

broadcast, On-demand (or pull-based) broadcast, and hybrid 

broadcast. In push based broadcast [1, 2], the server 

disseminates information using a periodic/aperiodic broadcast 

program (generally without any intervention of clients). In on 

demand broadcast [3, 4], the server disseminates information 

based on the outstanding requests submitted by clients;  

In hybrid broadcast [5, 6, 7], push based broadcast and on 

demand data deliveries are combined to complement each 

other. Consequently, there are three kinds of data scheduling 

methods (i.e., push based scheduling, on demand scheduling, 

and hybrid scheduling) corresponding to these three data 

broadcast models. 

 

2.  PUSH BASED DATA SCHEDULING 

In push based data broadcast, the server broadcasts data 

proactively to all clients according to the broadcast program 

generated by the data scheduling algorithm. The broadcast 

program essentially determines the order and frequencies that 
1Head-MCA, Mahaveer Institute of Science & Technology, 

Bandlaguda, (Post): Kesavagir, Hyderabad – 500 005 
2Professor & Dean – CSE, O U College of Engineering, 
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the data items are broadcast in. The scheduling algorithm may 

make use of precompiled access profiles in determining the 

broadcast program. In the following, two typical methods for 

push based data scheduling are described, namely flat 

broadcast and broadcast disks. 

Flat Broadcast The simplest scheme for data scheduling is flat 

broadcast. With a flat broadcast program, all data items are 

broadcast in a round robin manner. The access time for every 

data item is the same, i.e., half of the broadcast cycle. This 

scheme is simple, but its performance is poor in terms of 

average access time when data access probabilities are skewed. 

Broadcast Disks Hierarchical dissemination architecture, called 

Broadcast Disk (Bdisk), was introduced in [1]. Data items are 

assigned to different logical disks so that data items in the same 

range of access probabilities are grouped on the same disk. 

Data items are then selected from the disks for broadcast 

according to the relative broadcast frequencies assigned to the 

disks. This is achieved by further dividing each disk into 

smaller, equal size units called chunks, broadcasting a chunk 

from each disk each time, and cycling through all the chunks 

sequentially over all the disks. A minor cycle is defined as a 

sub cycle consisting of one chunk from each disk. 

Consequently, data items in a minor cycle are repeated only 

once. The number of minor cycles in a broadcast cycle equals 

the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the relative broadcast 

frequencies of the disks. Conceptually, the disks can be 

conceived as real physical disks spinning at different speeds, 

with the faster disks placing more instances of their data items 

on the broadcast channel. 

 However, if the number of minor cycles in a broadcast cycle is 

not equal the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the relative 

broadcast frequencies of the disks, dividing precisely the 

desired number of chunks, is a problem. [13] addressed this 

problem by suggesting to fill up the disk with other information 

and making it divisible so that the number of minor cycles is 

equal to the LCM of relative broadcast frequencies. 

 

3. ON-DEMAND DATA SCHEDULING 

Push based wireless data broadcasts are not tailored to a 

particular user’s needs but rather satisfy the needs of the 

majority. Further, push-based broadcasts are not scalable to a 

large database size and react slowly to workload changes. To 

alleviate these problems, many recent research studies on 

wireless data dissemination have proposed using on-demand 

data broadcast (e.g., [3, 4, 8, 9]). A wireless on demand 

broadcast system supports both broadcast and on demand 

services through a broadcast channel and a low bandwidth 

uplink channel. The uplink channel can be a wired or a wireless 

link. When a client needs a data item, it sends to the server an 

on demand request for the item through the uplink. Client 

requests are queued up (if necessary) at the server upon arrival. 

The server repeatedly chooses an item from among the 
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outstanding requests, broadcasts it over the broadcast channel, 

and removes the associated request(s) from the queue. The 

clients monitor the broadcast channel and retrieve the item(s) 

they require. 

The data-scheduling algorithm in on demand broadcast 

determines which request to service from its queue of waiting 

requests at every broadcast instance. 

 

4. HYBRID DATA SCHEDULING 

Push-based data broadcast cannot adapt well to a large database 

and a dynamic environment. On-demand data broadcast can 

overcome these problems. However, it has two main 

disadvantages:  i) more uplink messages are issued by mobile 

clients, thereby adding demand on the scarce uplink bandwidth 

and consuming more battery power on mobile clients; ii) if the 

uplink channel is congested, the access latency will become 

extremely high. A promising approach, called hybrid broadcast, 

is to combine push-based and on-demand techniques so that 

they can complement each other. In the design of a hybrid 

system, one of the main issues is the assignment of a data item 

to push-based broadcast, on-demand broadcast or both. 

Concerning this issue, there are different proposals for hybrid 

broadcast in the literature. In the following, we introduce the 

techniques for balancing push and pull and adaptive hybrid 

broadcast. 

Balancing Push and Pull:  Hybrid architecture was first 

investigated in [10, 11]. In that model, items are classified as 

either frequently requested (frequest) or infrequently requested 

(irequest). It is assumed that clients know which items are 

frequests and which are irequests. 

The model services frequests using a broadcast cycle, and 

irequests using on-demand. In the downlink scheduling, the 

server makes consecutive transmissions of frequented items 

(according to a broadcast program), followed by the 

transmission of the first item in the irequest queue (if at least 

one such request is waiting). Analytical results for the average 

access time were derived in [11]. 

In [5], the push based Bdisk model was extended to integrate 

with a pull based approach. The proposed hybrid solution, 

called Interleaved Push and Pull (IPP), consists of an uplink 

for clients to send to the server pull requests for the items that 

are not on the push-based broadcast. The server interleaves the 

Bdisk broadcast with the responses to pull requests on the 

broadcast channel.  

The disadvantage of this approach is that if there is not enough 

bandwidth for pulls, the performance might degrade severely 

since the pull latencies for non-broadcast items will be 

extremely high. 

In [14], an attempt was made to compare various broadcast 

scheduling algorithms. For this, a simulation   model, Sketch-it, 

is developed and compared various algorithms. This is very 

useful for conducting various experiments by changing the 

critical parameters. 

In [15], the multicast server offering the data items at a variety 

of transmission speeds to the clients’ varied requests is 

discussed. The paper proposes to slice a server’s available 

outgoing network capacity in to data channels, assign server’s 

data to those channels, and assign clients to the channels given 

client’ varied requests and download speeds.     

 

5. DATA ALLOCATION OVER MULTIPLE 

BROADCAST CHANNELS 

Multiple physical channels have capabilities and applications 

that can not be mapped on to single channels. As stated in [12] 

some example advantages include better fault tolerance, 

configurability and scalability. By having access to multiple 

physical channels fault tolerance is improved. For example if a 

server broadcasting on a certain frequency crashes, its work 

must be migrated to another server. If this server is already 

broadcasting on another frequency it can only accept the 

additional work if it has the ability to access multiple channels. 

More flexibility is allowed in configuring broadcast servers. 

Assume that there are two contiguous cells, which contain 

broadcast servers that transmit at different channels. A single 

server that wishes to take over the responsibility of transmitting 

in both cells can only do so if it can transmit over multiple 

channels. Finally, being able to transmit over multiple channels 

has scalability benefits. A broadcasting system must be able to 

handle both high powered and low powered clients. In order to 

do so, multiple channels can be used and clients can monitor a 

number of channels commensurate to their capacities and data 

needs.  

This calls for a data-scheduling algorithm, which works 

dynamically, and allocates data according to changing access 

patterns to achieve efficient data access and channel utilization 

so that the access time is minimum. However, the area of 

interest is hoe to adjust the broadcast program when the data 

items are changing dynamically. This calls for a research on 

incremental algorithms to change the programs dynamically.  

[16] explores the problem of adjusting broadcasting programs 

to effectively respond to the changes of data access 

frequencies, and develop an efficient algorithm DL to address 

this aspect. The DL algorithm showed the high quality of 

results and close to the optimal ones. 

[17] explains the effects of dynamicity on broadcast program 

with respect to item placement, Disk structure, Disk content 

and Disk Values. Item placement or Disk Structure changes the 

relative frequencies and/ or order of appearance of data items 

already being broadcast. The value of Data item changes only 

when it is updated. Dynamicity due to Disk contents does not 

influence the items that appear on broadcast. 

 [18] explores the problem of dynamic data and channel 

allocation with the number of communication channels and the 

number of data items are given. Algorithm SOM is a composite 

algorithm which will cooperate with 1) a search strategy and 2) 

a broadcast program generation. However the algorithm is not 

easy for implementation. 

[10] proposes optimal allocation algorithm which searches 

exhaustively to find the optimal solution for channel allocation 

and data page organisation. However, the execution of 

algorithm is very slow 
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6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE STUDY 

This paper discusses various techniques for data dissemination 

in mobile communication environments. Data scheduling 

methods are investigated with respect to their performance in 

minimum access time. For data scheduling push based, on-

demand, hybrid, and multi channel broadcast were discussed. 

Push based broadcast is attractive when access patterns are 

known before hand, while on-demand broadcast is desirable for 

dynamic access patterns. Hybrid data broadcast offers more 

flexibility by combining push-based and on-demand 

broadcasts. Broadcasting in multi channel does have 

advantages in terms of high fault tolerance. The research areas 

like scheduling data items dynamically by employing 

incremental algorithms are identified. Another research area of 

interest is how the server gets the feedback from the mobile 

clients regarding their access patterns so that it adjusts the 

scheduling program accordingly. The authors are working on 

developing incremental algorithm for the multi channel data 

scheduling so that the server program adjusts itself to the 

dynamically changing data access patterns of the mobile 

clients.  
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Abstract - A focused crawler downloads web pages that are 

relevant to a user specified topic. Most of the existing 

focused crawlers are keyword driven and do not take into 

account the context associated with the keywords. This leads 

to retrieval of a large number of web pages irrespective of 

the fact whether they are logically related. Thus, the keyword 

based strategy alone is not sufficient for the design of a 

focused crawler as context relevance is more important as 

far as the user’s requirement is concerned. This paper 

proposes the design of a context driven focused crawler 

(CDFC) that searches and downloads only highly related 

web pages, thereby reducing the network traffic. It also 

employs a category tree which is a flexible user interface 

showing the broad categories of the topics on the web. Since 

CDFC downloads only the relevant and credible documents, 

a very small number in comparison, the proposed design 

significantly reduces the storage space at the search engine 

side. 

 

Index Terms - Search engine, Crawler, Hypertext 

Document System, Category Tree, Software Agents 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is a continuously expanding 

large collection of hypertext documents [1]. It represents a very 

large distributed hypertext system, involving hundreds of 

thousands of individual sites. It is a client-server based 

architecture that allows a user to initiate search by providing 

keywords to a search engine, which in turn collects and returns 

the required web pages from the Internet. Due to extremely 

large number of pages present on the web, the search engine 

depends upon crawlers for the collection of required pages. A 

Crawler [2] follows hyperlinks present in the documents to 

download and store web pages for the search engine. 

Current commercial search engines maintain large number of 

web pages [3,7] and easily find several thousands of matches 

for an average query. Therefore, a search engine may present a 

list of thousands of web pages in response to user’s particular 

keyword possibly consisting of irrelevant web pages also. The 

web search engines try to cover the whole web and serve 

queries concerning all possible topics [4]. In fact, from the 

user’s point of view, it does not matter whether the search 

returned 10,000 or 50,000 hits because the number of matches 

becomes too large to sift, leading to the problem of information 

overkill. 
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The search quality of web pages can be improved by focused 

crawling [5,6,12] which aim to search and retrieve only the 

subset of the WWW that pertains to a specific topic of 

relevance. Focused crawler, therefore, offers a potential 

solution to the problem of information overkill. The existing 

focused crawlers [6,7] adopt different strategies for computing 

the words’ frequency in the web documents. If higher 

frequency words match with the topic keyword, then the 

document is considered to be relevant. But the current crawlers 

are not able to analyze the context of the keyword in the web 

page before they download it. For instance, the word ‘spider’ 

has various interpretations. To a web programmer, it is the 

name of a software program used in search engines; to a 

general computer user it denotes a game of cards and to a 

layman it is simply name of an insect. Thus, the topical 

relevance is not the only issue for focused crawlers but context 

relevance should also be considered [10]. If the user issues one 

keyword then its relevant context must also be known. 

In this paper, the design of a Context Driven Focused Crawler 

(CDFC) is being proposed that provides the context of the 

keywords to the user in a flexible and interactive category tree 

[5]. The agent-based design not only overcomes the complex 

time-consuming computations of existing focused crawlers but 

also reduces network traffic significantly. In line with the 

demands of a focused crawler that the relevant information 

should be collected and retrieved by the user in the least 

amount of time possible, the proposed architecture reduces the 

search time for a document and the information database on the 

search engine side becomes more easily manageable.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

A similarity based crawler that orders URLs having target 

keyword in anchor text or URL, was probably one of the first 

efforts towards focused crawling [9]. The basic focus was to 

crawl more important pages first i.e. to look at various 

measures of importance for a page such as similarity to a 

driving query, number of pages pointing to this page (back 

links), page rank, location, etc. The Page Rank algorithm [11]  

computes a page’s score by weighing each in-link to the page 

proportionally to the quality of the page containing the in-link. 

Thus, a web page will have a high page rank, if the page is 

linked from many other pages, and the scores will be even 

higher if these referring pages are also good pages, i.e. having 

high Page Rank scores. In the HITS (Hyper-link-induced- topic 

search) algorithm [8], an authority page is defined as a high 

quality page related to a particular topic or search query and a 

hub page is one that provides pointers to other authority pages. 

Based upon this, a web page is associated with an Authority 

Score and a Hub Score that is calculated to identify the web 

page context. 

Another focused crawler [7] employs seed keywords which are 

used to find seed URLs from some standard search engine like 
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Google. The seed URLs are used to fetch seed pages with the 

help of TF.IDF algorithm, based on iteratively calculating word 

frequency. This algorithm is used to find out some more 

number of keywords from seed web pages to represent the 

topic. Afterwards, vector similarity is computed between web 

page and topic keywords to see whether the page is relevant to 

the topic. 

Diligenti et al [6] uses a general search engine to get the web 

pages linking to a specific document and builds up a context 

graph for the page. The graph is then used to train a set of 

classifiers to assign documents to different categories based on 

their expected link distance to the target. In fact, graphs and 

classifiers are constructed for each seed document with layers 

being built up to a specified level. Thus, the crawler gains 

knowledge about topics that are directly or indirectly related to 

the target topic. 

A critical look at the available focused crawlers [5-9,11] 

indicates that these crawlers suffer from the following 

drawbacks : 

I. The problem of iterative computation of word frequency 

for every web document renders the search process 

expensive. 

II. The relevance of web page is not known until it is 

downloaded.  

III. Associated context of the web page is unknown prior to 

search initiation. 

IV. The user interface of a search engine with keyword search 

is not flexible. 

The proposed work paper effectively addresses the above-

mentioned issues. A Context driven focused crawler has been 

designed, which uses augmented hypertext document structure 

coupled with a category tree for providing user interface at the 

search engine side. 

1.1 Augmented Hypertext Documents 

The information on WWW is organized in the form of a large, 

distributed and non-linear text system known as Hypertext 

Document system. HTTP and HTML provide a standard way 

of retrieving and presenting the hyper-linked documents. The 

XML offers more flexibility by allowing web page creators to 

use their own set of mark-up tags. This feature can be used to  

make augmentations in the hypertext documents for the 

suitability of web crawling [14]. The crawlers designed in 

PARCAHYD project [13] and [16,17] aim to enhance the 

performance and quality issues of crawlers using the concept of 

augmented hypertext documents. For instance, to manage the 

volatile information, variable information of a document is 

marked through volatile tags [15], which in turn are extracted 

out from the document along with their associated volatile 

information. The tags and their contents are then stored in a file 

having same name as document but different extension (.TVI). 

The hypertext documents that support .TVI and other related 

augmentations [14-17] are known as Augmented hypertext 

documents. 

 

 

 

1.2 Category Tree  

A category tree [5] is used as a graphical user interface in the 

search engine. It is a pre-defined canonical topic taxonomy 

with example keywords. To run a specific instance, initial input 

has to be provided in two forms. The user has to select and/or 

refine specific topic nodes in the taxonomy, and may also need 

to provide additional example keywords. The user, then, selects 

the example keywords of his interest in corresponding topic or 

category node. Subsequently, these selections are submitted to 

the search engine.  

 

3. THE PROPOSED DESIGN OF CONTEXT DRIVEN 

FOCUSED CRAWLER(CDFC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Sample Augmented XML cod 

 

For the proposed work, the context of the required information 

has been augmented to the hypertext document wherein the tag 

names called ‘keyword’ and ‘context’ are explicitly marked at 

the time of creation of a hypertext document by the author. As 

an example, consider the sample XML code shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 Figure 3: Modified Category tree for Search Engine 
 

At the time of saving the document, all the keyword tags along 

with context and keyword tags are extracted out and stored 

separately in a file having same name but with different 

extension (say .TOC). The .TOC file extracted from the sample 

code of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. It may be noted that the TOC 

(Table of Contexts) is definitely much smaller in size as 

compared to the whole document.  

head> 

<title>Crawler Information</title> 

<meta name = “context” content = “General 

Information about Crawler”/> 

<meta name = “keywords” content = “Crawler, Web 

pages, Search Engine, Spiders, Wanderers, Worms”/> 

</head> 

<body> 

A Crawler is a program that retrieves web pages commonly 

for use by a search engine. It traverses the web by 

downloading the documents and following links from page 

to page. Web crawlers are also known as spiders 

</Keyword> or wanderers, or worms etc. 

</body> 
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Figure 2: TOC file for sample code of Fig. 1 

 

The category tree has also been suitably modified for the 

proposed design such that the context is also displayed with 

category examples. As shown in Fig. 3, the user selects a 

Category node (say Internet), and then its related examples are 

displayed. When the user selects an example (say Crawler), the 

two associated contexts are shown and finally, the user selects 

the context (say General information). In fact, the modified 

Category tree is a pre-specified collection of various categories 

in a graphical interface showing the various examples under 

these categories with their contexts. The user can choose any of 

the associated contexts by selecting Category å Exampleså 

Contexts in the order. Nevertheless, if needed, new examples 

can be inserted by the user, which may later on linked to the 

contexts by the crawler. 

For the purpose of crawling the web, CDFC employs three 

agents namely User agent, Matcher agent and Dbase agent as 

listed in Table 1. A brief discussion on these agents and their 

related components is given below: 

  

 

 

 

Table 1: Agents and their Responsibilities 1. User Agent: 

The user agent is responsible for the following activities: 

1. It accepts the user selection of category node and related 

keywords from the category tree. It sends this information 

to the matcher agent to retrieve the associated contexts and 

their links from the database. 

2. On getting associated contexts and their links from 

matcher agent, the user agent displays the list of contexts 

to the user in category tree. 

3. The user agent accepts the context selected by the user and 

displays its all corresponding links. 

4. On selection of a link by the user, user agent sends this 

link to Retrieve_Doc_Process to retrieve the document 

from the database. If the document is not present in the 

database, it passes the link to crawler to download the 

document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Interaction between User agent and Matcher agent 

 

 

 

 

Context General Information about Crawler 

Keywords Crawler, Web pages, Search engine, Spiders, 

Wanderers, Worms 

Agent Responsibilities 

User agent Acts as interface between the user and 

the system. Accepts user selections of 

keywords and context and displays 

documents to the user 

Matcher Agent Matches the user keyword with the 

keywords in the database, retrieves 

their contexts & URLs and sends them 

to user agent 

Dbase Agent Acts as interface between database and 

the external world. Stores and updates 

the TOC files and documents 

downloaded by the crawler in the 

database 
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2. Matcher Agent: The matcher agent is responsible for the 

following activities: 

1. It gets the keyword from the user agent and searches the 

keyword in the database to retrieve the corresponding 

contexts and their URLs. 

2. The contexts and their associated URLs are sent to the user 

agent.  

3. Retrieve_Doc_Process: It is responsible to search and 

retrieve the document in the database corresponding to a 

URL. 

The interaction of user agent with matcher agent and 

Retrieve_Doc_Process (shown in Fig. 4) is described as 

follows: 

1. It accepts the user selection of category node and related 

keywords from the category tree, stores the keyword in 

Keyword_Buffer and sends the message Get_Context to 

Matcher agent. 

2. Matcher agent extracts the keyword from the 

Keyword_Buf and matches it with the keywords stored in 

the database. If the keyword is found, it retrieves its related 

contexts and URLs, stores them in Con_URL_Buffer and 

sends the signal Request_Serviced to the User agent. 

3. User agent extracts the contexts and their URLs from the 

buffer and displays them to the user in category tree. 

4. The user selects one of the contexts in the category tree. 

The user agent stores the keyword, its selected context and 

corresponding URL in Key_Con_Buffer and sends the 

message Retrieve_Doc to the Retrieve_Doc_Process. 

5. Retrieve_Doc_Process extracts the keyword, context and 

URL from the buffer and searches the database for the 

document corresponding to URL. If the document is found, 

it stores the document in Doc_Buffer and sends the 

message Request_Serviced to the user agent. 

6. The user agent extracts the document from the buffer and 

displays it to the user. 

4. Dbase Agent: It is responsible for storing and updating the 

database whenever a new document or TOC is downloaded by 

the crawler.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Interaction between User agent and Dbase agent & Crawler 
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Figure 6: Sequence interaction diagram for various active components of CDFC 
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5. Crawler: The crawler continuously downloads the TOC 

files from the WWW in the background and stores them in the 

database. It also downloads the documents from the web on the 

request from the user agent and stores them in the database. 

The interaction between the user agent, Dbase agent and 

crawler (shown in Fig. 5) is described as follows: 

1. If the user agent needs a new document to be downloaded 

by the crawler, it stores the URL of that document in the 

URL_Buffer and sends the message  Download_Doc to the 

crawler. 

2. The crawler extracts the Url from the buffer and 

downloads the document from the web. Thereafter, it 

stores downloaded document in the 

Downloaded_TOC_Doc_Buffer and sends the message 

Request_Serviced to the user agent. Simultaneously it 

sends the message Update_Database to the Dbase agent to 

store the downloaded document in the database.  

3. The user agent extracts the document from the buffer and 

displays it to the user.  

4. Dbase agent also extracts the document from the buffer 

and stores it in the database. 

The interactions between various active components of CDFC 

have been shown along the time line axis (see Fig. 6).  

 

4. PERFORMANCE BENEFITS 

The performance benefits of the proposed crawler are evaluated 

based on the following parameters: 

1. Harverst Ratio: It is the rate at which relevant pages are 

acquired and how effectively irrelevant pages are filtered 

off. Since all web pages are retrieved according to the 

context selected by the user in CDFC, number of irrelevant 

pages is almost zero. Thus, the harvest ratio is high. 

2. Precision: It is the ratio of number of relevant pages to the 

number of acquired pages. This is also high in CDFC as 

almost all pages are relevant to the user. 

3. Storage Requirements: In CDFC, no document is 

downloaded if the user has not requested it. Therefore it 

does not index the documents which will never be used. 

Moreover the number of documents downloaded is very 

less in number as only related web pages are downloaded. 

Thus, storage requirement is very less as compared to other 

conventional crawlers. 

4. Search Time: Since, the database size is very less in 

CDFC; it does not take much time to present the search 

results to the user. 

5. Network Traffic: Since only highly related web pages are 

downloaded, which are very less in number and the size of 

TOC files being very less (5% of the original document), a 

significant amount of network traffic is reduced in CDFC.  

Thus, the proposed crawler presents a flexible and interactive 

user interface in the form of category tree so that the user is 

guided in selecting the proper keywords along with their 

contexts for the web search. CDFC downloads only highly 

related documents, which are very less in number, thereby 

reducing the problem of information overkill faced by the user. 

Moreover, network traffic is reduced, as irrelevant web pages 

are not download 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed design of context driven focused crawler (CDFC) 

is based on the augmented hypertext document wherein the 

context of the keywords is stored in the form of TOC (Table of 

Contexts). The TOC coupled with a category tree provides 

context of the keywords. This design not only avoids the 

expensive complex computations for deriving the context of the 

user keywords but also reduces the network traffic 

significantly. Moreover, the quality of downloaded documents 

is in conformance with the topic and context of the user choice. 
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Abstract - The evolution of mobile computing devices and 

wireless network has created a new mobile computing 

environment. Users equipped with portable devices can 

access, retrieve and process information while in mobility. 

Mobile devices like laptops; mobile phones have become more 

powerful data processing elements. Traditional transaction 

model has moved forwarding to mobile transaction system. 

Autonomous decentralized systems represent examples of 

environments for which the use of mobile codes is quite 

convenient. For example, designing highly scalable 

distributed systems in a massive, heterogeneous and multi 

organizational distributed environment seems to benefit much 

from mobile codes, given their ability to decentralize 

processing; to adapt to the autonomy of systems; to flexibly 

allow the management of installed code; and their support to 

the interaction with human users. This paper presents a 

hierarchical transaction model for the execution of 

distributed transactions with mobile code on open networks. 

The developed transaction model is built upon the concept for 

fault tolerance of mobile code based executions. The 

presented transaction model is an open nested transaction 

model. This model supports those parts of a distributed 

transaction which is executed asynchronously in relation to 

other parts of the same global transaction. Furthermore, the 

model is able to recover the execution of a transaction when a 

sub-transaction of this transaction becomes unavailable for a 

long period of time and the results of a comparison of 

developed model, with some existing ones, are also reported. 

We have also suggested and implemented an efficient naming 

and locating mechanism for tracing/finding the status of a 

transaction whenever fault(s) arises in the transaction 

processing system/network or processing of a sub-transaction 

is delayed. 

 

Index Terms - MH, Transaction, ACID, TPS. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Technological advancements in networking and distributed 

processing are enabling the emergence of new types of 

distributed processing environments. Exemplified by electronic 

service markets or virtual enterprises, such environments are 

highly complexed distributed systems that support corporations 

needs for integrating systems and that allow new forms of 

automated cooperation. Many types of mobile computing 

devices such as laptops, personal digital assistants (PDA) are 

available. The capacities of these mobile devices have become 

more powerful. They have more processing speed and longer  
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operating time. Mobile computing devices are becoming the 

major work processing equipments in daily activity. Combining 

with the expanding of the high-speed network like the Internet, 

mobile computing applications are growing rapidly. Some of 

the characteristics of such systems are: they are composed by a 

multitude of autonomous organizations cooperating or 

competing to achieve their own goals; massive geographical 

distribution; they encompass a huge diversity of types 

(qualities) of communication links; the execution of inter-

organizational activities are typical in such environments; a 

multitude of services are offered to a multitude of clients of 

such services; different type of services exist and they may 

range from totally automated services to services executed by 

human beings, high dynamism with no global control, high 

heterogeneity and coexistence of different types of hosts such 

as laptops, personal computers, powerful workstations or 

mainframes). Environments with these properties will be called 

here open networks, i.e., Internet. 

A transaction is a collection of operations on the physical and 

abstract Application State [1, 28, 29]. Transaction processing 

systems provides a means to record all states and effects of 

execution of program in computing resources. Transaction not 

only relates to operation on database system but also involves 

in many daily applications upon many computing resources 

like telephone call, email system, flight reservation. Mobile 

transaction is more complicated than conventional transaction 

in both of design and execution states. When a mobile host 

(MH) moves from one region to another, many computing 

activities like establish new communication channel, forward 

the state of transaction to new base host (BH) [15] are 

involving. The execution of mobile transactions is not only 

unpredictable in time but also depends on their location. 

A computation processing is considered as a transaction or 

conventional transaction if it satisfies ACID [1] [2] (Atomicity, 

Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) properties. 

1. Atomicity: an executable program, assumed that this 

program will finally terminate, has one initial state and one 

final state. If it appears to the outside world that this 

program is only at one of these two states then this 

program satisfy the atomicity property. If there are 

intermediate results or message needs to be displayed, then 

they are not displayed or they are displayed in final state of 

the program. If the program achieves its final state it is 

said to be committed, otherwise if it is at the initial state 

after some execution steps then it is aborted or rollback. 

2. Consistency: if a program produces consistent result only 

then it satisfies the consistency property and it will be at 

the final state or committed. If the result is not consistent 

then a transaction program should be at the initial state, in 

other word the transaction is aborted. 

3. Isolation: if a program is executing and if it is only process 

on the system then it satisfies the isolation property. If 
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there are several other processes on the system, then none 

of the intermediate state of this program is viewable until it 

reaches its final state. 

4. Durability: if a program reaches to its final state and the 

result is made available to the outside world then this 

result is made permanent. Even a system failure cannot 

change this result. In other words, when a transaction 

commits its state is durable. 

A mobile transaction is a set of relatively independent 

(component) transactions which can interleave in any way with 

other mobile transactions. A component transaction can be 

further decomposed into other component transactions, and 

thus mobile transactions can support an arbitrary level of 

nesting. 

Let us assume that S is a two level mobile transaction that has 

N component transactions, T1,…,TN. Some of the components 

are compensatable; each such TJ has a compensating 

transaction cmst_TJ that semantically undoes the effects of TJ 

but doesn’t necessarily restore the database to the state that 

existed when TJ started executing. Component transactions can 

commit without waiting for any other component or S to 

commit, i.e., component transactions may decide to commit or 

abort unilaterally. However, if S aborts, a component 

transaction that has not yet committed is aborted. 

Mobile transactions, components or otherwise, are 

distinguished into 4 types: 

a) Atomic transaction: these are associated with the 

significant events {Begin, Commit, Abort} having the 

standard abort and commit properties. Compensatable and 

compensating transactions are atomic transactions with 

structure- induced inter-transaction dependencies. A 

compensatable component of S is a component of which 

can commit its operations even before S commits, but if S 

subsequently aborts, the compensating transaction cmst_TJ 

of the committed component TJ must commit. 

Compensating transactions need to observe a state 

consistent with the effects of their corresponding 

components and hence, compensating transaction must 

execute (and commit) in the reverse order of the 

commitment of their corresponding components. 

b) Non- compensatable transactions: these are component 

transactions that are not associated with a compensating 

transaction. Non- compensatable transactions can commit 

at any time, but since they cannot be compensated, they 

are not allowed to commit their effects on objects when 

they commit. Non- compensatable transactions are 

structured as sub transactions (as in nested transaction) 

which at commit time delegate all the operations that they 

have invoked to S. 

c) Reporting transactions: a reporting component TJ can share 

its partial results with S, i.e., a reporting component 

delegating some of its results at nay point during its 

execution. Whether or not a reporting component delegates 

all the operations not previously reported to S when it 

commits depends on whether or not it is associated with a 

compensating transaction. 

d) Co-transactions: these components are reporting 

transactions that behave like co-routines in which control 

is passed from one transaction to another at the time of 

sharing of the partial results, i.e., co- transactions are 

suspended at the time of delegation and they resume 

execution where they were previously suspended. Thus, as 

opposed to non-compensatable transactions, co-

transactions retain their state across executions; and as 

opposed to reporting transactions, co- transactions cannot 

execute concurrently. 

Compensatable and non- compensatable components can be 

further considered as a vital transaction in that S is allowed to 

commit only if its vital components commit. If a vital 

transaction aborts, S will be aborted. Transaction S can commit 

even if one of its non- vital components aborts but S has to wait 

for the non- vital components to commit or abort. 

The simplest form of transaction is flat transaction. A flat 

transaction can be considered as a sequential correctness 

computer program. Every execution step is after one another. 

Flat transaction has many disadvantages. For example, it 

cannot support long transaction efficiently. If failure happens 

during its execution then it has to rollback to its initial state and 

wastes all useful computation. Nested transaction model is a 

more flexible transaction model. This model is a tree of 

transactions. A big transaction is refined into many smaller 

(flat) transactions called sub-transactions. These sub-

transactions can execute concurrently in different processes in 

different processing hosts. The ACID properties are more 

relaxed in this nested transaction model. Autonomous 

decentralized systems represent examples of environments for 

which the use of mobile codes [20] is quite convenient. For 

example, designing highly scalable distributed systems in a 

massive, heterogeneous and multi organizational distributed 

environment seems to benefit much from mobile codes, given 

their ability to decentralize processing; to adapt to the 

autonomy of systems; to flexibly allow the management of 

installed code and their support to the interaction with human 

users. 

In this paper we present a model for the execution of 

distributed transactions with mobile code on open networks. 

The developed transaction model is built upon the concept for 

fault tolerance of mobile code based executions [20]. The 

presented transaction model is an open nested transaction 

model. The model supports those parts of a distributed 

transaction which are executed asynchronously in relation to 

other parts of the same global transaction. Furthermore, the 

model is able to recover the execution of a transaction when a 

sub-transaction of this transaction becomes unavailable for a 

long period of time. Open nested transaction model has been 

proposed for coping with long running activities and with the 

autonomy of systems in multi databases and thus take into 

consideration aspects of open networks. We have also 

suggested and implemented an efficient naming and locating 

mechanism for tracing/finding the status of a transaction 

whenever fault(s) arises in the transaction processing 

system/network or processing of a sub-transaction is delayed.   
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives 

overview of the currently agreed mobile computing 

environment. Section 3 discusses some of the limitations of 

exiting transaction models. Section 4 describes issues in 

Mobile Transaction Processing. Section 5 presents System 

Model. Section 6 gives model of the Transaction Processing 

System (TPS). Transaction model is presented in Section 7 and 

Section 8 gives implementation and performance study 

compared with the existing one. Related works is presented in 

Section 9 and conclusion of this work is given in Section 10. 

 

2. MOBILE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT  

It is important to identify and define the mobile computing 

environment. Based on that defined mobile environment, 

requirements as well as characteristics will be identified. 

Mobile computing environment includes: a wired network with 

fixed work-stations or fixed hosts (FH), mobile hosts (MH) and 

base host (BH) [15] which is similar to mobile support stations 

(MSS) [3] [4] [8] [9] as shown in Figure 1.  

Connection between MH and BH is wireless network; this 

network has characteristics low bandwidth, error-prone and 

frequently disconnection. These characteristics are discussed in 

detail in the next subsection 2.1. BH and FH communicate with 

each other via reliable high speed connection networks, which 

can be wired or wireless network within limited range, such as 

inside a building. The BH is motionless. MHs can include 

broad types of mobile devices, typically laptop computers with 

high-speed modems. Works can be shared between MH and 

FH. The role of BH is not only as processing element but also it 

is acting as an interface to help MH getting contact with 

relevant FH.  

Each BH is being responsible for all the tasks which occur in a 

region. One MH can only connect to one BH at any given time 

but at overlap region during the handoff it connects to two 

BHs. A MH is moving from one region to another when 

computation task is in processing, and sometimes MH requests 

to connect to a database or computing resource resided from a 

FH on fixed network. This work will be done with the help of 

BH. The BH will receive requests from MH, forward the 

requests to the responsible FH and return the answer from the 

FH to the MH. When a MH is leaving a region controlled by a 

BH, this BH will perform a handoff operation to transmit or 

forward all information related to this MH to next BH.  The 

next BH in new region will be ready to support the MH. 

Databases and other computing resources are stored on the FH 

or wired network, this environment allow mobile environment 

inherits from the current existing distributed computing 

environment. Normally, power supply and storage device limits 

MH computing capacity.  

However, with the current technology, the power of mobile 

computers can last for several hours and the storage devices 

can store a large amount of data [5]. Then MHs can become 

major hosts for data processing. 

The main features of mobile computing environment are 

communication, mobility, portability [6] and heterogeneity [3]. 

There are many research issues that are arising from these 

features. 
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Figure 1: General Architecture of Mobile Computing 

Environment 

2.1 Communication- MHs are connected with BH through 

wireless network. It is obvious that this wireless network does 

not have capacity as fixed wired network. First, the wireless 

bandwidth is very low, for example cellular network has 

bandwidth in the order of 10Kbps or wireless local area 

network has bandwidth of 10Mbps- 1000Mbps [5], Second, 

wireless network are having high error rate and frequent 

disconnection [3] [5], the same network data package may 

require retransmit many times. When MH is moving from one 

region to another, the current connection with BH will need to 

be changed to new connection. This process requires two steps: 

disconnecting from the current connection and establishing a 

new connection. The above disadvantages result in taking more 

time to transfer a same amount of data from the MH to FH and 

vice versa. Retransmit data causes unnecessary processing 

power, which is already very limited on the MH. The situation 

is more complicated if two MHs need to exchange data during 

cooperative task.  Messages cannot be delivered directly 

between two MH but can be via one or more BH. Because of 

larger overhead in communication time, the longer time 

requires for MH to perform computation. Caching mechanism 

is currently the major method to ease the problem. 

2.2 Mobility- Mobility is the most frequent activity of a MH. 

When MH is moving from one region to another in wireless 

network, the connection will need to be changed because one 

BH can only support MHs within its limited area. This cause 

frequently need of reconfiguration network topology and 

protocols. The more mobility causes the more time spends on 

reestablish communication between MH and BH. Because the 

activities of MH need support from its BH, therefore location 

management is another problem caused by the mobility of MH. 

MHs need to track BH in order to obtain data from the FH or 

other MH. In other hand, BH also needs to keep track on MH 

in order to transmit the result from the FH or to update the state 

of current MH profile. Mobility of MH raises the question on 

location dependent data [10]. The same query will have 

different results depending on the location of MH.  

2.3 Portability- The availability of mobile devices depends on 

their power supply. A mobile phone can live up to five days but 

the laptop can only be for few hours. The more complicated 
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application requires more processing power. Refining 

computation process into smaller partition (fined grain) or 

shifting heavy process from MH to FH for processing can save 

energy. Communication in MHs requires a lot of power. 

Compressing data or data distilling before transmission can 

reduce communication time. Caching also help MH tasks in 

disconnected period. Portability of MHs requires more 

sophisticated software applications. MH has smaller user 

interface like display screen, keyboard [6]. Many PDA support 

handwriting, therefore handwriting recognition software is 

required. 

2.4 Heterogeneity- One BH needs to support broad types of 

mobile devices which operate in its region. Identifying what 

kind of hardware of the MH is important. Different MH 

requires different applications and data representations. When 

MH requests communication with other MH, the heterogeneous 

problem needs to be taken into account.  How does BH solve 

this problem? A Composite Capabilities/Preference Profiles 

(CC/PP) can be used to provide a description of mobile device 

[14]. Different BH are in different heterogeneous network and 

these BH need to cooperate and communicate with each other 

for exchanging data. A standard interface is needed between 

BH. Java technologies or a middleware like CORBA [16] can 

be used to solve the heterogeneous problems. 

 

3. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING TRANSACTION 

MODELS 

A computation that accesses shared data in a database is 

commonly structured as an automatic transaction in order to 

preserve data consistency in the presence of concurrency and 

failures. However, a mobile computation that accesses shared 

data cannot be structured using atomic transaction. This is 

because atomic transactions are assumed to execute in isolation 

that prevents them from splitting their computation and sharing 

their states and partial results. As mentioned above, practical 

considerations unique to mobile computing require 

computations on a MH to be supported by a MSS for both 

communication and computation purposes. This means that a 

mobile computation needs to be structured as a set of 

transactions some of which execute on the MSS. 

In addition, Mobile computations are expected to be lengthy 

due first to the mobility of both data sources and data 

consumers, and second to their interactive nature, i.e., pause for 

input from the user. Thus, another requirement of mobile 

computations that atomic transactions cannot satisfy is the 

ability to handle partial failures and provide different recovery 

strategies, thus minimizing the effects of failures. 

Nested transactions [21], where a (parent) transaction spawns 

(child) transactions, provide some more flexibility than atomic 

transactions in supporting both splitting of their computation 

and partial failures. However, nested transactions do not share 

their partial results while they execute. Nested transactions 

support procedure-call semantics and commit in a bottom-up 

manner through the root, i.e., when a child transaction 

commits, the objects modified by it are made accessible to its 

parent transaction while the effects on the objects are made 

permanent in a database only when the root transaction 

commits. This also means that the state of the mobile 

computations must be retained until the root transaction 

completes its execution. Consider the case in which the root 

executes on the MH whereas the child transactions execute on 

the MSS. If sub transactions do not retain their state after 

completing their execution, then the state of the whole 

computation needs  to be maintained at all times on the MH in 

spite of its limited resources. On the other hand if sub 

transactions retain their state, the state of the computation is 

spread among MSS along the path of the MH making atomic 

commitment expensive. 

Open- nested transactions such as Sagas [24], Split 

transactions[22] and Multi-transactions[23] relax some of the 

restrictions of nested transactions by supporting adaptive 

recovery, i.e. , allowing their partial results be visible outside a 

transaction. This is because, in open nested model, component 

transactions may decide to commit or abort unilaterally. It is 

interesting to note that most open- nested transaction models 

have been proposed in the context of multi database systems. A 

mobile database environment can be viewed as a special multi 

database system with special requirements. For example, the 

notion of local autonomy in mobile environments is manifested 

in the ability of the MHs to continue to operate in an 

independent fashion when they are disconnected. 

Yet two specific requirements of transactions in mobile 

environment cannot be satisfied by current open transaction 

models. First, the ability of transactions to  share their partial 

results with each other while in execution, and second to 

maintain part of the state of a mobile computation on a MSS in 

a way that minimizes the communication delays between a MH 

and MSS. 

 

4. ISSUES IN MOBILE TRANSACTION PROCESSING  

Mobile transactions are long-lived, bound to many different 

types of mobile devices, involved in heterogeneous database 

and network and execution time is varying. This section 

focuses research challenges in mobile transaction mainly on 

mobile database, service handoff and scheduling. 

4.1 Mobile Database  

Currently, the mobile transaction is developed on the top of 

currently existing database system. Most of mobile transaction 

models are based on the earlier discussed mobile environment. 

In this environment, the database resides, replicated and 

distributed on the fixed hosts in wired network. However, the 

capacity of mobile computing device is expanding and a MH 

can become a host for data processing or a place to store the 

native data. In this case, the physical location of database 

system is changing. Identify the location of the MHs which 

stores the required data is one of the major issues in mobile 

database [5]. To obtain optimization on query processing, 

databases are replicated or fragmented in MH. Because of the 

disconnection and mobility of MH, maintaining data 

consistency between MH is more complicated. Location 

dependent data also needs to be considered. 
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4.2 Service Handoff 

When a MH moves into a new region, a new BH is assigned to 

this MH. Information about current transaction state is saved 

and transferred from old BH to next BH. This operation 

sometimes is unnecessary because not all the time MH requires 

assistant. Figure 2 illustrates the situation. MH M is moving 

from region A to region C through region B. However, in 

region C the MH does not need any assistant from BH in region 

B. The information about transaction state should directly 

forward to BH in region C. This information package also 

includes the hardware profile of MH, context of application and 

environment. If this information is stored at MH then the MH 

can become an active element, which can initiate a connection 

when needed. The question is how a MH finds out what BH it 

should connect to. Currently, when a MH wants to exchange 

information with another MH then it has to rely on the support 

from at least one BH. How can one MH directly obtain 

communication channel with other MH?  

4.3 Scheduling 

Execution time of mobile transaction is varying. Mobile 

transaction can easily miss its required deadline due to its 

mobility and portability. It is not applicable in mobile 

transaction if a missing deadline transaction is always aborted. 

Missing deadline causes inconsistency in global state of 

transaction and blocks other transaction’s execution. Enforcing 

technique like earliest-deadline-first [3] can be applied. Mobile 

transaction requires flexible scheduling mechanism. Scheduling 

a transaction in a FH is different from MH. Schedule in mobile 

transaction should take into account the mobility of MH in both 

location and time. MH should be able to reschedule its 

execution plan according to its physical state (power, 

communication bandwidth).  
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Figure 2. Service Handoff between BH 

 

4.4 Caching  

Caching of data at MUs can improve performance and facilitate 

disconnected operation. Much research has been performed in 

the area of MU caching [26]. Caching issues are complicated 

by the use of Location dependent data (LDD). Because of the 

fact that data which is cached can be viewed as a temporal 

replica of spatial data, as a MU moves into new data regions 

the cached data may become obsolete. This data is not stale 

because it is incorrect, but may not be desired because it is 

from a foreign region. Replacement policies need to be re-

examined to include location information. For example, data 

from a foreign region should perhaps be replaced before data 

from the current home region even though the foreign data is 

more recently used. However, this is further complicated by the 

fact that ongoing or future queries could be bound to foreign 

regions. The MU mobility is such that the MU could very 

quickly move back into the home region for this data, making 

the re- placement policy also subject to movement of the MU. 

All of these issues are beyond the scope of this paper, but 

certainly need to be studied. 

 

5. SYSTEM MODEL 
A transaction submitted from a MH is called mobile transaction 

[3]. The MH, which issues transaction, and the MH, which 

received the result, can be different. For example, a user 

queries for a bus timetable from its laptop and requests the 

answer will send to mobile phone via SMS. A MH is a mobile 

computer which is capable of connecting to the fixed network 

via a wireless link. A FH is a computer in the fixed network 

which is not capable of connecting to a MH. A BH is capable 

of connecting with a MH and is equipped with a wireless 

interface. BHs, therefore, act as an interface between MH and 

FH. The wireless interface in the BHs typically uses wireless 

cellular networks because of the characteristics of mobile 

environment; mobile transaction has several additional 

requirements: 

1. As MH has less processing capacity as FH, so mobile 

transaction should be able to split into a set of smaller 

transactions. These shorter sub-transactions can execute on 

FH or other MH. If possible, most of the computation on 

the MH should be shifted to FH for processing. When 

computing tasks are moving to FH, the FH have more 

computing power and shorter processing time. In addition, 

the computing resources are closer in FH. If the tasks 

require extra computing resources, wired network 

bandwidth is faster for resource allocating than wireless 

network. MH can save energy by disconnecting their 

connection while waiting for the results from the FH. 

2. Mobile transaction has longer processing time or long-

lived. Because of the communication overhead and 

frequent disconnection, the time required for exchanging 

needed data between MH and BH is longer. A part from 

this, MH has slower processing speed therefore a same 

transaction on MH will require longer time for completing 

than on the FH. 

3. Mobile transaction should be executable when MH is in 

mobility and disconnected from the computing resources. 

It is not possible for MH staying connected all the time 

with the data resources. After the needed data has been 

caching into mobile storage device then MH can operate in 

autonomous mode. Data inconsistency in short time should 

be allowed. When the connection is established the new 

data item will be updated to the main database. 

4. Mobile transactions require being able to operate in 

distributed heterogeneous environment. Different types of 

MH cooperate in mobile environment and different 

database systems are accessed during execution state of 
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mobile transaction. Mobile application should take into 

account the representation of data format in different 

system. 

Mobile transaction is a collection of BH which traps a 

transaction in a region. For this purpose it runs a region 

manager (a transaction processing system in a region is called 

region manger), other nodes in this region may be mobile or 

fixed, i.e., network may be ad-hoc/ fixed. The BH works like a 

manager when a transaction leaves from a network domain, it 

may be managed by domain manager server (DMS). A DMS is 

basically a transaction processing system. 

Some of the techniques developed in conventional transaction 

such as two phases commit (2PC) protocol, caching mechanism 

is needed to be extended or modified to be able to apply in 

mobile transaction. Another issue is to make the intermediate 

states of mobile transactions available to others. This will 

release locks on data item earlier and avoid blocking other 

transactions. DMS looks apart BH and BH looks apart a set of 

nodes lying in an inter-network, the system is a hierarchical. 

 

6. TRANSACTION PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR 

DISTRIBUTED DATABASES 
A transaction processing system (TPS) uses the transaction as a 

basic unit of task. It typically consists of a transaction manager, 

resource managers, and clients as shown in Figure 3. Client 

applications start particular transactions, within whose scope 

they forward data requests to registered resource managers, and 

commit or abort the transactions. Resource managers are 

entities, which store and manage data objects manipulated by 

transactions. They ensure durability of transactions. A database 

system is an example of a resource manager. The transaction 

manager enables clients to create, start, and finish transactions, 

monitors the lifecycle and distribution of executed transactions, 

and is responsible for ensuring the ACID properties of 

executed transactions. 

For ensuring transaction’s ACID properties the transaction 

manager employs two other entities that are usually not visible 

from clients – the lock manager and log manager. A lock 

manager is responsible for transaction isolation and achieves it 

by locking. The lock manager locks data objects if they are 

manipulated by a transaction. To ensure transaction isolation, 

all locks are held until the transaction is committed. Each 

resource manager usually has its private lock manager that 

manages transaction-aware locking, i.e., locks are associated 

with transactions (e.g., this is the case with traditional relational 

databases). To achieve atomicity and consistency, the 

transaction manager orchestrates recovery in case of a TPS 

failure. A failure could be a crash of one of the participating 

hosts, a hard disk failure, a network disconnection, a power 

failure, or a software fault. Recovery is based on ensuring 

durability of the committed transactions’ effects and discarding 

the effects of transactions that were being executed at the time 

of the failure and thus will be aborted.  
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Figure 3: Basic Model of Transaction Processing System 

 

Logging is the principal service that is used to support 

recovery. The log manager keeps track of every operation 

executed on behalf of a transaction. It writes the information 

needed for data recovery in case of transaction abort or TPS 

restart to a file called log file or simply log. It uses the 

following techniques for ensuring that the log is always in a 

consistent state: two copies of the log file are kept in persistent 

storage, the log is always written before data in a persistent  

storage is modified, all writes to the log are covered by 

appropriate locks and as part of the commit, the log is always 

written to the persistent storage (the force-log-at-commit rule). 

These techniques are usually combined with checkpointing, 

which periodically writes the TPS state to a persistent storage 

to speed up the potential restart. 

Since its parts are distributed over different nodes of the 

network, the TPS provides transaction-aware communication 

where connecting, authorization, and delivery of data requests 

take place. Every data request is executed on behalf of a 

particular transaction and is associated with the transaction 

identifier. We say that data requests are executed in the context 

of a transaction or simply in a transaction context. Several 

resource managers can be involved in a particular transaction. 

The transaction manager allows registering of particular 

resource managers with a transaction and manages transaction 

commit. Each resource manager executes its local transactions; 

each of them does not cross the resource manager’s boundary. 

Since the resource manager is responsible for ensuring the 

ACID properties of its local transactions, it usually has its own 

private transaction manager, lock manager, and log manager. 

All participating transaction managers form a hierarchy, where 

every local transaction managed by the participating resource 

manager is associated with a global transaction managed by the 

topmost transaction manager, which is called the root 

transaction manager or commit coordinator. A non-root 

transaction manager controls the local transactions executed on 

the corresponding resource manager, or it is responsible for 

coordinating transactions on the corresponding subtree of 

participating transaction managers is shown as shown in Figure 

4.  
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Figure 4:  Architecture of Distributed TPS 

 

In large distributed TPSs, a transaction monitor often plays the 

role of a central entity that controls global transactions. The 

transaction monitor (TM) is an application capable of 

integrating different heterogeneous TPSs and databases, and 

controlling several resources and terminals. The TM allows 

clients to initiate new transactions and to distribute transactions 

to several TPS on the network. They are also able to manage 

the ACID properties of executed transactions and, in particular, 

to perform recovery procedures. The TMs are designed to 

provide high reliability and performance. To achieve high 

throughput, they provide automatic load balancing [17], data 

request queuing, and other advanced features. If a TM is 

involved, clients never send their requests directly to the 

participating resource managers; instead, the transaction 

monitor mediates all the client’s requests. The transaction 

manager of the TM often acts as the TPS commit coordinator. 

The TPS is responsible for a negotiation protocol which 

guarantees that all effects of data requests executed on behalf 

of a transaction on registered resource managers are committed 

or aborted. In other words, all local transactions associated with 

a single global transaction are either committed or aborted. 

Usually, transaction managers support the two-phase commit 

protocol. In the first phase, the commit coordinator sends the 

PREPARE message to subordinate transaction managers. This 

is done recursively so that every transaction manager receives 

the PREPARE message. Each transaction manager votes yes or 

no indicating whether it is about to commit or abort. This is 

again provided in a hierarchical manner: a transaction manager 

coordinating its subtree’s commit sends its vote message (vote 

for short) after it receives votes from all of its subordinate 

transaction managers. If all the transaction managers in the 

subtree are about to commit, then they vote yes and the subtree 

coordinator sends the yes vote to its parent commit coordinator. 

If any transaction manager in the subtree is about to abort, it 

sends no to the subtree coordinator, which then sends no to its 

parent coordinator. At the top level, if the commit coordinator 

receives yes from all of its subordinate transaction managers, it 

starts the second phase of the commit protocol by sending the 

COMMIT message to them. The message is then recursively 

sent to all the transaction managers and the transaction is 

committed. If the commit coordinator receives no from at least 

one of its subordinate transaction managers during the first 

phase of the commit protocol, it starts the second phase by 

sending the ABORT message to all of its subordinate 

transaction managers. The message is then propagated to all 

transaction managers in the hierarchy and the global transaction 

is aborted. The top-level transaction coordinator waits for 

messages acknowledging that all of the transaction managers 

have finished the second phase of the commit protocol. 

Several optimizations of the two-phase commit protocol have 

been proposed in literature. For example, if a transaction is 

read-only (i.e., it does not provide any modifications of data 

objects), it can be committed in one phase. Advanced resource 

managers provide heuristic decisions on committing: a 

particular resource manager is able to heuristically commit or 

abort before the two-phase commit negotiation is completed. 

This can be efficient in situations when transaction managers 

have some advanced knowledge about the probability of 

commit or abort. If a particular transaction manager 

heuristically finishes a local transaction, and if his heuristic 

decision is wrong and does not correspond to the final vote of 

the global transaction, then the transaction manager has to 

provide an extra policy, which usually results in a human 

intervention. Several variants of the two-phase commit protocol 

is our next goal of this research that will support different 

communication topologies or to increase reliability in case of a 

commit coordinator or a participating transaction manager 

failure. 

 

7. TRANSACTION MODEL 

We have assumed that the open network environment is 

divided into network domains, regions (sub networks) and local 

sites of the clients as shown in Figure 5. The TPS are 

geographically distributed at different network domain, region 

and sites.  There is a domain management server (DMS) in 

each network domain, which has information about all other 

DMS in the open network. One TPS running in a network 

domain considered as DMS. A transaction that is submitted to 

be performed over the open networks is called a global 

transaction. A global transaction is composed of a set of sub 

transactions. Each sub transaction may by its turn also contain 

sub transactions. The global transaction, therefore, has the form 

of a tree, called the transaction tree. The DMS of this tree is 

called the root transaction. The term transaction will be used 

hereafter to denote both the root transaction and sub 

transactions. Other common terms for hierarchical structures 

will also be used hereafter, such as client (leaf) transaction, 

parent transaction, etc.   

The transaction running on the DMS is an open nested 

transaction. Each of the sub transactions of it can be either a 

flat ACID transaction or an open transaction. Open sub 

transactions of the DMS transaction have the same structure as 

the DMS transaction, thus applying the transaction structure 
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recursively. Each of the flat transactions represents a client of 

the transaction tree. 

Transaction running on the gateway corresponds to a 

combination of its sub transactions, forming a potentially 

complex control flow. The control flow of a transaction 

running on the gateway may include, for example, the 

specification of parallel and sequential execution of sub 

transactions, dynamic creation of sub transactions (instances) 

during the execution of a transaction and the definition of sets 

of alternative sub transactions (i.e., transactions that are 

equivalent, according to application semantics). 

Each transaction has associated with it a set of input and output 

parameters, allowing a definition of data flow between 

transactions. Additionally, each transaction has a set of internal 

data which represents its private variables (its private state 

space). 

The control flow of a transaction may be determined with the 

use of values of internal data and output parameters or outcome 

of previously executed transactions. The control flow is 

however, restricted in the basic transaction model so that for 

each transaction: (1) Open sub transactions can execute in 

parallel (2) The execution of flat sub transactions must be a 

sequence (3) No flat and open sub transactions can execute in 

parallel. 

All transactions in this model are compensatable. Each 

transaction, with exception of the DMS transaction, has a 

corresponding compensating transaction. In case the effects of 

compensatable transaction must be cancelled after its 

commitment, its compensating transaction is executed. A 

compensating transaction cancels the effects of the 

compensated- for transaction according to application 

semantics. Compensation is performed in the reverse order of 

execution of the compensated - for transactions. 

The compensating transaction of a local transaction of a client 

transaction is another flat transaction defined by the transaction 

specifier. The compensating transaction of an intermediary 

(i.e., transactions on the gateway) transaction corresponds to 

another open transaction that compensates the committed sub 

transactions of the compensated- for transaction. The 

compensating transaction for an intermediary transaction is 

defined automatically at runtime, depending on the sub 

transactions that have committed. Values for parameters of 

compensating transactions are defined by the application when 

the compensated- for transaction is committed or can be 

determined at the moment the compensating transaction 

executes. 

DMS (root) also has information about all the regions in 

the network domain. DMS is responsible for maintaining 

uniqueness of names of regions, which are part of that network 

and helps to identify the region in which a transaction is 

present. Each DMS maintains a Domain Transaction Database 

(DTD), for information about the current location of all the 

transactions which were created in that domain or transited 

through it. Mobile transactions might have to split their 

computations into sets of operations, some of which operate on 

a MH while others on a FH. Frequent disconnection and 

mobility results in mobile transactions sharing their states and 

partial results violating the principle of atomicity and isolation 

which is traditional problem in existing transaction models. 

Mobile transactions require computations and communications 

to be supported by FH. Transaction execution may have to be 

migrated to a FH if disconnection is predicted in order to 

prevent the transaction from being aborted. The DMS behaves 

like a proxy and executes the transaction on behalf of the 

disconnected MH. The MH may either fully delegate authority 

to the DMS to commit or abort the transaction as it sees fit or 

may partially delegate authority, in which case the final 

decision to commit or abort the transaction would be made by 

the MH upon reconnection. 

Each entry of DTD of the form ( )rFDTx ,,  represents that 

transaction xT  can be found in region r  of the foreign network 

domain FD  (foreign Network domain), or it has transited from 

that network domain or region r. For DTD and RTD (Region 

Transaction Database), the primary key is the transaction 

name xT . With the help of these naming schemes we check the 

fault tolerance by maintaining the status report of mobile 

transaction which keeps the updated information of all the 

transactions. Transaction is migrated from one network domain 

to another through the DMS. During inter domain migration the 

transaction has to update location information in the DTD of 

the present domain and register in the DTD of the target 

network domain. Every region maintains information about all 

TPS that are part of that region. A TPS can be a member of an 

existing region or can start in a new region. In each region, a 

RTD is present at a TPS which runs at the gateway of a sub 

network. It contains location information about each mobile 

transaction that was created in that region or transited through 

it. This host acts, as the Transaction Name Server (TNS) [25], 

which manages the RTD. TPS is responsible for maintaining 

uniqueness of names of all transactions, created in that region. 

Generally a transaction name comprises of User Assigned 

Name, Birth Host, Region, and Network Domain. When a new 

transaction is created, the user assigns a name to it by 

registering in the RTD of its birth region. Each entry of RTD of 

the form ( )NilrTx ,,  represents the region r  where 

transaction xT  was found or transited through it.  Similarly ( )TPSNILTx ,,  represents transaction xT , which exists in that 

region at TPS. For intra region migration, it has to update its 

location information in the RTD of that region. This is an Intra 

Region Location Update. During inter region migration, the 

transaction has to update the location information in the RTD 

of present region and register in the RTD of the target region, 

specifying the host in that region to which it is migrating.   

DAD 

Tuple  

 

Meaning RAD 

Tuple 

Meaning 

(Tx, 

FD, r) 

Transaction Tx 

is in region r of 

(Tx,r, 

NIL) 

Transaction  Tx  is in 

present network 
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DAD 

Tuple  

 

Meaning RAD 

Tuple 

Meaning 

the foreign 

network 

domain (FD) 

domain and in region 

r 

 

  (Tx 

NIL,TP

S) 

Transaction  is in 

present network 

domain and region at 

site TPS 

Table 1. DTD and RTD Tuples 

Any location protocol for mobile transactions deals with three 

aspects: name binding, migration and location, each related 

to a particular phase in the transaction’s lifetime.  We have 

defined four atomic operations which are incorporated on DTD 

and RTD 

1. bind operation is performed when a name is assigned to a 

newly created transaction, whose birth location is also 

stored. This operation causes the insertion of a new tuple 

in the database. As the transaction name has to be unique, 

this operation fails if a tuple with the same name already  

exists in the database.  

2. newloc operation is performed when the transaction 

changes its location, by migrating to a new one. This 

operation updates the tuple already present in the database.  

3. find operation is performed when a transaction has to be 

located in order to interact with it. For a given transaction 

name, this operation returns the current location of the 

transaction. 

4. unbind operation is performed when a transaction name is 

no longer used (i.e., the transaction has been disposed off). 

This operation causes the deletion of the relative tuple 

from the database.    

Since locating the transaction requires following a long 

path before reaching it. It follows a part of the link the 

transaction has left on the registers of the visited region and the 

network and parent domains. The updating operations 

performed during the migration phase are designed in order to 

shorten this path, thus increasing interaction efficiency and 

reducing the overhead. The steps for locating a target 

transaction iT are as follows: 

1. Extract birth network domain and birth region name 

from iT . 

Domain_name ←  Birth_Domain_Name; 

Region_Name ←  Birth_Region_Name; 

2. Contact relative DMS. 

3. If query to DMS results in a tuple ( )iii RFDT ,,  {target 

transaction is not in that domain} 

Domain_Name ←  iFD ; 

Region_Name ←  iR ; 

Get the domain name from the tuple and go to Step 2. 

4. Else contact relative RTD //Transaction exists in the given 

Region_Name 

5. Get the query result tuple ( )iii TPSRT ,,  

Region_Name ←  iR ; 

 TPS_Name  ←  iTPS ; 

6. If iR  is Nil target transaction is located at iTPS , else go 

to Step 4. 
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Figure 5:  A Hierarchical Mobile Transaction Model for 

Open Network. 

It is up to the binding and migration phases to maintain 

consistency of location information in the databases in such a 

way as to always allow transaction finding (unless a system or 

network crash occurs). When the network domain, in which the 

transaction is present, is found, the DTD is locked. Similarly 

the RTD is locked when the region is traced. The lock is reset 

only if the transaction does not reside in that region. It should 

be noted that keeping the RTD locked prevents the transaction 

from further migration so that communication with it is 

possible. This is required when direct or synchronous 

transaction - transaction communication is needed. For 

asynchronous transaction - transaction communication a 

message is dropped in the mailbox at the gateway/DMS and the 

transaction receives this message when it wants. Other possible 

case is drop and delayed transaction- transaction direct 

communication. In this technique transaction multicast 

message to all the gateways of a network domain and when it 

finds acknowledgement that transaction is found in particular 

region. The transaction waits for the message-receiving 

transaction to contact this transaction for making the dialogue. 

Each transaction is either vital or non-vital. A vital transaction 

is a transaction the failure of which determines immediately the 

failure of its parent transaction. A failure of a non-vital 

transaction does not have direct effects on the outcome of its 

parent transaction. 

Each client transaction is restricted to be executed entirely at 

the same TPS, i.e., only service components at the same TPS 

are accessed as part of a client transaction. The control flow of 

a client transaction represents a combination of accesses to 

services at that TPS. A compensating transaction for a client 
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transaction is considered to be executed at the same TPS where 

the compensated- for transaction executed. 

The general recovery semantics of the basic transaction model 

is as follows. In the occurrences of failures the recovery 

process of a transaction tries to perform forward recovery. A 

recovery process is performed which resets the execution to a 

consistent state and the transaction continues to be executed 

from that state on, trying to achieve a successful termination 

state. Backward recovery i.e., the cancellation of the effects of 

a transaction, however, may also occur. Backward recovery is 

performed when a vital transaction aborts. In this case the 

parent transaction of the vital transaction will be backward 

recovery. 
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( )34 TPST  
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( )12 TPST  

 

( )11 TPST  ( )11 TPST

 

( )551 TPST  
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 jT  Open transaction 
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 Vital 

transaction  

jT  

5T  

6T

 
 Figure 6: Flow of Transaction based on the Transaction 

model shown in Figure 5. 
Due to the behavior of the fault tolerance mechanism, upon 

which this transaction model is based, partial backward 

recovery may also occur. In this case some of the already 

committed sub transactions of an open transaction are 

compensated as a form of back tracking the execution to a 

previous consistent state. Forward execution of the transaction 

is then performed from that state on. When the copy of the 

transaction at a TPS cancels the effects it produced after having 

stored the checkpoint. The basic transaction model enforces 

semantic atomicity. 

Figure 6 shows an example basic transaction. In this 

transaction, the DMS transaction ( )jT  has 7-sub transactions, 

denoted 1T to 7T . Transactions 1T , 2T , 3T , 4T , and 7T  are 

closed. Transactions 5T  and 6T  are open. Transactions 1T and 

2T should be executed, respectively, at 1TPS . 

Transaction 3T , 4T , and 7T  should be executed, respectively, at 

TPSs 2TPS , 3TPS  and 4TPS . The open transaction 5T  has 

two closed sub transactions, 51T  and 52T , to be executed, 

respectively, at 5TPS  and 6TPS . Similarly open 

transaction 6T  has two closed sub transactions 61T  and 62T , to 

be executed, respectively, at 7TPS  and 8TPS . 

Transactions 2T , 3T , 4T , 7T  and all the sub transactions of 5T  

and 6T  are vital. Each transaction is either vital or non-vital. A 

vital transaction is a transaction the failure of which determines 

immediately the failure of its parent transaction. If any of them 

fails, its parent transaction must be backward recovered.  A 

failure of a non-vital transaction does not have direct effects on 

the outcome of its parent transaction.  

Figure 7 shows the control flow defined for the open 

transaction jT . As shown in Figure 7, 2T  will be executed if 

1T  succeeds. Transaction 3T  is executed if 2T  succeeds. 

Transaction 4T  is executed if 1T  fails. Transaction 5T  and 6T  

are executed in parallel, after either 3T or 4T  succeeds. 

Transaction 7T  will execute after 5T  and 6T  terminate. 

Similar definitions of control flow are supposed to exist for 

open transactions 5T   and 6T . 
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Figure 7: A Representation of control flow for root 

transaction of Figure 6 

8. IMPLEMENTATION  
To study the performance of the model suggested in section 6 

we have implemented it on 10/100/1000 Mbps switched LAN 

that connects 850 workstations and personal computers, and is 

used by about 500 researchers and students. Machines are 

grouped into eight different networks with their own servers 

and servers of each network are connected to the main server of 

the institute. For each network there are 100 nodes which are 

running TPS, three mobile stations running TPS (DMS). These 

DMS are running mobile codes for finding the status of the 

different sub-transactions in different networks whenever a 

failure is arise. Mobile codes are implemented on PMADE 

[20]. We have implemented the transaction for computing the 

prime numbers (between 1 and 9999999) on a cluster of PCs 

(P-4, 3 GHz machines) using PMADE and j2sdk1.5.1 
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8.1 Performance Study 

Figure 8 shows the system throughput of two approaches 

(developed and Kangaroo Model [9]). The throughput of the 

developed scheme is close to the Kangaroo Model in all case. 

As the developed model   is implemented in Java, the high 

execution overhead of Java program results in the lower 

throughput when number of the TPSs very high. The real 

overhead generated due to DMS (root) controller of the sub-

transactions which monitoring the status of them. The DMS 

launches a mobile code in case of a failure arise on any TPS for 

recovering the failed sub-transaction. 

Figure 9 compares the system throughputs of the developed 

system with kangaroo model when temporary faults arising at 

different servers randomly. The result shows that the developed 

scheme can obviously improve the system throughput when 

increasing the number of TPS (servers). In the latter case, the 

processing capacities of the TPSs are wasted and no 

improvement. 
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Figure 9: System throughputs of the developed scheme and 

the Kangaroo model when temporary faults are arising on 

different TPSs 

8.2 Comparison With Existing System  

Because in normal kangaroo transaction model (KT), three 

potential problems arise: 

1. Resource blocking for other relatively smaller transactions 

initiated by the same user while main long lived 

transaction (LLT) is waiting for inputs. This is because 

most of the available commercial DBMS packages use 

conventional two-phase locking protocol [27]. 

2. Even if resource blocking doesn’t occur due to usage of 

independent database resources by transactions, separate 

kangaroo transactions has to be initiated in each case the 

user initiates even a small transaction while the LLT is 

running. This leads to wastage of BS server resources. 

3. Failure of a global transaction in a Joey in compensating 

mode results in abortion of the entire KT. Thus even if 

some transactions are there which are short and not 

involved in the failure, they will get aborted unnecessarily. 
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and Mobile 

Ad hoc 

Networks 

Table 2: Comparison between Developed Model and 

Kangaroo Transaction Model 

9.  RELATED WORKS  

This section will review the transaction-processing concept and 

discuss on mobile transaction. Location and time of MH are the 

two major factors that effect on mobile transaction processing. 

This section outlines three mobile transaction models, which 

focus on mobility of MH.   

Moflex transaction model [8] allows to model mobile 

transaction with extra information such as location, time and 

the precondition of mobile transactions. The sub-transaction T 

of mobile transaction M can be executable only when its 

external precondition predicated is satisfied. Moflex takes into 

account which sub-transactions are location-dependent.  

Pre-write transaction model [4] allows a transaction on a 

mobile host to submit a pre-commit state and the rest of the 

transaction can be carried out at the fixed or other mobile hosts 

at later time. The main point is making all the updated data 

items visible to other transactions. This model can be use to 

support mobile hosts which have little power for processing 

data. Pre-commit transaction model eases the locking on data 

record and avoid longer time blocking other transactions. 

However it is not carefully taking into account the risk of 

frequent disconnecting and higher error rates of wireless data 

transmission. 

Kangaroo transaction model [9] is developed beside the 

existing multi-database environment. Kangaroo mobile 

transaction does not start and end at the same host. In this 

model, mobile transaction hops through stationary hosts in 

wired network. The whole transaction and related information 

are pushing forward to the final committed host. Kangaroo 

model is supported by the autonomy of local DBMS. Kangaroo 

is one model that captures the movement nature of mobile unit.  

Recovery from long term failures of the nodes from where a 

transaction is being controlled and mobility of the control flow 

of a transaction execution were also considered in the 

development of two transaction models, respectively, in the 

transaction model of ConTracts[11] and in migrating 

transactions[12]. In the ConTracts, if the node from where a 

ConTract is being executed fails, it can be re-instantiated at 

another node. A ConTract, however, does not move during its 
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execution. In migrating transactions, the flow of control of a 

transaction migrates in a distributed environment. Executing 

transactions with mobile codes extends the notion, providing 

more flexibility for the distribution of code and for the 

movement of the transaction control flow in the environment. 

In [13] the fault tolerance protocol and the transaction model 

presented here are described in details. In this model aspects of 

the presented approach are further discussed, such as: 

extensions to the basic transaction model; replication policies 

considering the availability properties of agencies; how 

autonomy of system is supported by the model; among others. 

In [18] a concept is presented for executing open and closed 

nested transactions with multiple mobile agents. The paper, 

however does not consider long-term failures. In [19] a model 

for executing transactions with a single mobile agent is 

presented. The transaction model presented supports 

compenstable and non- compenstable transactions and the 

specification of so-called ACID groups. An ACID group is a 

combination of sub transactions that is executed isolated from 

other parts of the same transaction and from other parts of the 

same transaction and from other agent-based transactions. The 

model supports that ACID groups or the set of non-

compenstable transactions span more than a single agency. In 

this paper the execution of distributed transactions can be based 

on more than a single mobile agent. Additionally, it is not 

allowed here that isolated parts of an agent-based transaction 

span more than one agency, in order to facilitate recovery from 

long term failures. 

The developed hierarchical mobile transaction model is fault 

tolerance in case of temporary failures arise on the transaction 

execution servers and gives better performance than Kangaroo 

model.  

10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper we have presented a hierarchical mobile 

transaction system. This transaction model is based on mobile 

codes that take into considerations properties and requirements 

of open networks and their applications. The model represents 

a concept that integrates the mobility of the codes with the 

execution of control flows with transaction semantics. This 

transaction can be used as an approach for providing reliability 

and correctness of distributed activity in the open networks that 

provides the benefits of mobile codes. The resulting concept 

exhibits important features that should be supported by an 

underlying infrastructure to fulfill requirements of applications 

running in open networks. 

The effectiveness of the applicability of mobile codes to open 

environments is, however, subjected to or influenced by the 

development of appropriate solutions to a set of issues. The 

main set of such issues realties to what can be called 

controllability of mobile code based activities. Other aspects 

are security, accounting and testing. The scope of applicability 

of mobile codes will be dependent on the achievements reached 

to these issues. The described model represents a step towards 

developing controllable mobile code based activities. This 

model is currently being extended to incorporate more 

functionality and to decrease some of the implied costs. 

The mobile computing environment can support MHs to 

perform mobile transaction. Users can easily manipulate 

information despite of their location and what mobile devices 

they have. However, the disadvantage of this environment is 

that it cannot provide flexible way to exchange data between 

MH. One BH responds for supporting all MH in its region, this 

can cause a bottleneck when there are many MH in the same 

region and single failure mode if this BH fails. Current mobile 

transaction models are based on existing database systems. The 

models along with the characteristics of mobile environment 

help to analyze the requirement of mobile applications. The 

challenge is that when every host in mobile environment is 

MH. Different variants of the two-phase commit protocol is our 

next goal of this research that will support different 

communication topologies or to increase reliability in case of a 

commit coordinator or a participating transaction manager 

failure 
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Abstract - During the past 20 years, novel communication 

technology devices
 
have become familiar in African homes; 

among them are Personal
 
Computers and the Internet. Social 

reviewers and other polemicists
 
have debated whether these 

devices influence the lives of families in a productive
 
or a 

destructive way. The authors examined
 
the literature about 

family use of Computers and the Internet.
 
Though home 

Internet access in Botswana is constantly increasing, there is 

diminutive information available about actual usage patterns 

in homes. The present study was carried out across Botswana 

on 570 Batswana family units with children. It measured 

computer and Internet use of each family member across 4 

weeks. Data on actual computer and Internet usage were 

collected with the help of local leaders and teachers. They 

also played a key role in providing information on a number 

of variables for several age groups separately, including 

children, adolescents, and adult men and women. Averages 

were revealed for the amount of time spent on computers and 

the Web, the percentage of each age group online, and the 

types of Web sites viewed. Overall, about 9% of children ages 

4 to 12, 40% of adolescents, 45% of adult women and 70% of 

adult men access the Internet each week. Children spend an 

average of 9 hours/week on the computer, 38 hours/week for 

adolescents. Adult women (non- working) spend only about 2 

hours per week, yet in general, women were found to be 

spending long hours (25 hours) on computers corresponding 

with adult men who also spend 25 hours/week. The types of 

Web sites visited are accounted, including the top five for 

each age group. In general, search engines and Web portals 

are the most commonly visited sites, regardless of age group. 

These data provide a baseline for comparisons across time 

and cultures. 

  

Index Terms - Computer, Information Technology; 

Internet, Web, Search Engines 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Botswana has been among the best-performing economies over 

the past 35 years. During this period, Botswana has evolved 

from one of the poorest countries in the world to a middle-

income country with the highest sovereign credit rating in 

Africa. 

Botswana’s Population (2005) was 1,765,000 with a literacy 

rate of 78.9% (2000-2004). According to a survey (2004), there 

connections out of 80,000 (75%) as against countries with very 

high user rates e.g. Norway (88%), Netherlands (87.8%), 

U.S.A (69.7%), Japan (67.1%), 57.7% (EU).   
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Business leaders and scholars alike predicted that computer 

literacy will be as important in the 21st century as reading, 

writing, and arithmetic were in the 20th century (Anderson, 

Bikson, Law, & Mitchell, 1995; Peterson, 1995). As Slater 

(1994) among others suggests, information "will be the new 

wealth of the 21st century" (p. 96). 

It is impossible to deny the tremendous effect rapid 

technological growth has had on our society. This explosion of 

new technologies has changed the way we live-from the way 

we do business and, to the way we communicate with each 

other. Technological advancements are also affecting the way 

we teach and learn. The business world demands that our 

schools prepare educated workers who can use technology 

effectively in the global market. (Technology and the New 

Professional Teacher, 1997) 

Technology has undoubtedly entered the houses of Batswana 

families through the education system and government/non 

government offices. Hence people find themselves in a position 

where they do not have much choice but to learn it. The 

computer and internet have become so vital to business, 

education, communication, and entertainment that they no 

longer can be viewed as a luxury of the few and the rich; they 

are a crucial resource for all. The consequences of the use of 

computer and Internet on society are multifaceted and long 

term, and as a result, appreciating how families use them is 

important. The present study provides baseline information on 

how Batswana families use computers at home. Technology 

controls behaviour; even the simplest form of technology can 

influence individuals by restricting certain behaviours through 

enforcing rules. Latour’s description illustrated how technology 

is engineered to limit or impose behaviours. However, much 

remains to be learned about “digital behaviours.” The impact of 

Information Technology (IT) on individuals and society has 

only recently begun to be studied systematically. For example, 

there is a growing body of research on  

1. the effects of violent video games on aggressive thoughts, 

feelings, and behaviours.  

2. the effects of video games on visual attention  

3. video game play and surgical skills  

4. the uses of information technology to create digital 

archives of health and social information 

5. the potential for pathological use of the Internet, 

computers, and video games. 

These and other demonstrated potential effects of digital media 

demonstrate the importance of having some statistical data 

about the distribution and use of computer and Internet inside 

individuals’ homes in Botswana. Parents are often the ones 

who pay for computers and Internet connections, and usually 

they are the ones who decide where to place them in the home. 

Interestingly, it has been found parents place the computer 

either in family rooms or in children’s bedrooms. In addition, 

parents rarely set boundaries for the use of video games and 
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computer/Internet. Despite the stereotypical view of older 

adults as resistant to new technologies, a growing number of 

national surveys report that the number of elderly who use 

computers has greatly increased since the early 1990s (Adler, 

1996; Furlong, 1989; Hendrix, 2000; Lustbader, 1997; 

McKeely, 1991; Post, 1996; ScniorNet, 1998a, 1998b). 

 

There is a favourable policy environment in Botswana. There 

has been a high level of interest in small, medium and micro-

enterprise (SMME) development in Botswana since the 

approval of a new SMME policy in December 1998 (Ministry 

of Commerce and Industry, 1999). The policy’s prime aim is to 

encourage further expansion of the SMME sector. In addition, 

Botswana’s Vision 2016 document (Presidential Task Group, 

1997) makes a strong commitment to the development of 

competitive enterprises through use of modern technology, 

including the implementation of IT across all manufacturing 

and service sectors. Similarly in schools also a number of 

computers have been installed for the use of students. The 

‘computerized surrounding’ at work place and schools also 

builds the right environment to have this modern machine at 

home. Botswana had a tele density of 4.83 main lines per 100 

inhabitants, compared to a low-income country average of 

2.48. It had 33.42 Internet users per 10,000 inhabitants, 

compared to a low-income country average of 0.89 (ITU, 

1998). 

Richard Kassissieh, Director of Information Services at Catlin 

Gabel School in Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. reported in his report 

on Maru-a-Pula survey statistics that 81% of Form 1 students 

have a computer at home. 15% have broadband Internet access, 

55% dial-up, and 30% no Internet access. These figures are in 

sharp contrast to American private schools, in which all 

students have a home computer connected to the Internet, and 

the majority has high-speed access. 75% of Form 1 students 

share their home computer with three or more users. Yet 49% 

still complete most of their computer-based schoolwork at 

home. 

 

2. METHOD 

2.1 Participants 

Data were collected April through May 2008. The sample was 

a representative panel of Batswana families, including 

individuals from age 4 to over 60. The sample size was 570 

individuals of whom 318 were male and 252 were female. In 

each district about 0.03% of the total population was selected 

to be part of the panel. Data were collected across a 4 week 

period for enhanced generalizability. The sample was initially 

contacted by random-digit dialling, which generated an equal 

probability sample of residential phone numbers. Families were 

interviewed during the initial enlistment call to identify 

households eligible to be in the panel (i.e., they have a 

computer and Internet access at home). At least 7 contact 

attempts were made to ensure that all eligible families were 

identified and recruited. Families that agreed to participate in 

the panel were mailed a documentation packet including the 

questionnaire and instructions. 

2.2 Measurement of Independent Variables 

Indexes were developed to measure certain independent 

variables like Age, Family Education Status and Monthly 

Income.   

 

2.3 Measurement of Internet Activity 

Measurement of Internet activity was designed to be in form of 

a ‘schedule’. After completion of a demographic profile, panel 

member families with multiple computer users were asked to 

enter the details of particular active member and time of using 

computer/internet in two separate sections. All data were 

recorded by the active members who gave their detailed 

schedules of their computer and internet use. The data reported 

here were completely based on self-reports on actual 

measurements of computer activity by each participating 

person. 

 

2.4 Population Reporting Method 

The data were generalized to the general Batswana population 

from the panel. To provide population statistics, each 

panellist’s data were categorised on the basis of gender, age, 

household income, education level, and region of the country. 

Data were grouped in six categories: children aged 4–11, 

adolescents 12–20, males 21–44, males 45+, females 21–44, 

and females 45+. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Demographic Details  

Data presented in table 3.1 depicts that more than one third of 

the sample were adolescents (38%) and 56 per cent were males. 

Majority of the families had high educational status and 

monthly income of more than P7, 000. Majority of them were 

from Central, South east and Southern regions as these were 

the most densely populated regions of Botswana. 

 
3.2 Average Weekly Time Spent on Computer and Internet 

Table 3.2 illustrates the average hours spent on computers and 

the Internet for the total population and each age group. 

Surprisingly, even young children accessed the computer on 

average thrice in two days for a total of 9 hours per week, and 

adolescents’ averaged more than five sessions in two days for 

an average of 38 hours per week spent on the computer. 

Adolescents’ computer use was found to be much higher than 

the two groups of adult males. Adolescents, men and working 

women were found to be heavier computer users than the non- 

working two days for a total of 9 hours per week, and 

adolescents’ averaged more than five sessions in two days for 

an average of 38 hours per week spent on the computer. 

Adolescents’ computer use was found to be much higher than 

the two groups of adult males. Adolescents, men and working 

women were found to be heavier computer users than the non- 

working (housewives) adult females. This pattern is 

comparable when examining the amount of computer time 

specifically spent on the Internet. Young children spend an 

average of 32 hours per month on the Internet, whilst 
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adolescents almost quadrupled that time (128 h/mo). It was 

interesting that use of the Internet as a percentage of total 

computer time increased as the total amount of computer time 

increased. It was heartening to note that the average use of 

home computer by users in Botswana was 24.5 hr/week.  

 

3.3Average Time Spent on Web Site Categories  

The Web sites visited were categorized as by Nielsen into 15 

types. Table 3.3 displays the percentages of total time spent by 

each age group and gender (averaged across April-May 

2008).It showed a pattern of adolescents aged 4 to 12 spending 

maximum time for entertainment (42%) whereas adolescents 

gave one fourth of their total computer time on Telecom and 

Internet services. Web pages related to search Engines, 

Entertainment and Telecom/. Internet services in general were 

found to be most popular amongst all the users (22%, 17% and 

25% respectively). It was interesting to note that some websites 

were seldom browsed e.g. Multi-category commerce (2%) 

Government & non-profit (2%), Special occasions (2%), Travel 

(3%), Finance/ insurance/ investment (2%), corporate 

information (2%), Home & fashion (3%), Automotive (3%). 

Websites related to Education & careers (6%), News & 

information (5%), Family & lifestyles (5%) and 

Computers/consumer electronics (4%) were not very popular 

amongst the internet users. 

Women were found to be the heaviest users (26%) of 

Telecom/Internet services beaten only by men of the same age 

group (27.5%). Search engines/portals, Entertainment and 

Telecom/Internet services constituted about thirty nine percent 

of the total time spent on Internet. Rest of the categories were 

browsed rarely by all the age groups. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to explore how Batswana 

families use the Internet from home. The study revealed that 

female were the heaviest users (26%) of Telecom/Internet 

services comparable with males of the same age group 

(27.5%). Search engines/portals, Entertainment and 

Telecom/Internet services constituted about thirty nine percent 

of the total time spent on Internet. Rest of the categories were 

browsed rarely by all the age groups.  

 

Point to be noted is that children aged 4 to 12 spend 89% of 

computer time on the internet. An average child was found to 

be spending 11 hours a week on the computer, with an average 

of 7 Web sessions totalling 8 hours online. Children, like all 

age groups included in this study, were found to be accessing 

search engines and Web portals most frequently, but they were 

also accessing game and entertainment sites at a high rate. 

Adolescents aged 13 to 20 on the other hand accessed the 

Internet for 84% of net computing time. It was also evident that 

an average adolescent was spending 38 hours a week on the 

computer, with an average of 15 Web sessions totalling 32 

hours online. Adolescents were accessing informational Web 

sites at a much higher rate than younger children, including a 

higher rate of accessing commercial Web sites each month.  

Data were collected on two age groups of adult men in this 

study: 21 to 44 and 45 above. The two groups were quite 

comparable, with almost 8 out of 10 (79% and 86%, 

respectively) spending their computing time on the Internet. An 

average adult male was spending over 25 hours a week on the 

computer (29 and 21) for the two age groups respectively, with 

an average of about 19 Web sessions per month totalling to 

approximately 20 hours (23 and 18 respectively). Adult men 

were following the trend seen in adolescents: a high percentage 

of men accessing informational Web sites each month.  

 

 S.N Attributes Categories Frequency 

(%), N=570 

1 

Age 4-12 

13-20 

21-44 

45 and above 

126 (22.10) 

 217 (38.07) 

142 (24.91) 

85 (14.91) 

2 Gender Male 

Female 

318 (55.78) 

252 (44.21) 

3 Family 

Education 

Status 

Low 

Medium 

High 

28 (4.91) 

142 (24.91) 

399 (70.00) 

4 Monthly 

Income  

< P3,500 

P 3,501-P 7,000 

>P 7000 

0 (0) 

0 (0) 

570(100.00) 

5 Region of the 

Country 

Central 

Ghanzi 

Kgalagadi 

Kgatleng 

Kweneng 

North-East 

North-West 

South-East 

Southern 

169 (29.6) 

11 (1.92) 

6 (1.05) 

12 (2.10) 

45 (7.89) 

68 (11.93) 

56 (9.82) 

102 (17.89) 

101(17.71) 

Table 3: 1 Demographic Details 

 

Similarly, we gathered data on two age groups of adult women 

in this study: 21 to 44 and 45 above. Adult women tended to 

access the computer less than men, and although the two 

groups of women were similar, they do not appear to be as 

similar as the adult men. In general, the younger group was 

more likely to spend time on the computer and the Internet 

than the older group. Women spent about 25 hours a week on 

the computer (32 and 18 hours for the two age groups 

respectively), with about 20 Web sessions per month (25 and 

15 respectively), totalling 20 and 14 hours online per month 

respectively. The most exciting fact emerging from the study 

was a meagre time spent on computers and internet by non 

working (housewives). This also indicated that working 

women were having very long hours spent on computers which 

helped to maintain the average number of hours on computers 

still so high. 

Adult women accessed Web site categories in a pattern similar 

to adult men, although at a lower rate than men and with a 
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smaller percentage of women 45 above accessing each category 

of Web site compared to women 21 to 44.When examining the 

percentage of people accessing the Internet by day, it was 

striking how little variation there is across days. This suggests 

that perhaps the Internet is so integrated into people’s lives that 

it is a daily habit, which is also indicated by the average 

number of Internet sessions per week being at least 15 for 

people over 11 years old. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The study revealed that women were the heaviest users of 

Telecom/Internet services beaten only by men of the same age 

group. Search engines/portals, Entertainment and 

Telecom/Internet services amounted to about two-third of the 

total time spent on Internet. In a nutshell an average child was 

found to be spending 11 hours a week on the computer, with an 

average of 7 Web sessions totalling 8 hours online. Children, 

like all age groups included in this study, were found to be 

accessing search engines and Web portals most frequently, but 

they were also accessing game and entertainment sites at a high 

rate. Adolescents accessed the Internet for 84% of net 

computing time. It was also apparent that an average adolescent 

was spending 38 hours a week on the computer, with an 

average of 15 Web sessions totalling to 32 hours online.  

The two groups of adult men displayed quite a similar pattern 

with almost 8 out of 10, spending their computing time on the 

Internet. An average adult male was spending over 25 hours a 

week on the computer, with an average of about 19 Web 

sessions per month totalling to approximately 20 hours. Adult 

men were following the trend seen in adolescents: a high 

percentage of men accessing informational Web sites each 

month. Correspondingly, two age groups of adult women in 

this study tended to access the computer less than men, and 

although the two groups of women were similar, they do not 

appear to be as similar as the adult men. In general, the younger 

group was more likely to spend time on the computer and the 

Internet than the older group. Women spent about 25 hours a 

week on the computer with about 20 Web sessions per month. 

The most exciting fact emerging from the study was a meagre 

time spent on computers and internet by non working 

(housewives) which pointed to the fact that working women 

were having very long hours spent on computers which helped 

to maintain the average number of hours on computers still so 

high.  
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Figure 3.1: Time spent on Computers and Internet 
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Males 

21–44 
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45 and 

above 

Females 

21–44 

Females 

45 and 
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Average 

PC 

sessions/person/wk 
11 18 23 21 28 18 

19.83 

PC 

time/person/wk(Hrs) 
9  38  29  21  32  18  

24.50 

Web 

sessions/person/wk 
7 15 19 18 25 15 

16.50 

Web 

time/person/wk(Hrs) 
8  32  23  18  20  14  

19.17 

Web 

pages/person/wk 
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Percent Web time 89 84 79 86 63 78 79.83 

Table 3.2: Average Use of Home Computers and the Web use, Split by Groups 
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